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TEXTS AND MANUSCRIPTS: 
DESCRIPTION AND RESEARCH 

Val. V. Polosin 

ARABIC MANUSCRIPTS: TEXT DENSITY AND ITS CONVERTIBILITY 
IN COPIES OF THE SAME WORK* 

The copyist of manuscript C 2114 from the collection of 
the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Stud
ies [ l l has made a mistake. Being probably distracted for a 
while from his work he then resumed copying of a passage 
already done by him earlier. Due to this mistake we, for the 
first time, get some definite material and an opportunity to 
discuss the regularity of individual handwriting in medieval 
Arabic manuscripts. 

Fig I shows two neighbouring pages of the above
mentioned manuscript. The right one (fol. 250b), starting 
from the last word of the thirteenth line and to the end of 
the page, contains the text repeated on the next page 
(fol. 25 la) - it 1s crossed out by the scribe. Both passages 
take the same number of lines - 22, which makes our find 
significant as the first and so far the only evidence test1fy-
111g to the stability and balanced density of handwriting 
within a single Arabic manuscript. 

It is trne. of course. that the volume of the text reveal-
111g this quality of handwriting is too small to make any far
go111g conclusions. Still. however. it is much more repre
sentative than it may appear [2]. and we do not overesti
mate the proofing value of the discovered twin-texts. It is 
enough at least to presume that the density of handwriting 
111 Arabic manuscripts was well-balanced. As for the re
quired full-scale system of arguments. one should admit 
that any search for longer twin-texts in manuscripts does 
not promise much. We may try therefore to test the reli
ability of our suggestion "from the opposite". Let us make 
several first steps in this direction. 

Manuscripts C 958 and C 711 from the same collection 
of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies present two copies of the same work - Durar al
h11kka111 fi sharh Ghurar a/-ahkam by Mulla Khusraw 
(d 88511480) [3]. One of them (C 711) is incomplete at the 
beg111ning, but the remaining text appears in the second 
copy (C 958) already from the I 5th line of its first folio 
(compare figs. 2 and 3). which means that in manuscript 

C 711 only one leaf is missing, with not more than 23 lines 
of the text [4]. 

Estimating by codicological methods the maximum 
possible size of the lacuna in manuscript C 711 (not more 
than 23 lines) we may verify the reliability of our sugges
tion on the even density of the manuscript text by calculat
ing the size of the same lacuna arithmetically. 

If the density of handwriting is really a constant value 
for each manuscript, then the density of two copies of the 
same text may be compared through linear (line by l111e) 
extension of these records - these last can be expected to 
be proportional in the same way as the proportion of their 
corresponding density. Let us verify this by calculations. 
The text taking the first 23 lines in manuscript C 711 (see 
fig 4) occupies approximately 22.2 lines in C 958. rnnning 
from line 15 of folio 2b to line 20 of folio 3a (see figs. 2 
and 3 ), which means that the handwriting of C 958 
is slightly more dense ( 1.036 times) than in C 711 
(23: 22.2 = 1.036). This value presenting the relation of 
two densities is the instrument for the further conversion of 
linear text volumes (lines, pages. folios), known by one 
manuscript (in our case - C 958), into corresponding 
volumes ofa different copy of the same work (C 711). 

The comparison of the initial parts of manuscripts 
C 958 and C 711 (see figs. 2 and 4) shows that the m1ss111g 
part of the text in C 71 I takes 14 full lines and approxi
mately three quarters of the l 5th line in C 958. In all. 1t 
makes 14.75 lines. In C 711 it should have taken 
1.036 times more space, namely 15 or 16 lines 
(14.75 x 1.036 = 15.28 lines). 

It is less than the normative volume for one page, for 
which the standard in C 711 is 23 lines, as the prelim111ary 
rnling of the MS proposed. The difference between the re
sults of our calculations and the rnling requirements of the 
manuscript should not, however, undermine our trust in the 
validity of these calculations. It was evident from the start 
that the missing text could not occupy a whole page. The 

* The present article represents the English translat10n of my paper published m Russian m Petcrhurgskoe VostokMede111c. V ( 1994 ). 
pp 202 - 20. with two add1t1onal notes mcludcd. 
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explanation is very simple and obvious: probably there was 
a coloured pattern ('w1wan) above the text occupying the 
space reserved for the first 7 or 8 lines. The beginning of 
the second copy of the same work is decorated with · unwan 
(seefig .?) [5). 

The case considered here in confirmation of the con
vert1bihty of manuscript texts 1s, of course, elementary, i. e. 
1t could have been interpreted with the same results without 
any calculations. We selected it to enable the common 
sense of the reader-specialist to follow the mathematical 
conYers1on of the text from one volume into another when 
discussing the method suggested here. Let us consider now 
a more complicated case, also, however, with a quite pre
dictable size of the lacuna. Another pair of manuscripts 
from the same collection - C 2114 and C 2023 (see figs. 5 
and 6) [6) - can be taken for this purpose. 

The first of these manuscripts ( C 21 14) is defective -
the beginning is missing. The number of the missing folios 
may be estimated by its pagination, which has been done 
l\\·1ce at different periods. One is quite recent, probably 
done when describmg the manuscript for the catalogue, the 
earlier one had been made either by the scribe or by one of 
its fom1er Muslim owners, obviously before the beginning 
of the manuscript was lost. A sample of the two paginations 
can be seen on fig I at the upper left hand comer, where 
the present foho 251 of the manuscript is numbered as folio 
271 111 Arabic. The difference in numbers allows to suggest 
that 20 folios at the beginning of the manuscript are miss
mg. 1. e. two full blocks (kurrasa) of 10 folios each. This 
suggestion basmg upon the old foliation we are going to 
\Cnfy by calculat1ons, once more testing the practicability 
of the method. 

I.Ike in the former case, to estimate the conversion co
efficient of density. we are taking a fragment of text com
mon for the two manuscripts. The fragment selected this 
nme is shown on fig 5 (C 2023, fol. 22b, line 26 -
fol. 23a. lines 1-27) andfig 6 (C 2114, fol. la). The com
parison of the two records of this fragment (35 lines in 
C 2114 and 33 lines 111 C 2023) gives the conversion co
ell1c1ent - 35 : 33 = 1.06. We can notice also that C 2023 
has a more dense text. Now we can approach the estimation 
of the volume of the missing text in C 2114. 

The text nmsing 111 C 21 14 ends on the 26th line of 
foho 22b of C 2023 taking in the last one approximately 
22 folios. It makes 1364 lines (44 pages, 31 lines on each 
page). The first page of the manuscript (fol. la), however, 
bears no text. 1. e. 31 Imes should be subtracted. On the last 
page (fol. 22b) only 25 of 31 lines corresponding to the 

The application of mistara introduced an important 
feature mto the shaping of a manuscript. It ensured the 
same length of lines, their equal number and the same dis
tance between them on all pages of the book. It created a 
number of practical conveniences and possibilities doubt
less used by medieval scribes. Let us consider some of 
them. 

First of all, it is the estimation of the volume of text in 
collections of verse (d/wans). The length of the line is of no 
SI!.'.nificance here, because each verse (havt) occupies a sin
g!~ line. never gomg to the next one. What is variable and 
sig111ficant in different copies is only the number of lines 

II 

lacuna should be taken into account. Making these correc
tions we find that the text missing in C 2114 is equivalent 
to 1327 lines of C 2023. Now, using the conversion co
efficient, we can estimate the size of the lacuna in its own 
measure units: 1,327 x 1.06 = 1,406.6 lines. With the nor
mative of 70 lines per folio (35 x 2) for manuscript C 2114 
we find the right and, what is important, the expected 
answer: 20 folios ( 1,406: 70 = 20.08 folios). 

In this way the suggestion of the loss of 20 folios by 
manuscnpt C 2114 has been confirmed. It is absolute, if 
speaking of the number of the leaves of paper bearing the 
text, or relative, taking into account the text itself - actu
ally, the value estimated was the volume of the text. The 
matter is that, according to the general rule, the first page of 
the manuscript could not bear any text, so we could have 
expected our calculations to show not 20 but 19.5 leaves. It 
means that, when converting the text, the mistake made 
around 2.5% of its volume. 

Is this error acceptable, or is it too big'' In our case, 
when we actually analyse the contents of the manuscript by 
blocks, it makes no problem at all. A text written on 
39 pages or on 40 pages would equally require 20 leaves of 
paper. It is, moreover, too early now to discuss errors natu
ral when calculating the volume of a non-typed (hand
written) text. Taking into account the part of psychosomatic 
factors in the process of writing, one can foresee that the 
very presence of these errors and their distribution by size 
following some definite pattern are inevitable. One may 
happen to compare texts made by scribes of different skill, 
experience, and even temperament. It is difficult, on the 
other hand, to estimate the part played by the cursive nature 
of the Arabic script which is able to be compressed and de
compressed without loosing its natural appearance, i. e. 
these changes are practically undetectable by human eye. 
At the same time, there are definitely factors maintaining 
the density of the script within certain limits, especially 
when it concerns the work done by a professional scribe. 
One of the most important factors was using of a ruled pat
tern for the future text, which made the scribes work out 
a habit for a standard line. 

The pattern for ruling Arabic manuscripts (mistara) has 
been described as early as the last century, in particular by 
English Arabist E.W. Lane (1801-1876): "Paper is ruled 
by putting underneath it a piece of cardboard paper with 
cords (mis{ara) glued across it and pressing it slightly" [7). 
This primitive but effective device, once widespread over 
the Muslim East, is directly related to the subject of the pre
sent article. 

per page. In this way a manuscript of 250 folios with 
a 25-line misrara will give us 25 bayts per page, 50 bayts 
for a single folio and 12,500 bayts for the whole manuscript 
(in fact, up to 12,500 bayts) (8). 

Since every bayt takes only one line in the manuscript, 
hence from follows the rule: the number of bayts in the 
manuscript corresponds to the number of lines, and, vice 
verse, the number of lines corresponds to the number of 
hayts. This simple relation turns collections of verse into 
a special category of manuscripts: calculations over them 
produce results freely convertible from one mistara to an
other with no additional information required. F~r this rea-
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son, versified text in a 21-line manuscript, as compared 
with the above-mentioned versified text of 250 folios with 
a 25-line mistara, will occupy not 250 folios but 596 pages, 
1 e. 298 folios (12,500: 21=595.23 pages; 12,500: 42 = 
= 297.6 folios). In a 19-line manuscript the same text will 
take 329 folios (658 pages), etc. 

The convertibility of the formula "the given number of 
folios by the given number of lines each" from one mistara 
to another is applicable only for versified texts. In this ~ery 
field we are going to provide an example of its real use. 
It 1s the fourth/tenth-century bibliographic work Fihrist 
by lbn al-NadTm (d. 380/990). 

In the foreword to one of the chapters of Fihrist, 
which, citing its title, "contains the names of new, as well 
as early Muslim poets, also evidence on the number of their 
verse that were introduced into circulation", Ibn al-NadTm 
writes: "We ourselves aim to present the names of the poets 
and the amount of poetry written by each poet among them, 
especially by the more recent ones, and also the variations 
occurring in their poems, so that whoever desires to collect 
books and poems can have this information and an insight 
into the matter. If we say that the poetry of a certian man 
fills ten leaves, we mean SulaymanTyah ones, holding 
twenty Imes, I mean on each side of the leaf" [9]. After this 
introduction the author names a great number of Arabic po
ets, giving in the account system mentioned above, i. e. 
in sulavmiinl folios, exact or approximate figures repre
senting the amount of verse written by them, though one 
should think that the anthologies actually circulated could 
have different number of lines on their pages [I O]. 

One of the practical consequences of this connection 
between the contents of Arabic manuscript (i. e. text) and 
its matenal embodiment (manuscript folio) was the possi
bility to adjust the volume of a new manuscript when 
making a copy - to estimate beforehand the required 
amount of paper and ink and in that way to affect the ex
penses of production. Though, one of the principal factors 
making the price is still not quite clear, we mean the 
scribe's labour. Was it estimated directly from the executed 
copy (considering the length of its lines, the number of 
lines per page, and the total number of folios) or by con
verting it to the price of a conventional folio, like the 
sulanniinl folio which appears in Fihrist by Ibn al-NadTm? 

Prosaic texts can not be converted in the same way. 
The reason for this is the very characteristic of mistara 
which in the former case was of no significance - the 
length of the line. 

The matter is that in prosaic texts, unlike in verse, 
the length of the line is not an account unit indifferent to 
the length of the textual fragment. In this case the length of 
the line is no longer a self-standing unit measuring the 
completeness or incompleteness (defectiveness) of the 
whole text, the instrument of getting the quantitative esti
mation of the text in question as a sum of units-lines. Pro
saic text, of course, is also divided into mis!ara lines. It has, 
however, no internal measure like the metrical unit which 
in the first case determined both the length of the line and 
the equal total number of lines in all copies of the poetic 
work in question. Prosaic text is divided into lines after the 
external, and for this reason irregular measure - the length 
of the line in this or that misrara. Versified text always 
gives the same total number of lines, no matter what kind 
of mis(ara is used. Prosaic text gives a different number of 
lines, depending on different mistaras [ 11 ]. 

Prosaic lines, however, can also be converted, as it has 
been demonstrated above. 

In spite of the different width of different letters of the 
Arabic alphabet the text of Arabic manuscripts reveals the 
ability to maintain approximately the same number of let
ters in all lines of a whole codex. This number is only 
slightly shifting around some numeral presenting an aver
age value for the lines of the given codex [12]. This quality, 
so far as I know never mentioned in literature, allows to 
convert prosaic texts from one misrara to another. 

The method of finding the average density for one line 
of the text is the usual one. As for the conversion coeffi
cient also required in this case, it presents a proportion ex
pressing the relation between the average density of the text 
in the lines of two manuscripts, juxtaposed copies of one 
and the same work. The way of obtaining this value could 
be either abstract or relevant. When applying the abstract 
method we first find (by characters-letters) the average 
density of the text (handwriting) in the lines of two juxta
posed manuscripts, then we calculate the conversion coeffi
cient itself by dividing, say, the greater value of density 
into the smaller one. The relevant method omits the first 
stage (working out the average density), namely: one and 
the same fragment of text is selected in two copies (its vol
ume is taken at random, but with a whole number of lines. 
pages or folios in one of the manuscripts, accepted as a unit 
of measure); then, like in the first case, the greater value is 
divided into the smaller one; the figure obtained is the con
version coefficient we were looking for. 

It is impossible, unfortunately, to demonstrate the con
vertibility of prosaic texts using published, i. e. available to 
everyone, materials. The matter is that facsimile reproduc
tions of manuscripts, of which there are many now, and 
which could have been used to arrange a public demonstra
tion of the method, all these are publications of unique 
manuscripts. To demonstrate the method and the way 
it works we need at least two copies of one and the same 
work. That is why the mistake made by the copyist and re
produced at the beginning of this article was so fitting. 

It is possible to presume that medieval scribes used the 
convertibility of prosaic texts, like in the case with versified 
texts, also mainly to estimate the amount of paper required 
for making a copy with a different misrara. We do not 
know how it actually worked in those times, but now spe
cialists can use the convertibility of texts to achieve other 
aims, for example, to locate quickly selected fragments 
from some work in any manuscript or printed edition. 
Textologists and those who work on literary sources con
stantly encounter such problems, and a conversion coeffi
cient for each pair of manuscripts may be used, if neces
sary, as a concordance of their pagination. A search for the 
same fragments by looking through numerous pages of 
"blind" text (with no paragraphs, etc.) in many cases would 
be less productive. 

The best way to develop the method of converting text 
from one misrara to another is to work on a scholarly pub
lication of Arabic sources involving several manuscnpts 
at once. In this case the problem can be studied indirectly, 
not distracting one's attention from other tasks but ensuring 
a more profound study of current materials along separate 
lines, within the frame of the standard set of operations 
forming the technique of preparing a critical text. 

Not all manuscripts and all texts within them are 
equally convenient for the study and practical application 
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Fig. 1 ( co11tin11ation) 
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of the text convertibility effect. The two most important 
manuscripts of Fihrisr by Ibn al-Nadfm (Paris, No. 4457 
and Dublin, No. 3315) are "inconvenient". The matter is 
that the density of text in them is uneven on different and 
sometimes on the same pages - against the rule of propor
tionality declared above. The entire blame for that should 
not be laid on the copyists. It happens mainly due to the 
uneven character of the textual materials: usually con
densed records of the lives of Arabic authors or deliberately 
expanded long lists of their works. Besides, one of the 
manuscnpts contains here and there vast free spaces re
served for supplements by the author of Fihrist himself and 
preserved in the copy made directly from the autograph. 
But even in similar cases it is possible, within certain 
frames, to apply conversion coefficients. 1 shall try to de
monstrate 1t by solving one peculiar problem which arose 
when preparing a new scholarly publication of the above 
mentioned Fihnsr by lbn al-Nadfm. 

N me folios ( fols. I Oa-1 Sb) of the Paris manuscript 
No. 4457 show a handwriting different from that of the rest 
of the book. It means definitely that the corresponding fo
lios had been lost and the missing part was restored by 
a different scnbe. What attracts our attention is the number 
of leaves lost and restored later. It is sufficient to presume 
that a whole block (kurrasa), i. e. having an even number 
of folios, fell out of the manuscript. But what was its origi
nal volume'' Blocks. as we know, could be of 8, 10 and 
11 folios. 

After some analysis it becomes clear that a kurrasa 
of 8 folios should be omitted. The amount of text on the 
rnne "restored" folios is too huge to be set on the original 
eight. It can be proved in the following way. 

The fie Id occupied by the text is practically equal both 
in the original and the restored part of the manuscript 
(though there are some slight differences we are going 
to consider below). Though the actual size of the text field 
1s not indicated in the published description of the Paris 
manuscript, and the manuscript itself is not, unfortunately, 
available to me, it is possible to see from the photocopy 
1 have due to the courtesy of Bibliotheqe Nationale in Paris 
that the text fields are of the same size. The manuscript was 
photographed m the Library by two pages per one frame, 
so there are two cases when the original and the restored 
pages appear within one frame of the field ( fols. 9b-- l Oa 
and I 8b-l 9a). It means that they were photographed si
multaneously from the same distance. Prints from the film 
were made frame by frame in the laboratory of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, 
which ensured equal scale for neighbouring pages on the 
prints. It is possible therefore to compare the dimensions of 
the text fields, using only a ruler and not taking the actual 
scale into account. That was what we did for coming to the 
conclusion mentioned above. 

The dimensions of the two mistaras turned to be almost 
equal. The number of lines is the same - 16 lines per page. 
Taking into account these equal parameters, it becomes 
evident from the start that the copyist of the restored pa11 
has failed to arrange the text within S folios. Even though 
his handwriting is more dense, he had to use one more 
folio, i. e. 32 lines (following the mistara), plus 4 additional 
Imes which he added to the last folio disturbing its original 
ruling. That was what actually took place. Eight 16-line 
mistara folios make 256 lines, 9 folios make 2SS lines, 
while the actual record took 292 lines - 36 lines more than 

it could have been in a kurrasa of S folios. Four extra lines 
were added exactly to the last folio of the restoration 
(fol. !Sa-b), which demonstrates that the copyist of the re
stored part was striving to set the text not within S but 
within 9 folios. He succeeded, miscalculating only by 
four lines. 

The same is confirmed by the analysis of the density of 
the text of the restored part, which is evidently higher than 
in the rest of the manuscript. 

Since the method of a similar analysis has never been 
demonstrated anywhere, and the volume of the text 
in question is comparatively small (9 leaves), we would like 
to demonstrate the density of the text in detail, which 
in other cases will be doubtless omitted, being dissolved 
in general formulas (see Table). 

The Table is presenting all possible characteristics 
of the text density of the restored part: the number of char
acters-letters for each line of its IS pages, average density 
for each particular page (horizontal rows); for a more pre
cise tracing of the dynamics of handwriting the same is 
done for groups of corresponding lines (columns) [ 13]; fi
nally, it is marked how often and where the scribe was go
ing beyond the borders of his own ruling-mistara (column 
"Notes", also columns for the 17th and the l Sth line). 

It is evident from the Table that the density of the text 
is fluctuating, reaching its maximum on folios l 2a, l 5b, 
then on the last 4 pages of the restored part (fols. 17a, 17b, 
I Sa and I Sb) [ 14]. The increase of density is achieved. 
especially on the last folio (I Sa- I Sb) also by extending 
lines (i. e. by going beyond the mis{ara frame) and by in
creasing the number of lines on the last page from 16 to l S 
(i. e. also by breaking the frame in the vertical direction). 
Finally, it should be taken into account that the mis{ara 
frame of the restored part was overloaded with text: 41.S 
characters per line (see Table) against 37.75 characters per 
line [ 15] in the main part of the Paris manuscript. 

So, we once more come to the following conclusion: 
the scribe was striving hard, manipulating with the density 
of handwriting, to arrange the text within the given 9 folios. 
There was no way to fit the text into S folios having the 
same mis{ara as the rest of the Paris manuscript. It was not 
possible even to arrange it within 9 folios, if he had fol
lowed the mis{ara strictly. 

Evidently, the initial text replaced by the present resto
ration occupied I 0 folios (following the rule of the even 
number of folios in one block)? 

Now let us reckon the volume of the restored 
part of the manuscript in the characters of the Arabic 
alphabet (the total sum of lines multiplied by average 
density): (1 S pages x 16 lines+ 4 lines) x 41.S characters= 
= 12,205.6 characters. Taking the density of the original, 
which is equal to 37.75 characters (see above, note 15), we 
find that this volume is equal to 323.3 lines of the lost 
original part (12,205.6: 37.75) or to 20.2 of its pages 
(323.3 : 16), i. e. around 10 folios. The extra 0.2 of a page, 
the inevitable error in reckoning, make only 3 lines of text. 

In the case of the Paris manuscript the demonstration of 
convertibility does not possibly require such a detailed 
analysis. The question of the size of the lacuna restored 
in the manuscript is important, however, in a different con
text - the study of Fihrist, filiation of its copies and the 
authenticity of its text. The matter is that to establish the 
critical text covered by the restored lacuna we have only 
two manuscripts - Paris No. 4457 and Dublin No. 3315. 
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Absolute and average characteristics of text density in the Paris manuscript 4457 (in characters-letters) 

Line 9 
Line line Lmc Line Lmc Line Line Line Line 

Fols. Line I Line 2 Line 3 Line 4 Line 5 Line 6 Line 7 Line 8 10 II 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 

fol IOa 41 29 46 38 37 47 44 41 42 47 50 44 41 45 41 42 

fol. IOb 35 37 43 41 33 39 31 23 39 43 41 45 40 38 37 44 

fol I la 41 46 43 41 39 44 44 39 43 44 42 38 44 48 41 50 -- -

fol. I lb 47 49 54 39 29 42 42 21 50 43 27 14 46 41 47 43 

fol. I 2a 47 41 45 45 46 43 45 31 46 46 49 43 43 43 48 46 --

fol. I 2b 43 41 42 47 46 43 42 41 13 41 26 16 46 45 49 43 

fol I 3a 41 36 20 41 45 42 -II 52 47 37 44 44 -1-1 23 31 36 

fol. I 3b sec note 13 

fol. I-la 50 51 46 43 44 39 50 44 49 42 36 41 37 39 28 16 

fol. I 4b 0 21 41 40 36 39 38 -15 45 43 37 42 46 37 44 46 

fol. I 5a 40 35 44 35 33 42 27 -16 44 37 46 -12 43 42 46 36 - - -

fol I 5b 47 48 45 39 51 44 48 50 23 0 50 42 46 47 50 42 -

fol. 16a sec note 13 

fol. 16b 35 39 40 42 10 0 35 40 31 39 45 37 38 45 47 34 -

fol. I 7a 47 36 48 43 56 39 49 44 54 45 51 47 19 0 () 44 -- --

fol. I 7b 49 41 49 47 45 44 49 51 40 44 34 0 48 34 0 46 -

fol. 18a 38 0 50 57 52 60 48 47 45 41 48 52 50 57 54 59 44 46 

fol. 18b 44 44 50 42 46 .+6 46 3-1 17 42 39 51 52 46 () 51 43 39 

average 43.0 39.6 44.1 42.5 40.5 43.5 42.5 40.5 39.5 42.2 41.5 39.9 42.6 42.0 43.3 42.4 43.5 42.5 

Table 

A •·eragc number Notes 
of lines per page 

42.2 longer lines 

38.0 standard lines 

42.9 longer lines 

39.6 longer lines 

44.2 longer lines 

39.0 longer lines 

39.0 longer lines 

- longer lines 

40.9 standard 

40.0 standard 

39.9 standard 

44.8 standard up 
to 6th line 

- longer lines 

37.2 longer lines 

44.4 standard 

44.3 longer lines 

49.8 longer lines 6-10 

43.0 longer lines 

41.8 -
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The first one, as it is known, contains 9 restored folios of 
unknown origin. Only a part of this text can be collated 
with the second, Dublin manuscript - there also, as if on 
purpose, the text is interrupted by a lacuna. The two over
lapping lacunae place several pages of the text of Fihrist 
beyond the reach of textological criticism, they are repre
sented now only by one anonymous restoration. The 
authentic character of this fragment can be confirmed only 
by quantitative arguments: the correspondence between the 
size of the lacuna and the division of the manuscript by 
blocks and folios. 

Taking this last into account, we can put the obtained 
results to a test m one more way - through the Dublin 
manuscnpt. First let us find conversion coefficients for the 
two sets of texts: l) the original text of the Paris manuscript 
and Dublin manuscript; 2) the restored part of the Paris 
manuscript and the Dublin manuscript. In the first case it 
will be 44 Imes of the Paris manuscript (fol. 8b, line 4-9b, 
line 16) and 30.5 lines of the Dublin manuscript (fols. 4b--
5a) g1vmg the conversion coefficient of l .44 (44: 30.5). In 
the second case these are 16 lines of the restoration 
(fol. l Oa) and the corresponding text of l 2.5 lines in the 
Dublin manuscript (9.5 lines of fol. 5a and 3 lines of 
fol. 5b ), which gives the conversion coefficient of 1.28 
( l 6 · l 2.5) :"ow we convert the text of the restored frag
ment ( 18 pages of 16 lines each) to the mistara of the Dub
lm manuscnpt, which has 25 lines: 18 x 16 : 1.28 = 

225 Imes (or 9 full pages), and then convert this result to 
the 1111.11ara of the Pans manuscript: 225 x 1.44 : 16 = 

= 20.28 pages. In this way, reckoning the text of the re
stored fragment through the second (Dublin) manuscript we 
get the same result - I 0 folios and 4.5 lines (reckoning 
error). 

What attracts our attention in these last calculations is 
the conversion coefficient in the pair "restoration - Dublin 
manuscript" ( 1.28). In its "unwrapped" form it appears as 
the proportion 32 : 25, which reminds the ruling of the 
same texts - 32 lines make 2 pages of the restored frag
ment, 25 lines - a full page of the Dublin copy of Fihrist. 
It is more than evident that this relation is not just occa
sional. The scribe of the restored part was probably looking 
for the easiest way to fill the lacuna exactly, fitting it to the 
surrounding text. Finding that the 225 lines he was expect
ing to copy made 9 full pages, he decided to accept the 
closest exact number of pages multiple by 9, i. e. 18. Now 
he had only to check that every 25th line of the original was 
going to correspond the very last line on the reverse side of 
each folio of the copy he was making (i. e. the 
32nd line) (16]. The comparison of the restored part with 
the Dublin manuscript shows that that was exactly the way 
of adjusting the density of handwriting, after each 25th line 
of the Dublin copy. This last one was most probably the 
protograph from which the restored part was copied. 

With this discovery we approach a new for textology 
and study of sources category of direct evidence and argu
ments provided by the methods of quantitative analysis 
of manuscripts, which are also new in Arabic studies. 

Notes 

On manuscnpt C 2114, see Arabskie rukopisi lnsliluta vostokovedemia Kratkif katalog (Arabic Manuscnpts of the lnst1lute of 
Oriental Studies. Concise Catalogue), ed. A. B. Khalidov, Pt. I (Moscow, 1986), p. 189, No. 3849. 

~- Two folios once opening the 26th kurriisa of the manuscript, preceding fol. 251, arc cut out (without any loss to the text). This 
kur!"llsa. prel"lously having I 0 folios like the rest, now has only 8 (3 in the first half, five - m the second). Fol. 251 is its first leaf The 
nmsmg folios probably also contained repeatedly copied text. 

:1 On both manuscripts, sec Arabskie rukopisi lnstituta vostokovede111ia, p. 224, No. 4731 (C 958) and p. 223, No. 4717 (C 711 ). 
4. In Arabic manuscripts text usually starts from the verso side of the first folio, the recto side either performs protective functions 

or 1s rescn·cd for the title of the work or for their owners' records. The ruling of 23 lines per page is maintained through the whole manu
scnpt 

5. The suggestion of the presence of an 'unwiin on this page makes us hope that the first leaf missing in the manuscript still exists 
some" here Formerly there was a fashion among collectors and those trading in manuscripts to collect illuminated leaves, cutting them 
from manuscripts. Some of these leaves have already come to museums and libraries. some still wander from auction to auction: sec 
E J Grube. l'erstan l'wnt11ig 111 the Fourteenth Century A Research Report (Napoli, 1978), p. 12, n. 30). If our leaf has survived, there 
e\lst numerous features available to identify it: its SIZC, width of the text (\me), the number of lines, the last word on the page, as well as 
the whole text on It, the width of the main frame of the 'unwiin (corresponding to that of the text), and even that gold and blue arc the 
dommatmg colours of the pattern (the colours of the frame surrounding the text of C 711 ). 

(J On these manuscripts, sec Arabskie rukopisi lnstituta vostokovedeniia, p. 189, No. 3849 (C 2114) and No. 3850 (C 2023). 
7 E. W Lane . .111 Account of the Manners and Customs of the Modern Egyptians (London, 1871), i, p. 265. It is noteworthy that a 

1111s1ara-\1kc instrument performing the same function was discovered comparatively recently among the Old Believers (Starovers) m Si
beria. sec N. N. Pokrovskii. "O drcvncrusskoi rukopisnoi trad1ts1i u staroverov Sibiri" ("On Old Russian manuscript tradition among the 
Siberia Staro,ers"). Trudr Otdela drevnerusskoi literatury (lnstituta russkoi literatury AN SSSR), XXIV (1969), pp. 396-7, with a 
drawing This article was translated into English, sec N. N. Pokrovsky, "Western Siberian scriptoria and binderies: ancient traditions 
among the Old Believers", trans. from Russian by J. S. G. Simmons, The Book Collector, XX/Spring 1971 (1971), pp. 20-1 and pl.\. 

8. In some cases pieces of poetry m Oriental diwiins arc preceded by a brief prosaic introduction of one or two lines. This 
··admixture" taking a number of Imes m a manuscript rums the complete coincidence of the two account units we declare here. \n every 
case this "admixture" should be estimated individually. 

9. 7/te Ftlmst of al-Nadim. A Tenth Century Survey of Muslim Culture, ed. and trans. by Bayard Dodge (New York-London, 
I '!70). 1. p .. 151, for the Arabic text, see Kitab al-Fihrist. Mit Anmcrkungcn hrsg. von G. Flligcl, nach desscn Tade bcsorgt von]. Roedi
ger und A Mueller Bd. I. den Text cnthaltend, von. J. Roediger (Leipzig, 1871 ), p. 159: 18-20. 

Ill. It 1s possible that a far echo ofth1s most simple characteristic of the volume of manuscripts through account units of paper (folio) 
an<l text (\me) 1s the ncl'cr explained but sometimes appearing m descriptions of Arabic manuscripts manner to express the volume 
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through two rather far related features, for instance: "48 folios ( ... ) of 21 lines per page"; see I. lu. Krachkovskil, lzbrannye soehineniia 
(Selected Works) (Moscow-Leningrad, 1960), vi, p. 507. 

11. Exclusions from this rule are very rare, but still they do exist. One of them is lsma'il b. al-Muqrfs work 'Unwiin al-sharaf al-waft 
ji"l,fiqh wa 'l-tiirlkh wa 'l-na!1w etc. (GAL II, 190, § I 0, I; SB II, 254, § I 0, I, I). It is a prosaic text with a fixed length of lines, like in 
verse. On this unusual literary work, see my paper "Arabskoe srednevekovoe sochineme-krossvord" ("The Arabic medieval composition
crossword"), Rossiw i arabskii mir. Nauehnye i kul'turnye sviazi, fasc. 2 (St. Petersburg, 1996), pp. 47-55, especially pp. 50-4. 

12. It is more evident here than in versified texts that the real text unit 1s not the Jme of a manuscript but the number of characters
lctters it contains. Line is just a particular form in which this unit is realised in this or that manuscript. To some extent, possibly, with the 
feeling of this measure of text the absence of spans between words in manuscripts is connected. The introduction of spans could have pos
sibly Jed to disappearance of the conversion effect to which this article is dedicated. 

13. Folio I 3b containing verse, which should be counted by line, and folio 16a with samples of Old Persian writing different from 
Arabic are excluded from reckoning by letter in the Table. Also excluded are 9 Jines reserved for samples of other non-Arabic alphabets 
but left blank (zero mark in the Table). All these passages were not taken into account when working out average characteristics. Later, 
however, when converting, for example, the whole text of the restored part, all these omissions were rep I em shed according to the average 
text density; 11 possibly affected the errors which every time occur in calculations. 

14. It is enough to look at the cycled fluctuations which are specially underlined in the Table. These extremities and other less promi
nent fluctuations of density can be explained not by some natural unstableness of the scribe's handwriting but by the specific character of 
his task. He was notJUSt copying the text, like in other cases, but inserting it within the frames set not by himself but by the size of the la
cuna. In this way he had to keep watch on the gradually diminishing paper space maintaining the balance between it and the remaining 
portion of the text. In this position corrections of the density of handwriting are inevitable. 

15. The density of handwriting of the principal scribe of the Paris manuscript is reckoned in the following way: on fol. 9b (page be
fore the restored part) there are 16 lines containing in all 600 characters (600 : 16 = 3 7.5 characters per line). On fol. I 9a (after the restored 
part) there are also 16 Imes containing 608 characters (608 : 16 = 38 characters per page). The average is - 1,208 : 32 = 37.5) 

16. If he selected a different mis(ara, say of 21 lines, the calculations would be the same. The conversion coefficient -
42 : 25 = 1.68; the number of lines in the copy - 225 x 1.68; the number of pages in the copy -225 x 1.68 : 21, the number of folios -
225 x 1.68 : 42; the number of characters in one line of the copy is 1.68 times Jess than in the origmal. Not to go beyond the limit of 
18 pages, when making a copy, the scribe was strivmg every 25th lme of the original to correspond to the last, 1. e. to the 42nd line of 
each folio of the copy. 

Illustrations 

Fig. I. Ibn Maza (d. ea. 570/1174), al-Muhlt al-burhiinlfi-1-fiqh al-nu'miinl. Manuscript C 2114 in the 
collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, vol. I, fols. 250b-25 I a. 

Fig. 2. Mulla Khusraw (d. 885/ 1480), Durar al-~ukkiim fi sharh Ghurar al-ahkiim. Manuscript C 958 in 
the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, fol. 2b. 

Fig. 3. The same manuscript C 958, fol. 3a. 
Fig. 4. Mui la Khusraw (d. 885I1480), Durar al-hukkiim fi sharh Ghurar al-ahkiim. Manuscript C 711 m 

the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, fol. I a. 
Fig. 5. lbn Maza (d. ea. 570/ 1174), al-Muhl/ al-burhiini fi-1-fiqh al-nu 'miinl. Manuscript C 2023 in the 

collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, vol. I, fols. 22b--23a. 
Fig. 6. lbn Maza (d. ea. 570/1174), al-Muhlt al-burhani fi-1-fiqh al-nu'miinl. Manuscript C 2114 in the 

collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies, vol. I, fol. la. 
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MANUSCRIPTS OF AL-GHAZALi'S WORKS IN DAGHEST AN 

Daghestan, once a northern province of the Arab chaliph
ate, mamtamed, despite its later decline, commercial and 
cultural relations with Muslim countries of the Near and 
M 1ddle East for many centuries. As a result, it became 
a place, where works of Arabic literature were widely 
spread. Onental manuscripts, documents and epigraphical 
matenals, which survived in this region, are hardly known 
to specialists even in the Russian Federation and the former 
L"SSR. Comprehensive and systematic exploration of the 
Daghestan Republic in this respect was carried out more or 
less regularly during last 25-30 years. The main centre 
there in which Onental manuscripts and other written 
documents are gathered and studied, is the Institute of His
tory, Language and Literature (the Daghestan Branch of the 
Russian Academy of Sciences) in Makhachkala. Its numer
ous yearly expedillons to aouls (villages), district centres, 
and towns bring new materials and interesting finds. How
ever. their publications are rare, being limited to several ar
t1c les and one catalogue of selected manuscripts [I], so 
much 1s to be done in the field. 

A maJor part of the Arabic manuscripts preserved in 
Daghestan are those which were produced in the country 
Itself by local students, 'ulama ·, amateurs, and professional 
ka11hs. Mostly they were copied in the last three centunes, 
but the tradition of their copying goes back to earlier times. 
The art of Daghestan masters of paper manufacturing, book 
copying, and book binding had its own local peculiarities. 
Of course, there are also Arabic manuscripts which were 
brought to Daghestan from other parts of the Muslim 
world. The oldest of them are connected with the SaljOq 
rule when numerous madrasas were founded and were 
flounsh111g. This is especially evident in the case of al
Ghazalfs works. copies of which are described in the pres
ent article. 

Wntten sources provide evidence that many persons 
ong111ating from Daghestan received education in the 
SalJOq Baghdad. Among them were, for instance, Abo 
'Lmar 'Uthman b. al-Musaddad b. A~ad al-Darbandl 
( d after 500), known as faqlh Baghdad because he lived in 
this city for some time, attended lectures on law by shaykh 
Abo Isl)aq al-Shiraz! (d. 486/ l 083) and was a pious faqlh; 
Abu Bakr Muhammad b. ·Ashir al-Shirwanl al-Darbandl, 
who studied iaw in the famous madrasa al-Ni?amlya 
(recorded by al-Asnawl), and l:laklm b. Ibrahim b. l:laklm 
al-Khunllql al-Darbandl, an authoritative shiifi '/ faqlh, who 
studied Islamic law with al-Ghazall and lived afterwards in 
Bukhara. where he died in 53811143-44 [2]. According to 

Zakarlya' al-Qazwlnl [3], another madrasa al-Ni?amlya 
was founded in Daghestan, in the settlement of TsakhOr. It 
is noteworthy that in 1987, not far from Tsakhur (' ), 
a manuscript copied out in 69411295 in madlnat al-salfim 
Baghdad fi-1-madrasa 1-Ni?fimfya was found, which con
tains the Shar~ by Al)mad al-Maw~ill on al-Tanbih fi-1-fiqh 
by Abo lsl)aq al-Shiraz!. The Institute of History, Language 
and Literature in Makhachkala has in its holdings a number 
of other manuscripts connected in this or that way with the 
famous al-Ni?amlya in Baghdad and with the activity of its 
teachers. 

This paper is limited to the available data on copies of 
works by al-Ghazal!. By titles are known more than 400 
writings of Abu l:lamid Mul)ammad al-Ghazall (451-
505/l 059-1111 ), the famous theologian, jurist, $Off, 
preacher and didactic writer, but only a dozen of those be
came popular and were widespread in numerous copies. 
First of all it is a voluminous Ihya · 'uliim al-din and its 
parts. In Daghestan there are only five writings of this 
author, preserved in manuscripts, which deal with shiifi '/ 
law, theology and Sufism: lhya ·, Jawfihir al-Qur ·an, with 
a systematic exposition of theology, Minhfij al- 'fibidln, 
which gives a summary of the theory of Sufism and was 
possibly attributed to the famous author, Bidfiyat al-hidfiva, 
containing a short account of rules of daily life prescribed 
for a faithful Muslim, and al-Wajfz - a manual of 
shiifi '/ law. 

I. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
No. l /909). 195 fols. Size: 24.4 x 17.0 cm. 17 lines per 
page. Thick, light-cream, polished paper of Oriental manu
facturing. Bold naskh. Dark brown ink, here and there 
light-brown. Custods on the first 13 fols. The pagination of 
later origin. Binding with a flap is of light-brown leather, 
stamped with simple lines. The condition of the MS is fine, 
for the exception of a few worm-eaten folios. The MS con
tains the following fragments of the work - one kit fib from 
Rub' al-muhlikfit (fols. lb-42b): 

y!.WI ._,.,USJl J-4>.J _),j~I f'..i ._,.,\.:i.5 

and two kitiibs from Rub' al-munjiyfit. The first kitiib on 
fols. 43b-87b: 
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The date at the end is given as follows (fol. 87b ): 

:;._wll \Sj ~ cJ-.o ~I 4.4} 0'~1 4.4} (;-' .. ).:; ..:.lJJj 

..ii~ tJL...u.11 ~J.C. ~L, l.)"=-..9 Cr.:-iw.., .::.u,u .:u...., 

20 Dhii'l-Qa'da 586 corresponds to 19 December 
1190. 

The second kitiib on fols. 88b-l 94b: 

It ends with the words containing the date: 

..9 ~ ~ ~I \Sj cJ-.o ~l.w.JI .t4JJI ~ ~l_rO ~I_, 

~..,Cr.:-iw 

7 Dhii '1-l:lijja 586 corresponds to 5 January 1191. 
This old manuscript was brought to the Institute from 

the expedition to the inner regions of Daghestan and origi
nates from Ousisha, the village in the Akousha district, but 
the year of its acquisition was not fixed. In many cases dots 
of letters are omitted in the MS, some words are written in 
an unusual way. Unfortunately, the computer-program does 
not permit to demonstrate all the peculiarities of this and of 
other manuscripts. 

2. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
No. 1.13). 416 fols. Size: 39.5 X 28.0 cm. 40 lines per page. 
Thick, light-cream paper of Oriental manufacturing. Large
s1zc naskh. vocalised only on several pages at the begin
ning. Black ink. words like kitiib, biib, etc. are singled out 
111 red. Text is enclosed in frame of double red rules. The 
custods are put throughout. Pagination was added much 
later. Leather binding. The condition of the MS is fine. 

The MS contains the full text of the lhyii' (all four 
ruh's). The endings of each nib', sometimes of kitiibs as 
well. are dated; for instance, we read on p. 169: 

y jSl'I ._,.,l..il ._,.,us ..il.:,.11 ~ ·~ .., wl..i~I tu r3 
J ...... ~ I .::J _, .->-' __p:; cJ-.o t,..r" wl ..i WI tu cJ-.o J.., l' I ._,., bSJ I 

~I ~I -'! ~ fa l'I ~__, ~ cJ-.o J.,,ill'I d:.4J 
Lo+J <lJI fa ..i=.1 0-! ~..J..il "..ii_#_, <lll ~.J JI ~I 

<tlb.....w_, .u._., .:u...., ' '' ~I F..9 

The month RabT' II in 906 began on the 25th of Octo
ber 1500. As mentioned on p. 341, the copying of Rub' al
'<ld<lt was completed in 906, while on p. 538 it is said that 
Ruh' al-11111hlik<11 was finished in RabT' II 909/September
October 1503. On p. 743 the ending reads as follows: 

jy-t]I_, .._,wl'I_, ~I ._,.,US fal 

i. e. excerpt from Ruh' al-munjiyiit was completed in 
A.H. 911 which began on 4 June 1505. 

On p. 837 1t is said: 

,k..__, l'I t.Y- tl->5)'1 tlJI ~~I ~ ~l.w.JI t..r" 
u-"'-1)1 ~I o.wll \Sj ~ cJ-.o fa ..:JWI ~I .::J_, 

~..->" ~ ..i=.1 0-! ~..J..il <lJI ..,U. JI [~I ~I 

~ fa .)._, <ll <lll fa~ \SJl1. \S~ cJ-.o ol....t..,SI 

tJL...u.11 ~~I ;,~ cJ-.o <tJL, ~-'fa ~I t--..JWI 

13 Dhii'l-Qa'da 912 corresponds to 27 March 1507. 
Thus, the book had been copying during six and a half 
years, from 25 October 1500 till 27 March 1507. 

This manuscript was acqired in 1948 at the village 
Akousha in the Akousha district. There is a note on p. 3: 

._,JJ _,.o I ._,.,iS c).o 

The MS belonged to the mosque of this village. On p. 838 
it is mentioned thatjiimi' of Akousha possessed 147 books 
in 1194/1780. All of them are enumerated by titles. 

Two points related to the toponymy in the colophon 
need an explanation. The place-name of the village (or 
rather the small town) - Aqiishah (written with three dots 
under 3) - is now the centre of the administrative district 
Akousha, inhabited by the Dargin people. Three dots under 
the Arabic letter 3 here are meant in the MS to denote an 
uvular aspired affricate of the Darginian language as dis
tinct from the usual 3. As to the place-name \SJl1. ~. it 
is the historical region Ghazikumukh, the main part of 
which is occupied now by the Lak district with the village 
Kumukh as its centre. Earlier it also bore the name Ghaz
ikumukh or Qazikumukh. 

3. The manuscript was kept in Turakari, a separated 
farm of the village Urari in the Akousha district, by the 
relatives of Husin Alibekov (sic), who died in 1980. The 
MS was discovered during Institute's 1988 expedition by 
A. Shikhsaidov, A. Isayev, and D. Gadjiyeva. 

293 fols. Size: 38.5 x 27.0 cm, 27 lines per page. Yel
lowish paper of local manufacturing. The paper is of un
even density. Bold naskh. Shining black ink. Binding of 
Oriental manufacturing with a flap, light-brown leather 
with stamped lines. The condition of the MS is good for the 
exception of a few folios. 

The copy contains the first half of lhvii' and ends with 
the second rub' of the writing. In the col~phon we read: 

•Y=u..J wl..iWI tu fal Y..9 ~4.=. l'I ..,_..:6Ji cJ-.o ._,.,bSJI r3 
cJ-.o J.Jl'I ._,.,L:iS.Jly ..,_.,~ c->-'1 ._,.,us '44 \SjJI ..il.:,.11 ~ 

~ 0-!...JI t_,.k ,4.=.I cJ-.o ..:JWI t'__,JI Y..9 0 \SJ+ll t'--' 

... IJ"'-"_,b.11 JljiJI ~ 0-! ~ 0-! ~ t\..,l'I ~I 

0'~1 ~I t.Y- ;;.~ ~US cJ-.o yJlSJI t..r" .;.0_, 

-'! ~ <tlb.....w .:u...., ~ ~I \Sj -:J)-!11 <lJI ~ cJ-.o 

0-! 0..9>8' ~I 4->__, ~.J JI ~~I _, <lJI ..i4c- ~I 

~ <lJ I fa "-"'~I ..i=.1 

The date mentioned, 20 Dhii'l-l:lijja 900, corresponds 
to 11 September 1495. The manuscript has been recently 
transferred to the village Urari, where it is kept by Tayyib 
Magomedov. Al-ShTrTnT is a nisba derived from Shari. the 
name of a village in the Dahadayev district. 

4. Manuscript discovered by the same expedition in 
1988, in the above-mentioned Turakari. It is also kept by 
Tayyib Magomedov ofUrari. 

413 fols. Size: 36.5 x 28.5 cm, 23 lines per page. White 
paper of uneven density, yellowish or brownish on borders. 
Legible naskh. Shining black ink, headline words in red 
ink. Oriental binding of dark brown leather. Manuscript is 
badly damaged. 

The text begins with the first kitiih of Rub' al-muhlik<lt 
and ends as follows: 

cJ-.o t,1_,ill ~..9 0-!_JI t_,.k ,4.=.I JoS <U.~ _, ._,.,bSJI \"3 
~ t-'..J\.:; ..9 fa l'I ~__, fa 0"..il.w.JI J.,,ill'I t.Y- ~US 
~ yl ~ :;. ~ cJ-.o .;.J:;_, <tlb.....w ~I cJ-.o .:u...., 
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q_,~ ..:.ro .i.=1 0-! 0,j_;-AI <lll ..)~ .....U...:01 ~ ~ 

~I F-9 4J <lll fa 0-'~ 
16 Ra bf' II 903 corresponds to 12 December 1497. 

There 1s a record on the MS about its belonging to the main 
mosque of Urari: 

lS).J )II ~ tal:>JI -:,,t,g_,.gy 0" 

5. Manuscnpt fixed by us in 1984 in the private library 
of Magomedzapir Zakaryayev in the village Moughi of the 
Akousha district. 

Size: 40.5 x 28.0 cm. White paper of local manufac
tunng and of uneven density. No pagination. 

The MS 111cludes Rub' a/-'iidiit. While copying it, the 
scnbe __,t11 .=...i.o 0-! (l..iS) ~by name mentions several 
dates. which testify that the process of transcribing of this 
MS took about half a year, from ~afar till Sha'ban 1084 -
that 1s. from May till November 1673. There are several 
other MSS 111 the collection of M. Zakaryayev, which were 
copied by the same J:li<;ir (sic}, son of Minna! from Moughi. 
At the cemetery of this village, an epitaph on the grave of 
the scnbe still exists: 

No date is mentioned, but it can be established ap
proximately from the records cited with concern to the 
copy111g of al-Ghazalfs work. 

6. Manuscript 111 the private collection of Magomed
Lap1r Zakaryayev from Moughi includes a part of l~yii ·and 
the first half of the lexicographical work by al-Jawharf 
al-Sahah. The name of the copyist is not mentioned, but he 
can securely be identified as J:li<;lr, son of Minna! from 
\1ough1. 

Size: 30.0 x 20.0 cm. Thick, rough paper of local 
manufacturing. No pagination. B111ding of leather stamped 
with lines. 

7. Manuscript kept in the village Dibghalik of the Da
hadayev district (the private collection of Sharip Musayev; 
d. 1980) It was inherited by his son Rajap Musayev. Previ
ously 11 belonged to the mosque of this village. 

Size: 28.5 x 18.4 cm. 19 lines per page. Dense, dark
ened paper manufactured in Daghestan. Black ink. Wide 
marg111s mostly filled with glosses and memoranda. No 
pag111ation. Binding of dark-brown leather, in good con
d111on. 

The colophon reads as follows: 

~I ..:r.,J.ll t_,1£ •4.:>-1 ..:,ro ._p. ~ ..:,ro t_l_)ll ~J lg 

~.i.11 J!,l.'.i.JI ~I ¥1 ~ ..:,ro Jljill -:...,,.tl _->5~ 
. ' 

<l.ll ~ ~ 0-' ~~I <lll ~.)· JI ~l]I 

JJ)ll ~ ~-9 t.....w <t.w cs" J:.~I ~~I ~Y-
'- : ii ~ £ • - ' • 11 · JI· ' ..:J WI <ll 1 ' . ~ .:..._J~ tY-~ Y-" .) . ~~ 

~~WI ,_j.)WI )l..iWI J.>tS..ll tl...)11 l.;)ly ~ 

The month of Shawwal in 1079 A.H. began on the 
4th of March 1669 A.O. 

8. A single sheet with a note, which was discovered 
dunng the 1979 expedition of the Institute [4]: 

~ ..:.ro ..:r.,..i.ll t_,.k -4.:>.1 ...,..us ..:.ro -:...,,.tl _>5::, ...,..us~ 
4-Ul53 ~l.:t .• .:.-9 ~ -9 ~I <t.w ~.) si.)WI <lll 

' . ".'.(II ._i..,, 
~ Y-

The date mentioned is Rajab 872/ January-February 
1468, and the nisba al-Kubashf indicates an origin of the 
copyist from the village Koubachi (the Dahadayev district}, 
renowned for its goldsmiths. 

9. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
No. 1/2388). Its origin is unknown. 

150 fols. Approximate size: 26.2 X 18.2 cm. 13 lines 
per page. Thick cotton paper of dingy-greyish colour and of 
uneven texture. Large-size, vocalised Daghestani naskh. 
Black ink. Several words and signs in red ink. Custods. No 
pagination. Binding of shine dark-brown leather is dam
aged. 

The end: 

..:.ro t,_; ..i.Q ..:r.,..i.ll t_,.k -4.:>.1 ._,..JS ..:.ro -:...,,.tl _->5J ...,..us.:...& 
cs" ~)II ..il...;.. ..:J.)W.1 <lll ~ ..:.ro .~....>)II tY- ..1.>_,.....w 

~lfa.J)I ~ 0-! lS~I "-!llS-9 ~~-9 y.k ~ <t.w 

The month of Jumada I in 916 A.H. began on the 6th of 
August 1510 A.O. The nisba al-Zirihgiranf points to the 
origin of the scribe from the village Koubachi. 

I. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
No. 1/1732). Besides this work (pp. 1-308), the MS in
cludes various excerpts, sermons, ~adiths (pp. 309-17), 
Kitiib Ta '/Im al-muta 'a/Jim by Abu Ja'far 'Uthman 
b. 'Umar al-ZarbUnf (pp. 317-41 }, a qaslda (pp. 342-
3), Kitiib al-iidiib al-dlnlya (pp. 344-91), hadlths 
(pp. 391-440). 

Size: 19.5 x 14.0 cm. 14-17 lines per page. Thick, 
light-cream, polished paper of uneven density. Clear Dagh
estani naskh. Black ink, words like biib.fasl, qiila, thumma 
are singled out by overlining in red. The colophon is en
closed in a figured frame of two red rules. Regular custods. 
Recent pagination. New binding of leatherette. 

The colophon reads as follows: 

..:,ro ;,~)II .W:.....Jl .l."'-! ..:r.,..1-!WI c::.\+Lo ._,..US ..:,ro t,_; ..i.Q 

¥1 ~ ~ ~~ -9 .:.,Jl; <t.w .J ~)II t!:"....> ~ 
~Ll._,£.)11 .i.=1 0-! 0"-'...J..il ~I ~I ~I 

Al-AghUshahf here is a nisba to be derived from the 
name of the village Akousha /Aqousha /Aghousha. The 
date, Rabf' II 903, corresponds to November-December 
1497. Copying of the Ta '/Im al-muta 'a//im was finished on 
2 Sha 'ban 898119 May 1493 by the same Idris, son of 
AJ:imad. There is also a note about purchasing of the MS 
and its donation into waqf: 

.::."-! L>"-9..i._>il ~_,JI Jl& . ._,..USJI 1..i.4i lSy..11 ..W .l."'-! L.1 

..:,ro i--WI ._,..)lb ~ ~ lii-9 4-ic ....ii-9 -9 ~ &1 

..i~ ..:,,I b~ i--WI l..U, JU,I ..:,,lS J. ~I .t...~ 
o-"jj <l.i.o 

2. Manuscript in possession of Charak Oumarov, an in
habitant of Akousha. Participants of Institute's 1984 expe
dition had an opportunity to look it through cursorily. 

Thick, white, slightly darkened paper. Daghestani 
naskh. Black ink. Leather binding. On fols. 1-2 there is 
a biographical note concerning al-Ghazalfs learning. 

The colophon: 
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_)c.. ~.) _, 0W _, ...J..11 ~ r-k~l 0~ ~ ~ 

~I ~ 0lfa.Jj.ll ~ ~ ..i.=..1 0-!I 15y_j.2.ll 

15fll 

The month of Sha 'ban in 1048 began on the 8th of De
cember 1638. The nisba al-· Azfrf seems to be derived from 
the name of the Darginian village ltsari of the Dahadayev 
district, while Zirihgeran mentioned is an older name of 
Koubachi. 

Another note is found on the last page of the MS: 

\".ii -J-! _)c. .Y...l-!WI c4-Lo ~I ybS.ll l..i-11 15_,i....tl ~ 

....ill ~ -:r.:Jlhll c4-Lo Jl.l-!4 ~..JI ~ '-'"'11 u.o 
CJ:iW _, ~ _, ~Lo _, 

The date A.H. 1185 corresponds to A.O. 1771-72. Al
Dunq1ssf is a nisba to be derived from Duqqul. This is the 
Lakian name of the modern village Arakul of the Rutul 
district. 

3. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
No. 1157). 

Fols. l-l 55a in a volume contain also the Jawohir al
Qur ·an by al-Ghazal!. Size: 29.3 x 20.2 cm. 18 lines per 
page. Thick, light-cream, polished paper of local manufac
turing and of uneven texture. Daghestani naskh. Black ink. 
Regular custods. The first 5 folios and 6 folios at the end 
contain excerpts from various works. Leather binding with 
a flap. 

The title on the first page: 

4-:>-l"lo~I ~I ...J.:]b u.o ~I JI .Y...l-!Wl c4-Lo yUS 

11 :,..uj_i1 Jlji.JI ~ 0-! ~ 0-! ..1.ol.. '-'"'11 l")l...,~I 
0L:J......, -J-! ~ l"Lo~I ~ 

Alier the colophon there is a note of an owner written 
111 different hand: 

The last name, f:lajjf, is given here in the Avarian 
form - Hajiyaw. 

4. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
No. 112379). 

Thick, glossy, light-cream paper of local manufactur
ing and of uneven density. Regular custods. No pagination. 
Colophon is enclosed in the coloured frame of white, blue 
and black rules: 

u.o ~ ~ ~I JI .Y...l-!WI c4-Lo yUS u.o t_~ ~ 
;;_p,...<1> u.o ...J..l~I ~ ~ _,_.:_,_,_,, ~ ~ ;;,,;tlll _,j ~ 

.i.=.o )lo .t...... .J..1.o ~ _,15 y I J..., 0-! .ib,,, . . . ~ _)c. #I 

.J~j-! 

Dhu'l-Qa'da in 1066 A.H. began on the 2lst of August 
1656 A.O. Sulla (from Sulayman, with a tick above the 
letter "-..>"") is a name met among the Lakians. A nisba 
mentioned is connected with the place-name Wikhli (it is 
written with 3 dots under the letter "..:.I"), which is the name 
of a village in the Kuhn district of Daghestan. 

5. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
No. 1/60). 

295 fols. Thin, shining, white, factory-made paper. 
Daghestani naskh. Black ink. Regular custods. No pagina-

tion. Damaged Oriental binding of brown leather, with 
stamped lines. A flap, back cover and a few folios at the 
beginning are missing. 

Copying of the MS was finished on 24 Rajah 1069/ 
15 April 1659 in a village al-Khumayd ('?), or possibly 
Himeydi, not far from Derbent. The name of the scribe is 
erased. There is a note of the owner of the MS: 

~ 0-! _)c. 0-! y>L 0-! jya ~ L..,, .) 

The last 6 folios are filled with various notes, hadlths 
and prayers. 

6. Manuscript in the private library of Abdulla Abba
sov of the village Gapshima, fixed by the 1979 expedition 
of the Institute. 

The colophon: 

,Lt....11 ~_, ~ . ybS.ll l..i-11 l"l.&4 ;,~I _)c. ~ ~ 
~ ~I _,j ..:.1.)411 <lll ~ j_,I u.o ~I 4.4] ~ 

~ ~ ~ ~ yl ~ .ibl .J.iL .i:}. ~ 
#1 "~ u.o ...J..11 _, ~w _, 

DhU'l-J:lijja in 1087 A.H. began on the 4th of February 
1677. The village Ourada still exists in the Shami! district 
of Daghestan. 

7. Manuscript in the private collection of Tajidin 
Tavkayev of the village Kulija in the Kaytak district, fixed 
by the 1968 expedition. 

Thick, white paper of local manufacturing. Daghestani 
naskh. Black ink. 

Colophon: 

.i+>-11 ~ u.o .Y...l-!Wl c4-Lo y~yl ..:.1.lll 0->2-! ybSJI .::...& 

l"lo}'I L~y .t.......J..1.o ~ by_y.t 0-! fa ~I 

r-h .ill ~I ..Jytl ~WI ~I j.,lS.JI J..;oWI 

J.:.i'.i~I \"Y- ~ u4 ~->9 ~ ~~ y>L ~I _, i--W4 
...J..11 ~ .. ):ul ,? ~I ~ ..:.1.)411 <lll ~ ~ ~I ~_, 

#I ;,~ u.o ~W_, 0_,..;W_, 

Jumada II in 1088 A.H. began on the lst of August 
1677. 

8. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
No. l / 1766). 

194 fols. Size: 20.6 x 14.5 cm. Thick, polished, yel
lowish paper of uneven texture. Daghestani vocalised 
naskh. Black ink, several words are singled out in red or 
silver ink. Regular custods. Worn out leather binding. 

The work contains also Kitab a'/[Jm al-hwla 
( fols. 195-224) and a note on buying of a plot 
(fols. 225-226) . 

Colophon (fol. l 94b): 

t*'..J ~ ~ ~~I \"Y- .Y...l-!WI c4-Lo ybS.ll l..i-11 t_~ ~ 
0W ~,_ul ...J..11 ~...!WI ~_)c. 0-!I ~ ~_?~I 

~ 

The month of Rabf' II in 1084 A.H. began on the 
16th of July 1673. 

9. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
No.11318). 

147 fols. Size: 26.9 x 18.7 cm. 14 line per page. Thick, 
white, slightly yellowed paper of local manufacturing in 
a very bad condition. Legible Daghestani script. Black ink. 
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Regular custods. Leather binding with a plain stamping, left 
lid missing. 

Colophon (fol. 145a): 

[4-'<. ~k..J.1 :\i..~I <h...w.JI y___p:i ~ t:_l~I ~,J ..;.o 

to'._) ~ ..} Jl,J)I ~ ~I tY- ~I JI cY-~WI 

-..s-! I -.)-! -..s-! I 0-! .i.=-o ~I ~I <.S .I.!. ._,k --*"''ii 

..1-i.<. ~ ._,k ~~ ..} JJ)A ~.)..!.<> ..} J.:u=.-.)-! 

_yo.L -.)-! .i.=-o Jo t _,hJ I ..} Jo lSJ I j.;o W I t L. 'i I L.i l:L.., I 

_:_ili -3 -.:.,~" ~I 4-L..u ~ .. ):i ..} .. ls-.ij ~~ ~ 

The month of RabT' II in I 093 A.H. began of the 
9th April 1682. 

The places mentioned - ,lj ~ hi.; .::,JU; .JJ)A 
olj ~ hi.i .::,JU; ..s' .Jj 't 'i ~ hi.; .::.,)(:; ,J - which 
arc nowadays the Avarian villages Gh'otsatl and Tsada in 
the Khunzakh distnct. Last folios ( 145b-147b) are filled 
with vanous citations. hadlths. and notes on buying and 
selling. 

I 0 Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute 
(Fund 14. No. l '58). 

143 fols. 23.0 x 14.5 cm. 18 lines per page. Thick. 
smooth. yellowed paper of local manufacturing and of un
C\ en density. Daghestani 11askh. Black ink. Binding with 
a !lap 1s of dark-brown stamped leather. The first page 
contams birth-dates and notes from 118811774-75 till 
1246 1830--31. 

There is also a notice as follows: 

At the end of the MS we find a simple statement: qad 
1a11111w. \nthout naming the copyist, but he is very likely to 
be 'Vluhammad. son of Salman, mentioned in No. 4. The 
last 3 folios are filled with an untitled text, the end of which 
reads as follows: 

The name Bagand mentioned here is very popular 
among the Darginians. 

11. Manuscript in possession of Malla Magomedov 
from Gapshima 111 the Akousha district. 

Thick, white, slightly yellowed paper. Daghestani 
naskh. Black ink. 

The end: 

_r-h.JI ~ cY-~WI [~ y___p:; ..1.1..,,...w ~ t:_l~I ~" ..;.o 
._} ~ .J )Sll <lJ I ~ ._} _} y>-iJ I .i.=-o 0-' .i.=-o 

J:0J I _:_ili ~" ~I ~ 

The MS bears no date, but most likely it dates back to 
the eleventh ·seventeenth century. There is a note: y:iS ~ 
~I ~ where Tanti is the name of a Darginian 
village 111 the Akousha district. 

I 2. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute 
(Fund 14, No. I /2465). 

About 150 fols. Size: 19.5 x 16.0 cm. 11 lines per 
page. Thin, shining, white European paper. Black ink. No 
pagination. No binding, the first folios are missing. 

The end: 

_yo.L 0-! ._,k 0-! .i.=-o 0-! ._,k .i.=-o . . . .I.!. ~ y ~I .:...< 
._,k -.)-! .:i.o.:i tl.I L'iy ~->.1.<>..} ... <l.11 fa Jo 0-!I 

~k..J.I ... ..,_,l:iSJI .:...+< ~->9 ~L ~ ~ ~~ ._} . 

._} .i.=-o 0-! ._,k .i.=-o <DJ L." ~ L..:. cY-~ W I [ 4-'<. 
<l.11 ~ ..} _:_ili tY-..} ~~ ~L ~ JU.) ~~ 

~I o__,J...:, ~ J,J 'ii to'._) .J->411 

"Hjly" is the village Ghotchob in the Tcharodin dis
trict, niihiya denoting here a community, or union of rural 
communes. "Qrkh" or "Qrakh" is situated in the same dis
trict, and "B~rkhy" (with 3 dots under "y" and '\_r0 ") is the 
settlement of Tleyserukh in the Tlarotin district. 

I. Manuscript in the private collection of Magomed
zapir Zakaryayev from Moughi in the Akousha district. 

Thick, greyish Oriental paper. Binding of stamped 
leather. 

The title: 

~ y I ..,_,!JS ..JI 0-! ._,k )L. 0-! .i.=-o ~ y I 1.i.4> ~ !...:, 

Jlj.i.11 ... tl. 'ii ~ 

Some "Books" (kitiibs) of the work are followed by 
dating notes by the scribe, the first one preceding the Kitiib 
al-bay': 

_pi ~ ~I tY- ~yl yl+J wl.i~ ~ J,J'il tu~ 

->~ ~ Jly.1 ~ ~ tY- fa ~I~ ~I ~,J 
'4~ ,J ~ .u._., <!.=..) 

Many points of the letters are omitted. Another note 
goes after the Kiriib al-farii 'id, preceding Kitiib al-nikiih: 

~" J,JI ._} ~_,JI yl+J ~ ~ ~" ._,;WI tu ~ 
Jly..u ~ ~ tY- 0-'~ ..::.U..U,J ~'ii tY-~~I 
~I ~I .I.!. ._,k '4~ ,J ~ .u..., ~ ~ ~ 

-J3->.o.ll ~ 0-!I ~lyl 0-! ..i.=1 ~I ._,._) <1.=.-> JI 

<l.11 <1.=.-> .._,.._._,.ii 0-!I ..:,.=)I -¥ 0-!I l5l5 

A note preceding the Kitiib al-jiriih: 

~I ~" ~ i.Jlili .J-A>,J ~_,JI -,;l+I ~ .:.JWI tu ~ 
~ ->--*"" ~ ..l.O.il I 1.5.1 ~ ~ t Y- .U.... , tilil I t Y

At the end: 
(") '4~ ,J ~ .u._., 

..,_,!JS ~ tlu'il ~ .. -ul tll 0# t-'!1)1 tu ~ ..;.o" 

tY- fa ~ ~ ~I ~" ~I tY- ~~_,JI 
'4~ ~ .u..., ~ ~ ~ o..lilll 1.5..i~~ 
-¥ 0-!I -J,Jpl ~ j-!1 ~lyl 0-! ..i=-1 ... .I.!. ._,k 

.._,.._._,.ii (\'1.5ly,J.i) 1.5ly_j.J 0-! ~ 0-!I ..:,.=)I 

The final note by the copyist: 

0L:o...-> ~ ~ 0-'~ " ~ ~ ~I tY- . 
o..l.O.ill 1.5..i ~ tY- fa ~ ~ ~I tY- .;:;.oil " 
'4:ll5 ~I ~!...:, '4~" ~ .u..., ~ ~ ~ 

1.5~1 l5l5 -J,Jpl ~ 0-!I ~lyl i)-!I ..i=-1 

Notice of the owner of the MS: 
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~ .. ):i ._,9 ~bi 0-! '-"'4.JI jw <l.JI ~..> jl '-"'WI 
q_;~ _, ~ .. ) _, ..:;)l:; J_,J'I ~_, ..:.1_,l .. ~11 ~ ..:.,..o <U.....i 

Throughout his work the copyist gives the dates corre
sponding to 15 and 25 March, 7 and 16 April of 131 O A.O., 
while owner's notice is dated by 4 August 1342. 

The MS comprises also an historical note of 21 lines 
concerning the events in Daghestan in the late fourteenth 
century and connected with the name of Dmiir 
(Tamerlan) [5]: 

j:...i ~ .)~ 0~4 __,k ..)':\"")'I 0\j ..I.ill["~["~ 0~ 

.O_,..J:J l"""J'I ..,.,Lo..> ~ <l.al.....ll .t.._,W.4 .S..>.i <.S~ jl 

r"l..01 _, .L..u.JI _, J~)I J:;j _,JUI_, '-"'WI~~ 

~ ..:.,..o ['Loi _, _,,..ly.ll _, <.S~I __,k I->-" J'I _, ['~I 

,.~ ...,.,USJI 1.i..t ~.i _, ~ 0-! <t::...i <t::..y .t..~ __,k 4,J_, 
..:.,..o .:.Jill ["Y.. ._,9 ._gL.,,,,;)'I _, J..W4 '-"'WI ~ "-! ~ 

VO,\<..i..u.Jlo.i..t('')~ 

The year A.H. 791 began on the 31 st of December 
1388, but Dmiir was not in Daghestan that year. Probably 
the copyist has mistakenly put 791 instead of 797. In the 
margins of another Arabic MS, containing Kan~ al
rclghibln fi sharh Minhiij al-(iilibln, there is a note about 
coming of Dmiir to Daghestan. In it the year 797 is men
tioned [6], which may confirm our assumption [7]. 

2. Manuscript in the private collection of Magomed 
Sulaymanov. It was fixed by Institute's 1980 expedition. 

Size: 29.0 x 20.0 cm. No pagination. 
Colophon: 

["Y.. y. _, '-"'""WI ["Y.. ._,9 J_,J'I <.S.i~ ~ ..) . 

.:_,.; ~ jw <l.JI fa JI (b.11 ..>#ll ~~I 

_.g _, ~I ·~ ..:.,..o ~I _, ~l..c ..:,,W :U....U ~ .. ):i ..:,,~ 
0-0 t_~ _.g l..c ..!.'-! 0~ 0-! ~~_,JI yb.5 ..:...E 

~I .u.b y:iS _.g ~I ~_, ~_,JI ...,.,b.5 

8 Jumada 1 802 mentioned here corresponds to 6 Janu
ary 1400. 

3. There is also information about a manuscript, copied 
by Shaykh al-Malik b. Musa al-DaghistanT in 848/ 1444-
45 - see M. Galdarbekov, "Khronologicheskie vypiski po 
istorii Dagestana" ("Chronological excerpts on the history 
of Daghestan") - in archives of the Institute (Fund 3, 
No. 11236, vol. IX, p. 19). 

1. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
No. 11745). 

The work in question occupies 165 folios of the total 
170. Size: 29.5 x 20.6 cm. 16 lines per page. Thick, pol
ished, slightly yellowed paper of local manufacturing. 
Legible Daghestani naskh. Black ink. Regular custods. 
Binding with a flap is of plain stamped leather. 

The title in the MS: 

The end: 

~ ~ ~I ... o.il.iy..ul _, yhSJI 1.i..t y.._rU ..:.,..o t_~ _.g 

J.,..iW j ~_,I j ...j]I :U....U ._,9 ... ~-"J'I ..:,,~ 0-! 

The year A.H. 1084 corresponds to A.O. 1673-74. 
2. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 

No. II 57, fols. l 55b--276b; see above Minhiij, 
MS No. 3). 

The title in the MS: 

..:,,Wu, 0-! ~ ~ l! jlj.ill ~ ..:,,l~I .;.tl.P. ...,.,b.5 

jOL (.,,r.-6. ~) ~ 0-! 

The end: 

0 w....., ..:,, Lv5J I ..:,, 45 _,5.l I ..:,, lS.ll 1 0-!I ~ ..l.! ..:.,..o 

l..ul::t......1 ..l.iL ... (r"J' __,k bi.>.;,,~ ~J..>.J,J _,\) ..:.l..oJ..>..>J 

:U....U ~ .. ):i ._,9 ... __,k 0-! ..>.iWI ~ ["l.otJI r"l..cJ'I LJ'yJ 

~->5"~..s9r3_.g \.0,"'\~ 

The month of Dhii'l-Qa'da in 1056 A.H. began on the 
9th of December 1646. Karata is an A varian village in the 
Ahvah district. Mul)amrnad, who copied two works by al
Ghazalf, was, as recorded by local experts on Arabic liter
ary tradition in Daghestan, a son of Salman, 'ii/im from 
Kudali, and grandson of hajji 'Umar, qii(/I ofKarata. 

3. Manuscript in the private library of Abdulla Abba
sov from Gapshima, fixed by lnstitute's 1979 expedition. 

Daghestani naskh. Black ink. No pagination. Undated. 
Copied by 4..u...JJ.o ~ ~ ~ ._,9 ..:,,lhL..u 0-!1 ~ 
..:,,~. Mulebki is the name of a Darginian village. 

4. Manuscript in the collection of the mosque of 
Argvani in the Gumbel district, fixed by Institute's 1980 
expedition. A local copy of the work. Undated, though the 
MS looks fairly new. The name of the scribe is missing. 

5. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
No. 1 /2392). 

Size: 18.1x19.2 cm. 14 lines per page. Thick, pol
ished. light-cream paper of local manufacturing and of un
even density. Daghestani vocalised naskh. Black ink. 
Regular custods. No pagination. Binding with a flap, of 
dark-brown stamped leather, with cartouches; the front 
cover is lacking. 

The title in the MS: 

-s""'_,hll jlj.i.ll ... ['Le J'I ~_,)'I ...,.,b.5_, ..:,,1~1 ,ytl._p ...,.,b.5 

~_,.._.JI <.S..>YI ..:,,Jl..9 0-! ~ ... ~ l! 

The end: 

µ1 ~\..; ..:.,..o <.S.J,J ..:.,..o ~ ... ~I ¥1 t_~ _.g 

b~I ~ <.S..i ..:.1..>WI ~ ..:.,..o ..J->_ylull ["41 ~I J. 
~ ·~ ..:.,..o ._jji _, J.,..iW _, ~ :U....U ~ ..:J.L.... ._,9 
0-! ~ u1c ["l.otJI r"l..c)'I LJ'y L..il::t......1 .J.iL ... ~_)I 

u...u..>J.o ._,9 <.S)JJ'I <.S.i~I ..:,,~~Lo 

The month of Dhii'l-l:lijja in 1089 A.H. began on the 
14th of January 1679. The village Uri at present enters the 
Lak district. Molla Mul)amrnad was the son of Sha'ban 
(d. 107711666-67) from Oboda, the famous 'ii/im in 
Daghestan, who founded his own madrasa where later 
many widely known 'u/amii ·studied. 

There is also a note on fol. 1 a: 

Urari is the name of a Darginian village in the Da
hadayev district. 
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6. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
No. l/416). 

142 fols. Thick, white paper of local manufacturing. 
Clear Daghestani naskh, partly vocalised. Black ink; sin
gled out words are overlined or encircled in coloured ink. 
Broad margins are filled with numerous notes. Recent 
pagination. Binding with a flap, of dark-brown stamped 
leather. with cartouches: the front cover is lacking. 

A note on the title-page: 

..:.,6....1 ~WI .Y. ~ f'l~)'I yly ~I y:i5 er 
~WI~ ~I...,, 1.5.i_?.ill 

Colophon on fol. 140a: 

Jjill ytl~ ~I yl:iSJI l..i.,t ~us er tl~I ~.) ~ 
..9 cS.ibl ~ ..:_,~ ~Jj 0-! ~ ~I ~I 

._s=. fa .t..~ er ~ .Y. ~ J.;o WI !' L. )II i.s )' .Y' 

The date of copying, 1069 A.H., is written in figures 
and letters. The year 1069 A.H. began on the 29th of Sep
tember 1658. The place-name Mqrkhy might be probably 
identified with the village Mugurukh in the Charodin 
district. 

7. Manuscript in the holdings of the Institute (Fund 14, 
I 2386) 

Size: 26.0 x 20.0 cm. 13 lines per page. Thick, light
cream paper of local manufacturing. Clear Daghestani 
1w.1kh. Black ink. several words are singled out in red ink. 

Regular custods. No pagination. Binding of stamped 
leather, with cartouches. The front cover and a few folios at 
the beginning are missing. 

Not all of the words in the colophon are legible, only 
these ones: 

~I y~I ,)All ytl...P.- .i.._,....w er tl~I ~..9 ~ 
:;..w.JI 1.5.i ..:J.)+ll <l.ll _w..t ~ Jlji.l~ ~I ~I 

f',_,l..JI 1.i ~L...ll J.o!SJI J.:oWI f'L.)11 L;)'.Y' li.ibl ~ 

._)91 Aill ~I ~I ~er (<:) ~y.t ~ L.H 4.15 
1.5,_,illl 

Judging from the paleographical features, the MS may 
be dated to the eleventh/seventeenth century. 

Manuscript in the private collection of Abdulla Abba
sov from Gapshima (see above Minhaj, MS No. 6). 

The title on fol. 1 a: 

The end: 

!'~ ..:J..>W,1 <l.ll ~ ~ .lilill f'Y- ~ yl:iSJI [~] 
~1 :;.~er ~1..9 ~w..9 0 w ti...u 

The month of Mul:iarram in 1088 A.H. began on the 
6th of March 1677. 

Notes 

A sun ey of the Oncntal, mostly Arabic MSS, m Daghcstan see m M. Saidov, "Dagestanskaia literatura XVlll-XIX vv. na arab
skom 1a/yke"' ("'The e1gh1eenth-nmeteenth centuries Dagcstarn literature m Arabic"), Trudy XXV Kongressa vostokovedov (Moscow, 
I %3 ). 11: the same m Arabic: Muhammad Sa'id ibn Jamal al-Din, "al-Adab al-'arabiya fi Dagh1stan1" in Ma;allat kulliyat al-adab of the 
Baghdad l ·1111·er.11rr (I %3 ). No. 6. See also Karalog arahskikh rukop1sei lns/1/l//a isrori1. iazvka i lireratwy Dagestanskogo jiliala 
.IS SSSR (Catalogue of Arabic Manuscripts m the Daghcstan Branch of the USSR Academy of Sciences), fasc. I (Moscow, 1977), and 
G. G. Gam/atov. M.-S. Sa1dov. A. R. Shikhsa1dov, "Sokrovishchnitsa pamiatnikov p1s'mcnnosti" ("A treasure-house of script"), 
F:hegod111k 1heriisko-ka1·ka:skogo iazykoz11a11iia, vol. IX (Tbilisi, 1982), pp. 203-23. 

~- Yiiqiit al-Hamawi. Mu jam al-bu/d(111 (Lc1pz1g, 1867), 1i, p. 478 . 
. 1. 7akar11a Ben Muhammad Ben Mahmud el-Cazwi111's Kosmographie, Zweiter Theil. Die Denkmaler dcr Lander, hrsg. van 

F \\.ustcnfcld (Gottmgcn. 1848). p. 405. 
4. A. R. Sh1khsa1dov, M.-S. Sa1dov, T. M. Aitberov, A. A. lsacv, G. M. Orazaev, G. M. Mirzamagomedov, "ltogi arkhcografichcskoi 

ckspcd1ts11"' ("The results of an archcograph1cal expcd1t1on"), Matenaly sessii, posviashche1111oi itogam ekspeditsionnykh issledovanii v 
/)agcstanc 1· 197/i- 1979 gg Tez1sr doklado1· (Makhachkala, 1980), p. 41 (a preliminary report). 

5. Russian translation of this note was published by A. R. Sh1khsa1dov, "Arkheograficheskaia rabota v Dagcstanc" ("Archeography in 
Daghcstan") m !:11che111e 1sroru 1 k11/'turr Dagestana: arkheograficheskii aspekt (Makhachkala, 1988), p. 12. 

6. \"o.\"/och1ne istochniki po i.Horii Dagestana (Oriental Sources on the History of Daghcstan) (Makhachkala, 1980), p. 110. 
7 On sojourn of Dmiir's armies in Daghcstan. sec lstoriia Dagestana (The History of Daghestan) (Moscow, 1967), i, pp. 207-9; 

aho lsrorua narodo1· sn·ernogo Km·kaza s dre1"11cishikh vremen do kontsa XVI// v. (The History of the Northern Caucasus Peoples from 
Earliest T1111cs up to the End of the Eighteenth Century) (Moscow, 1988), 1, pp. 214-7. 
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Fig.!. AbC1 Hamid Muhammad al-Gazali, /hya' 'uhim al-din. Manuscript No. I 1909 in the holdings of the Institute of History, Language 
and Literature (the Daghcstan Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences), fol. I b. 

Fig. 2. The same manuscript, fol. 87b. 
Fig. 3. AbC1 Hamid Muhammad a\-Ga?ali, !hy<I · 'uhim al-din. Manuscript No. I 13 m the holdings of the Institute of History, Language 

and Literature (the Daghcstan Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences), colophon. 
Fig. 4. AbC1 Hamid Muhammad a\-Gaza\i, lhya · 'uh/111 al-din. Manuscript preserved in the village Dibghalik of the Dahadaycv district 

(the pm·ate co\lcct1on of Shanp Musayev: d. 1980), colophon. 
Fig. 5. Abli Hamid Muhammad al-Gaza\i, Minhiij al- 'iibidin. Manuscript No. I 157 in the holdings of the Institute of History, Language 

and Literature (the Daghcstan Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences). 
Fig. 6. Abu Hamid Muhammad al-Gaza\i, Jawiihir al-Qw .. iin. Manuscript No. I 12392 in the holdings of the Institute of History, 

Language and Literature (the Daghcstan Branch of the Russian Academy of Sciences), the title folio and the last page containing 
colophon 



0. F. Akimushkin 

ON THE DATE OF AL-$1/fA/f AL-'AJAMIYYA'S COMPOSITION 

Among a significant group of Persian dictionaries com
posed in the medieval Middle East a special place belongs 
to al-Sihiih al- 'Ajamiyya. A certain priority of this work 
was determined presumably by the following factors: i) it is 
probably one of the oldest surviving Persian-Oghiiz 
(Azerbai1anian) dictionaries; ii) a considerable volume of 
Persian vocabulary is represented there (over five and a half 
thousand lexems); iii) practically every author working on 
lexicography used this work [ 1]; iv) judging by the number 
of the surviving copies (about 40). the dictionary was well
known and was circulated among different social groups. 

The dictionary contains a wide range of the common 
and everyday Persian words along with a whole layer of 
Arabic words which became interwoven into the fabric of 
the Persian literary language. The dictionary is not supplied 
with quotations from poems to confirm the meaning 
of the words. This last means that it was not designed 
to be a dictionary of rhymes but, as it is marked by its 
author in a brief introduction in Arabic, it was intended 
to give a precise meaning and explanation of a Persian 
word in Turkic. 

Besides this introduction the dictionary actually con
sists of two parts (qism) and a supplement (tatimma). The 
first part is a dictionary of nouns, the second - of infini
tives, while the supplement provides brief explanations of 
the grammatical structure of the Persian language, focusing 
mainly on the conjugation of Persian verbs. It is not neces
sary to consider here in all detail the structure of this lexi
cographic work -- this information one can find in refer
ence-books and in numerous catalogues [2]. The work was 
published in Tabrlz in 1983 by Professor Ghulam
l:lusayn BlgdiH on the basis of a single copy from the 
University Library of Bratislava (Slovakia) [3 ]. 

The controversy which arose around rather vague evi
dence of the seventeenth century Turkish bibliographer 
l:laJJI Khallfa concerning the authorship of the dictionary 
(none of the existing copies reveal the name of the 
author) [4] was decided in favour of a famous scholar 
originating from Nakhichevan (Azerbaijan), Fakhr al-Din 
Hindushah b. Sanjar $aJ:iibl Glranl Nakhchiwanl. He stays 
in the history of Persian and Azerbaijan culture as a con
noisseur of Arabic, a historian, lexicographer, and writer. 
Among his works is the anthology of Arabic poetry 
Mawiirid al-adah composed in Tabrlz in 707 /1308. In 
724/ 1324 he wrote a historical treatise - Tajiirih al-salaf 
containing two parts. The first one is a translation from 
Arabic into Persian of the historical section of Kitiih al
Fakhrl by lbn al-Tiqtaqa (701/1301). The second part is 
an original writing that contains much additional informa-

tion on the history of the Fatimid dynasty in Egypt, on the 
Buwayhids, and the Seljukids in Iran [5]. 

The date of birth of Hindushah is considered to be un
known, as well as the exact date of his death. He died pre
sumably in 730/1329-30. There is, however, a reason to 
believe that he had died after the accomplishment of 
Tajiirib al-salaf, but before 728/1327-28, since his son, 
the famous munshl Shams al-Din MuJ:iammad (b. 687I1288 
in Nakhchiwan) mentions him as "departed to the other 
world" in his Persian explanatory dictionary entitled :jilJiilJ 
al-Furs (2,300 entries) which he began in 728/ 1327-28. 

Until recently a number of specialists in Turkic and 
Iranian studies were dubious of Hindushah's authorship of 
al-Sihiih al- 'Ajamiyya, suggesting that its author had been 
either one shaykh YaJ:iya al-Amiri al-Rum! al-Qurashl or 
Taql al-Din MuJ:iammad b. Plr 'All Barkawl (or Birghill). 
The latter died in 981/1573-74. According to the same 
l:lajjl Khallfa, he compiled a work under the same title. If 
we accept the last point of view [6], then the Persian-Turkic 
dictionary al-$1/Jii~ al- 'Ajamiyya should have been com
posed in the middle of the sixteenth century. In this case, it 
cannot be regarded as one of the earliest Persian-Oghuz 
dictionaries. 

The controversy, however, may be settled in a very 
simple way, if evidence of a man of letters, a scribe who 
lived 500 years ago, be taken into account. Owing to his 
careful attitude to his work and to the text of the protograph 
he was ordered to copy, we have all necessary information 
on the subject. That scribe, one Mir l:lusayn, in the middle 
of the month of Dhii'l-l;lijja 878/early May 1474 made 
a copy of a volume (preserved now in the Library of the 
Cambridge University, call No. LI. 6.10) folios I b--106a 
of which were occupied by the dictionary al-$i~ii~ al
'Ajamiyya. In this volume Mir l;lusayn had copied out the 
colophon by the author of the writing that runs as follows: 

"With the good assistance and help [of Allah] 
accomplished is al-$ihiih al- 'Ajamiyya, without 
which no one striving to get the knowledge of 
the Persian language can do, be he a youth or 
a grown-up, after the sunrise on Tuesday, at the 
end of the noble month of Dhii'l-l;lijja of the 
year 677, let Allah help the author of this work 
and all other Muslims". 

Now, due to the scribe Mir l;lusayn, we can safely say 
that Hindushah Nakhchiwanl accomplished his lexico
graphic work on Tuesday, 8 May 1279, and that the old 
controversy is settled at last. 
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Notes 

I. The most famous of these are: a) Shami/ a/-lughiit, composed ea. 90011496-97 by f:lasan b. f:lusayn Qara-Hi~arf; b) Lughat-i 
Halim/, composed m 917 I 1511-12 by Lu!fallah b. Abf Yusuf al-f:lalrmf; c) Lughat-i Ni "matallah, composed not later than 947I1540-
41 by N1'matallah b. Ahmad al-Rumr. 

2. On the catalogues and the work see, C. A. Storey, Persian literature. A Bio-Bibliographical Survey (Leiden, 1984), iii, pt. I, 
pp. 7-8. 

3. Call No. TD 13. See Arabische. turkische und persische /-landschriften der Universitdtsbibliothek in Bratislava (Bratislava, 1961 ), 
p. 497. No. 549. 

4. Hajji Khalrfa calls this work $i~a/1 al- "a;am, attributing it to Hindushah al-Nakhchiwanr. He mentions also that two versions of the 
work arc known to him - "the old and the new one". The beginning of the work quoted by f:lajjf Khalrfa is identical with the beginning 
of the "anonymous" d1ct1onary al-S1hah al- "A;amiyya. 

5 This work 1s published m Iran by Amir f:lasan Raw~ati (lsfahan, 1360/ 1981 ). It is supplemented with a facsimile of a mid-I 5th 
century manuscript. 

6. The most straightforward and systematic presentation of this point of view appears in the most recent publication dealing with this 
problem, sec Sayy1d Mul_lammad and Muhrt Taba\iiba'i, "Si~ah al- 'Ajam. Kitab-i nawsakhta wa nashinakhta", Ayanda, IX/ 12 
( 1362.• 1984), pp. 895-903. 

7. See A Catalogue of the Perswn Manuscripts 111 the Library of the University of Cambridge by Ed. G. Browne (Cambridge, 1896), 
p. 253. No. 170. Ed. G. Browne is quoting the whole colophon, but his reading of the name of the scribe and of the date is incorrect: 
"Rasul b. Husayn, 868 A.H." He does not quote the author's colophon reproduced in the copy - probably he did not realise its 
significance. 



A. G. Sazykin 

THE OIRA T (KALMYK) VERSION OF "THE STORY OF GUSU-LAMA" 

In the Mongol literature of the seventeenth-early twen
tieth centuries there were several works describing 
"visions" of the Buddhist hell [1]. These works came into 
being for different reasons at different places and in dif
ferent periods of time. Among them we find an Indian 
legend about Maudgalyiiyana (Molon-Toyin) [2], Tibetan 
"The Story of Choijid-dagini" [3], Mongol "The Story of 
Naranu-Gerel" [4] and "The Story of the Maiden Fair 
Lotus" [5] created under the influence of the Chinese 
novels. The subject of "visions" of hell has been many 
times used in the novels of the "Commentaries on the Use 
of Vajracchedika (the Diamond Siitra)" [6]. 

There circulated among the Mongol peoples a com
paratively brief story about a visit to the Buddhist hell. 
It was more known under its short title "The Story of 
Gusu-Lama". In the opinion ofTs. Zh. Zhamtsarano, who 
acquired one of the manuscripts of this work in Buryatia 
and donated it to the Asiatic Museum (now the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies 
of the Russian Academy of Sciences), it was "an example 
of purely folk religious literature at the early stage of the 
spread of Buddhism among the Buryat people" [7]. 

The other seven manuscripts of the story, written in 
Old Mongol script and preserved in the Manuscript fund 
of the above-mentioned Institute, also originate from 
Buryatia [8]. A copy of 'The Story of Gusu-Lama" has 
been found also in one of the manuscript collections of 
Tuva [9]. 

A search we made in the rich manuscript funds of Ulan
Bator produced, however, no copies of the said work, nor it is 
mentioned in any of the available catalogues of Mongolian 
manuscripts. 

Until recently there has been no evidence if this work 
was familiar at all to the Western Mongols (Oirats). It is not 
mentioned anyway in H. Luvsanbaldan's ""Clear Script" and 
its Monuments" which includes a long list of materials from 
Mongolia written in the Zaya-pandita script [10]. 

The only copy of "The Story of Gusu-Lama" written in 
"Clear Script" is found in the Manuscript fund of the 
St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies [ 11]. 
There is no record about its origin and the time when it came 
to the collection. We may only suggest that it was copied in 
Kalmykia, because, according to the available evidence, the 
Oirat version had been circulated there in the past [ 12]. 

When comparing the Buryat and the Oirat (Kalmyk) ver
sions one can notice a number of textual divergencies. Be
sides deliberate re-working of the text manuscript C 391 
contains numerous mistakes, omissions of words, sometimes 
of whole passages, which makes the text rather incoherent 
and obscure. Presenting here the transliteration of the Oirat 
version of "The Story of Gusu-Lama", we considered it 
necessary to indicate all omissions and mistakes of the copy
ist, as compared with the text of the work preserved in one of 
the seven Buryat manuscripts from the Manuscript fund of 
the St. Petersbug Branch of the Institute of Oriental Stud
ies [13]. 

Transliteration 

(la) TObOddi-yin .rnruqtu Giiiisii blama nirvan boluqsani tuuji orsibo. 
(1 b) TOhodi-yin xuruqtu Giisii blama nir 'van boluqsani aji ni1"van boluqsan xoyino reqsi burxani oron-du ese kiirci 

doroqSi ramu-du cii ese kiirCi: rere xooyonyin dundadu xosun tamu-du unaji teged unaq0 san-yen xoi-110 medeji: yurban er
deni '-yi sanaji on.i ma11i padme hun.i:: kemen ungsad ziireken-den sedokiji sanaqsan-yen tulada: ondiir oulayin be/du yaro(i 
deqsi yarci iizere/e nige ada-bisi renggeri-dii tu/oji bai-xu mdsiin uulan iizeqodebei ·. bas a /ere kotoldii emegen kiimiin-dii 
zolvofi: blama zarliq bolboi ai emegen ere mdosiin uula youni tu/a biitiiqsen oula bui geji asaqba: tere emegen xooriu 
dgiilllehei: xutuqtu Giisii (2a) blama ci ese medeqsen buyu: xoyor zayani dundadu mdsiin oula geqCi ene bui: xutuqtu Giisii 
blama asaqba· emegen tere kotdl dere yeke xui [C 236: qonyan] doto 0 ro xamuq biigiide aratani beye iizeqdebe: tere youn 
bui (geji) asaqoba. tere dedii a/tan korgd youn bi geji asaqba: tdiini dorodu xoyitu yuuli[n] korgd youn bi geji asaqba.· tdiini 
dorodu zes korgd youn bi geji asaoqba. tdiini dorodu tdmiir korogd youn bi geji asaqba: cayan ea 'ng delediiqci biire tataqoCi 
nom ung!iiq-Ci zuryan [ii]zfi,gi tolofi naduqCi xamuq b/a,ma ba11di-yi11 xuraq-san cuulyan youn bi geji asaqba: basa tdiini 
ciidu cayan hay/sing dotoro yeke kengger-ge delediiqCi: youn bi geji asaqba: nadu ye0 ke (2b) dalai youn bi geji asaqbii. 
hasa dorodu xara[n] gvui korgd youn bi geji asaqba:. tere emegen xa0 riu dgiiiilebei: bi liked do/on on bolboi bi: ci blama 
siinesiin-yen beye-ece xayacuul-ji abCi odxui-yi ese iizebiici e: Cl tere kotdli bii dari darixula mou bui buyan kesiq yurban er, 
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denivigi itegi!q-ci nigen uzuur=tu Cing sedkil bariqsan kumun dari-xula yai ugei bi: /Oun-i!ce busu kilince/U ami=tan dari
xu/a xamuq hugudi! aratan zouxu zam bui. tere di!du al=tan korgo burxani yazar-tu od=xu zam bui: to uni (xoi-tu) you Ii[ n] ko 
rgo wnara :ugiyin Ahidaba burxani buyan xuraxu yazartu odxu zam bui: touni dorodu zes korgo yuCin yurban tenggeri-yin 
J<izar-ru odxu :am bui. rouni dorodu /Omur korgo Er/iq xan-du odxu zam (bui).· tere cang deleduqCi buri! tataqCi nom: 
ungsiqc1 :urran [ii]::uqgi toloji (3a) naduqCi xamuq ulus h/ama hm1diyin xuraqsan cuu/yan uridu amidu caqran blama ba'!di 
xoror xamuq erkin [=irgen] ulus bugudi!r xamtu buyan uyiledu=qseni kucun-yi!r jir-yaqsan udxa inu ene bui: tere cayan 
hay/Sing dotoro yeke. kenggerge deleduqCi Erliq xani beye tere tenggeri bui: nadu yeke dalai nere inu §esun da=lai bui: 
hasa tere xuruqru Gusu blamadu emegen oguulebei: tere tomur korgoyin zam-yi!r odxu ci Erliq xandu zo/yo: tamuyin erke 
re!ke buyu. oc'uu=ken buyu.· uzeji zo/yo: touni xoyino xutuqtu Gusu blama tomur korgoyin zam-yi!r yarCi uzeqdetele xutuqtu 
Giisii hlamayin xoyino-i!ce ere eme a/on kumun daxaji iretele tere to=mur korgo xubil-ji kil-yasuni cini!n bolji tere tere a/on 
ere eme kumun giskikudu tere. (3b) kilyasun tasuraji ramu-du unaji tere korgo xubilji kilyasuni Cini!n boluqsan udxa inu tere 
hui.· uri=du amidu caqran kilinci! keqsen blamayigi dorom=jiloqson yurban erdeni=yin-gi ;;/;; bisireqCi amitani kilyasun korgo 
rae hui. rere xutuqtu Gusu blama tomur korgoyin zam-yi!r odxu-ji. Erliq xani xa/yadu kurci bayiba: /Ouni xoyino Erliq xan 
uq[tufii ireji :olrobo .· tere xuruqtu Gusu blamadu Erliq xan zarliq bolboi: amidu zayani mungxaq a=mitan yaqca kumun 
111111g) a na.rnlaxui·in cini!n sanaji kilinci! olo keji bu 'i: blama nomi xudal bui: geji keleku bui: oluqsan zoqson-yi!n baraq
da.rn (4a) cini!n iilu sanaxu bui: [u]musuqsen debil-yi!n elekuyin Cini!n ;;/;; sanaxu bui: morin-yi!n ukukuyin cini!n ;;/;; sanaxu 
/mi. hi rouni tu=lada zob-ru buruu-rui=gi ilyaya geji xoyor zayani dumda souqsan bui: bi xutuqtu Gusu blamadu Erliq xan 
:arliq holhoi. ci amidu :ayani erkin [=irgen] ulustu surya/ keli!jiryal-tu burxani yazar-tu odboi bi geji kele zobolong-tu ta-
1111n-111 J<Cartu odhoi bi geji kele:: nom buyani keqsen kum1/n-ni beye inu tenggeri-yin di!re niyour inu na=rani gereldur adali 
hw. 110111 hurnn iigei kiimuni inu tamuyin dotoro: niyuur inu zouraqsan (4b) sabar-ru adali bui: Erliq xandu Gusu blama 
:ar/iq bo/boi. tere cGdU CUSU-IU yeke da/a '/ dotoro a/on kumii=ni to/oyoi uzeqdeji bayinam /ere youni tu/ada legeji bayixu 
hui. geji asaqba basa tere cadu cayan taladu ide=ku ugei umusku ugei ou=xu ugei a/on kumun ii=zeqdem: ideku ugei-di!n 
ra:ar uxu;1 sounam tere uxuqsan xuryuni eleji buyouduni kurci buyou=ni e/eji toxoi-duni kurCi toxoi-ni eleji muren-duni 
k1irc'i han11am: tere: youni tulada regeji bai=xu bui: geji asaqba: toun-i!ce nadu a/on kumuni basa uzeqdeji bayixu youn bui: 
k0/ 1m1 cam mu.rnr ba_vinam tere youni (Sa) tulada tegeji bayixu bui: geji asaqba: basa yeke dalayin tende a/on kumun uze
qde11e111. amani [C 236: iman-i] cini!n alxutu alxu ya=daxu koltoi ai-liyin todui teriguuru· oulayin todui beyi!tu asuri narin 
kilrasu11i cinen xoloi-tu a/on kumun uzuqdem tere: youni tulada tegeji bayixu bui: geji: asaqba: touni dorodu xarang-yui 
J<i:ar-tu a/on kumiin xoxui e::ei axai yoyo yoyo abai axai geji bayinam: tere youni tulada tege=ji bayixu bui: geji asaqba: 
hasa :ou11 tali a/on kumun xuraji cuq=laji bayinam (Sb) nom ungsixui-yi sonos=xu bisi: sihinelduji bayinam: tere youni tu
ilula tege;i hayi.rn bui ge=ji asaqba: xutuqtu Gusu blamayin xoyino Erliq xan zarliq bolboi:: tere cusu-tu yeke dalai dotoro 
olon kiim1i11i to=loroi u:eqdeji bayiql'i tere xoyor kumuni xo 'r-dumda cusur uge keleqci xobloqci alalduji ukulduji yabuq=san 
kii111i"i11i wloroi genei oqtoloji cusuni (urusci) dalai boluqsan udxa · inu tere bui:: tere cadu dergeduki a/on kumun uzeqdeji 
ra:ar 1ixu,;1 sou.rn udxa inu ene bui: blamadu amidu:: (6a) caqtan idi!n undan umusku zuukui-yi xayiralan yabuji touni tu/a 
1dekii iidesii ii=gei uuxu iigei umlisku ligei u/U oldoxu bolxuyin ud=xa inu ene bui: touni tu/a yar inu e/eji mori-dli kurliqseni 
rere hui. roiini nadu ruladu a/on kumun muxur boluqsani amidu caqtan hlamayin ii=monii-i!ce kol-yi!n jiyiji burxani nomi 
ko/go111 gis-gi=leji yabuqsani tu/a kol ugei boluqsan udxa inu tere bui: basa /ere yeke dalayin cadu amani [C 236: iman-i] 
(111en al=.rntu alxun _mdaxu koltu ai=liyin caq terigiiUtu oulayin caq beyetu asuri narin kilyasuni caq xO/oi-tu boluqsan udxa 
11111 a/ran mo11ggo11 idi!n bayiri (6b) xaram-laqsani biridti !Oroq=son udxa inu tere bui: nadu dorodu xarangyui yazar(yin 
olon kiimun nn·o xoxui xala=xai yakiya axai abai geji yasa=luqsan udxa' eruuru tamu geqCi tere bui: (uridu amidu caqtan 
ecege-youva11 alaqsan kumlini ene eruutu tamu geqci-du urayaxu udxa · ene bui::) basa yosu u=gei amitan ami tasuluqsani 
tu=la 1a111udu 111wva.rn udxa inu tere bui: zoukule a/on kumun sibinel-duji bayiqCi amidu caqtan nom un[g]-sixui-yi ungsaCi 
_rnhuqsan hla111angi hlamayin zarligi blisi bui: geji sanaqsan kumuni Cikindu inu xayiluqsan siremu cudxuxu doun doun-yi!n 
ii/ii sono.1·=Ci .iibinelduku udxa inu ene bui: basa tere xutuqtu Gusu blama Erliq xandu zarliq bolboi: bi Erliq xani zarliq-yi!r 
a111iduv111 Zlffani ergen [ =irgen] ulustu surval kele=sii bi: tende tamu-du odCi sayin mou-gi uzeji ired: (7a) zarliq bolsu: tende 
k1iruqse111 xoyino S:iremun rayon-du: a/on kumuni Cinaji bayixui-yi tamuyin ezi!d-i!ce asaqba: youni tu/a Cinaxu bi geji asaq= 
her c'inaxu-du yasu maxani o=bOro obOro i/jireqsen-du blama obOro-yi!n beyebi!n me/U sanaji orosoji tere xutuqtu Gusu 
blama uvilaji ramuyin e=zed keleklidi!n xutuqtu b/ama Ci youni tulada uyilanai Ci geji asaqba.· xutuqtu Gusu blama zarliq 
holhoi. ene klimlini S:iremun toyon-du cinaxui-gi lizliji uyilababi gebe: blama youni tu/a uyilaba: ene uri-du amidu caqtan 
siime hurxani cbdeji nom erdeni=yi tuleji doro/ji/oji [ =doromjiloji] yabuq=sani tu/a cinaxu udxa inu tere bui: xutuqtu Gusu 
blama can an odci uzeteli! sobiigo au/a-du [zoun] nayiman to=mur: (7b) degi!gi di!qsi xandou/ji di!du degi!du kumli o/gliji 
dorodu degedu salkindu kiy-skeji bayixu-du san=jil zaji bayixu-du inu zu(ru) qdaji kiyime boltolo: tataji bayixui-yi xu=tuqtu 
Giisu blama redeni heye ahxu-du yasun ii=sun inu turCi xocorci touni xoi-no basa edegi!ji ki=rodoji urtu nliduji su=kes-yer 
colgiji rermedeji uyilaji curkiraji bar=kiraji bayixui-yi xutuq=tu Gusu blama uzuji robi!n (?) ebeci doqsin bur=xani zureke 
rarni sedkiji [C 236: usu] rarnidaCi cacuxu-du te=re nayiman xaluun lam 'ui-gi xosun holyoji tamu-i!ce tonilyoji burxani yaz
arru kurgehci: · hasa rere tolini cana uzerele (Sa) kuyiton tamudu unayaji lingxo metu kuruqseni xoi-no tamuyin-nara 
iarangxui [ =.rnrangp1i] urida xou taraji abxudu arasun usu 'ni torci xo=corc'i rouni xutuqru Gusu blama uzeji orosoji usu 
rarni-daji carnxudu nayiman kui-ton tamu-i!ce yarCi basa gesuqsuni xoi=no tamudu unayaqsadi bur=xani yazartu zaji oqci:: 
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i/gebe · .· basa xutuqtu Giisii blama bas a xarangyui yaza,riyin tamu-du odci: yeke dou doulaji urgsixu-du yurban erdeniyin 
kiiciin-yer xarangyui tamui-gi gegen bo/yoji toiini dma iizetele xayircaqtu tamu-du kiirCi tere xayircaq-tu tamuyin [ o/amuyin 
xayircaq] neliige neji ii 0 zebe basa iizekiidii xayiro(Sb)ocaq dotoroki olon kiimiini nigen nigen-yen ideldiiji kebtekiii-yi xutuqtu 
Giisii blama iizeji tere: tamuyin ezed-ece asaqba: tere tamuyin ezed kelekii-den uridu amidu caqtan [C 236: ene tamu dotora 
idilcejii kebtegci amitan her urida amidu biikiiyin jayayan-dur bey-e bey-e-yin ed-iyen idege-yi adal mal-i ary-a jali qudal 
qavurmay-iyar qongjiju idi/Cigsen-iyer: ediige qayircay-111 tamu-dur unaju oberiin oberiin bey-e-yi idelcefii kebteg-sen-ii 
udq-a tere bui kemebe: qutuv-tu Giisii blam-a nigen ekitii nom ungsiqui-dur qayircay-ud inu ebdercii boged: tere tamu-yin 
amitan-i toni/yaju burqan-u vafar-i fiyafu ilgebei: basa qutuy-tu Giisii blam-a tegiince Cinay§i odbasu.· bavasun sigesiin-ii 
dumda olan kiimiin-i kebte-kiiyin dergede kiircii qutuy-tu Giisii blam-a iijeged: tere tamuyin ejed-ece asayubai: tede amitan 
rayun-u tu/a teyimii boluysan bui kemebesii: tamuyin ejed iigii/eriin] uridu amidu: caqtan blama burxani bu,zarlaji yabu
qsani tulada sesiin basuni dunda to,toqsoni udxa inu tere bui: basa xutuqtu Giisii blama cana iizetele olon eme xuraji uran 
[oC 236: dorbon] kiimiin-yer tomiir ulayilvafi dorban ziiq biiri tataji foukinatala xariji souxui-yi xutuq-tu Giisii blama iizeji 
ta,muvin ezed-ece asaqba: teore tamuyin ezed kelekiiden uridu amidu caqtan altatu m6ngg6tiiyigi iimiisiimiii altatu 
[ oamtatu] ideni ideji a Ii-yen iiio/ei-yi sayisaji yabuqsanam {9a) tu/a xarixu udxa inu: tere bui: basa xutuqtu Giisii bi a ma ni
gen ekitii nom nomloxui-du ziiq biiri tataji dorban kiimiin barixu yariya aldaji tamu-ece tonilyoji burxani yazartu zaji 6qCi 
ilgebe. basa xutuqtu Giisii blama: toiin-ece can a iizetele maliyin ta mu-du kiirCi tere ma/ usu iizekiile oun ii/ii Cidaxu 6b6sii 
ii:ekiile iden ii/ii Cidaxu xutuqtu Giisii blama iizeqsen-dii tere tamuyin zergedii a/tan ma/ 'vai-tu burxani a/on aqsanaji: tere 
a/ran ma lay 'ai-tu burxani-ece xutuqtu Giisii blama asaqba: ci eyimi xutuqtu burxan soiiji [ osoufi] bogotolo ene mali yo uni 
tu/a tamudu unayaba: Ci gebe:: tere a/tan malayai-tu burxan xutuqtu Giisii blamadu xaoriu {9b) ogiiiilebei: uridu amiodu 
caqtan kilinceyin: kiiciindii tamu-du unaqsani ud'xa inu tere bui:: :: (kemebe) xutuqtu Giisii blama ni'gen (ekitii) nom nom
lo.rni-du tere tamu-ece tonilyoji burxani yazar-tu toroiil-bei:: tere xutuqtu Giisii blama tende-ece xaonji ireji Erliq xani 
xalradu kiirc'i soutala Tango yudiyin Nirzamca blama nirva[n] bolji oqtoryoyin degiiiiber adabisi yeke Cimen yarci odxui-yi 
Erliq xan sonol'i ars '/an terigiiiitii kiiboiin-yen ilgebe ars '/an terigiiiitii elci Erliq xan-du ireji kelebe: tere uriodu amidu 
caqtan er[ke]tii blama aqsanaji: yeke tamui-yi xosun bolyoji naran yaruqsan metii ado bolji odbo: bi asaqoxudan iyimi yeke 
ramui-vi (lOa) xosun bolyoji odxu ken neretii kiimiin bui geji asaqba: bi:: tere Tangyudiy Nirzamca blama zarliq bolboi.· 
a1111du caqtan xatuujin. diyan soulayibi tere kiiociini tu/a oqtoryoyin degiiiir ado bolxu mini ene bui geji zarliq bolji yabuba: 
basa niogen bars terigiiiitii c'idokiir irefi Erliq xan-du iige kelebe: xoiono-ece mini buyan-tu: blama ado bolji as'in amidu 
caqtan zurvan [ii]ziiq tiimen temesiin ungsiqosan aqsanaji toiini udxa inu morin iiker-tii aciji odui zes kargo-dii kiirCi odui 
tae (zurvan) [ii]ziigiyin kiiciini tu/a xamuq amitan yuCin. · (lOb) yurban tenggeriyin-neriyin dere tataji· abCi yarba. geji 
tae bars terigiiiitii Cidkiir Erliq xan-du ayiladoxaba. Erliq xan zarliq bolboi teyimi yeke blama nada zolyo-tuyai geji yadaqSi 
miirgiifi bayibai: nigen cavan kiimiin nigen xara kiimiin xoyor Erliq xandu zolyoboi burxan zarliq bolxudan cayan kiimiin 
.rnra kiimiin xoyor ki/ince iigei bui: geji kelebe: Cidkiir kelekiiden ene xoyor kiimiini kio/ince inu olon bui geji kelebe: Erliq 
tan zarliq bolxudan burxan Cidkiir xoyor bula/,duuni Ci cavan kiimiin Ci nada iigen kelegeobe:.· {l la) bi. tere cavan kiimiin 
kefe,k11den bi mnidu caqtan noyon kiimiin belei bi nada kilince iigei gebe. tenggeri burxan-du takil orgiilei bi yuyilyaci-du 
kiimiin-dii )11i-lava ogiio/ei bi zoun nayiman nom biCi-bei bi.· basa Erliq xan zarliq bo/ji: kelekiioden ene kiimiin itegel iigei 
kiimiin bavinam gebe. bicT'Cin biCiq neji iizeji kelekiiden buyani a/on bayinam geji keo/ebe: tolidu iizeji Ci(ng)niiiirtii cingneji 
iize, }i iizekiidii tabin naioman nomi nigen kifin,ce-luva teneg bolji: basa Erliq xan [zarliq] bolboi: ene cayan kiimiin sayin 
itegel-lii kiimiin bayinam {lib) zarim kiimiin xara beyen iikiikiiyin cinen ii/ii sanaji bayinam ed baran-yen ii/ii elekiiyin ('i, 

nen ii/ii sanaji unuqsan morin-yen ecekiiyin Cinen ii/ii sanaji yurban erdeniyin-yi sanaxu,/a toiini aCi iire inu ene bui: caran 
sedkil-tii kiimiin-liige ali kiimiin nigen cii burxan-du Silotiikiile ende cuululcaji umara ziigiyin Abiodaba burxani yazartu 
kiirkii bui. basa Erliq xan zarliq bolboi: xara kiimiini ese itegeoji bic/cini biciq neji iizebe.· basa cingonoiir-tii Cingneji iize,be. 
tihini xo1·i110 iize,kildii uridu amidu {12a) caqtan buyan iiyiledokiidii dara [odura] iigei Sanji burxan blama xoyor-tu miirgiikii 
dura iigei miirgiiokii kiimiini ii/ii talaji yaobuqsani tulada tamu-du unavaba geji kelel-dii-be xara sedkil-tii kiimiioni ken zobsa 
Ji tede b1igiide arban nayiman tamu-du orkixu udxa inu ene bui: Erliq xan-du cayan eme xara eme xoyor zolyoji burxan zar
liq bolxudan ene xoyor eme-dii kilince iigei bui: uridu amidu caqtan buyan burxan nomdu duoratai.· geji cidkiir ke,/ekiiden 
iikiiiilkii ki/inocen inu olon bui.· gebe: burxan blama nomi iiogei geji ke/ebe: Erliq xan zarliq bolxudan burxan {12b) l'idkiir 
xovor bulaldunam Ci cavan eme iigen kelegeobe: tere cavan eme kelekiioden bi uridu amidu caqotan do/on kobiitei be,/ei bi 
do/on buyan ii/,/edbei.· bi burxani takim belei bi toyidi kiindiileji belei bi: mini xoi-no do,/on kiiboiimini do/on buyan iiy
iledkz'i bui: gefi ke/eobe:: Erliq xan zes korgooyin zam-yer yucin yuroban tenggeriyin-nerioyin vazartu ilgebe:: xara emei-yi 
hic/cin biCiq neji kelekiiden ene xara eme uridu amidu caqtan blama buroxani doromjiloji yabuoqsan aji xarangyui mingyan 
kilince iiyiledCi yabuqsani tu/a xarangp.ti tamu-du unavaxu udxa ene bui: Erliq xan zarliq bolboi: bi ene zob-(l3a)-tii bu
ruutui-yi ilva,ya geji ene xoyor zayani dumda souqosan bui bi: xutuqtu Giisii blama ci amidu za,yani ulustu surval kele ge
hebi: buyan kiqsen kiimiini burxani vazartu tooroiilkii mini ene bui:: xarangyui mungxaq iiyiledokiile xara sedkil-tii kiiomiini 
xarangvui tamudu orokixu ene bui: gefi ke/ebe: xutuqtu Giisii blama xariji iretele inu xooyor zayani xor-dumdu endeki 
emcgen ::olvobo xutuqtu Giisii blama zarliq bolhoi: ai emegen uridu zayan Cini mini eke belei l'i odiige ene zayadu burxani 
vazartu tiiorokii gefi: xanji odsu xu,tuqtu Giisii blamayin Erligiyin zaka togiisbe:: 
(13b) Enc 110111i Atuvur biCibei ene odiir i11rhan: nom bi'itiibei. 
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Translation 

(la) A Story about the Deceased Saint Tibetan Giisii-Lama 

(lb) The saint Tibetan Giisii-lama died. On his death he did not reach the land ofBuddhas, did not go to the Lower Hell, 
but fell to the Hell of Void between them. On falling down [he], due to his contemplation about the Three Jewels and the 
incantation of 01~i 111m1i padme hu~, penetrating [into its meaning), reached the slopes of a high mountain. Ascending higher 
up he saw a mountain completely of ice, which seemed to support the sky. On that slope he met some old woman. Lama 
asked: "Oh. old woman, what this mountain of ice has been made for'>" The old woman answered: (2a) "Saint II Giisii
Lama. don't you know" [It] is called 'The Ice Mountain between Two Rebirths". 

Saint Giisii-lama asked [again): "Old woman, on that slope, within a huge enclosure, all have the appearance of beasts of 
prey. What is that') What is the high golden bridge over there? What is that lower bridge of yellow copper behind if) And 
lower there, what is that bridge of red copper') Below it, what is that iron bridge? What is that gathering of lamas and monks 
who are merrymaking, beating cymbals, trumpeting, reading sacred books and counting six syllables (111a1Ji)? What is the 
white house behind them where they are beating a great drum" Closer II (2b) here, what is this great sea" What is that 
gloomy bridge there below'>" 

The old woman answered: "Seven years had passed since the time I had died. I see that you also, lama, detached your 
soul from your body. Do not go to that slope. If you go, it will be bad. The virtuous ones and those who respected and firmly 
remembered about the Three Jewels, even if they go there, no harm will befall them. All the other sinful creatures, if they go 
there. all will turn into beasts of prey. That high golden bridge conducts to the land of Buddhas. The bridge of yellow cop
per. which is behind it, leads to the realm of the virtue of Amitabha, the Buddha of the northern quarter. The bridge of red 
copper leads to the realm of thirty-three tengris. The lower [most) iron bridge leads to Erlig Khan. As for the gathering of all 
these lamas. monks and laymen, who are merrymaking there, II (3a) beating cymbals, tmmpeting, reading sacred books and 
rnuntmg six syllables (mw.ii), before, when they were alive, the lamas, monks and all the people - all together - were per
formmg \"lrtuous deeds. That is why they have a blissful existence. In that white house stays a tengri in the appearance of 
Erlig Khan beating a great drum. The sea which is closer here is called 'The Sea of Urine". II And the old woman also said 
to Glisii-lama: "Gomg by that iron bridge you will meet Erlig Khan. You will see if the power of Hell is great or little, and 
[then] meet [Erlig Khan]". 

After that saint Giisli-lama went by the iron bridge. But as soon as he went forth, a multitude of men and women fol
lowed him. But that iron bridge became thin as a hair, and when that great number of men and women stepped on 
It. (3b) it broke. and [they all] fell down to Hell. This is the reason why the iron bridge became thin as a hair. For those 
h\"lng bemgs who committed sins in their lives, abused lamas and were not respecting the Three Jewels, the bridge of hair [is 
designed]. 

Sanll Gtisli-lama went by the iron bridge and approached the gates of Erlig Khan. Erlig Khan came to meet him and 
spoke to saint Glisti-lama: "In their lives stupid living beings and men commit numerous sins thinking that they will live 
a thousand years. Saying that lamas and the sacred teaching are lying, they do not think about the loss of what they have 
gained. (4a) They thmk that their dress will never be worn out and their horse will never fall. To distinguish between the 
true and the false I am staying here, between the two kinds of rebirths". [After that] Erlig Khan ordered saint Glisli-lama: 
"Take my admonishment to all the people now living. Tell them that you have visited the blessed land of Buddhas and the 
realm of torturous Hells. The body of a righteous man is better than [the body] of a tengri. His face is like sun-shine. The 
body of a man who performed no virtuous deeds is in Hell. His face is like a mixed II (4b) clay. 

Giisli-lama asked Erlig Khan: 'There, far away, what are these heads of numerous people amidst the great sea of blood'> 
What for are they [placed] there" Further on, in the white plains, many people are seen having no food, no drink, and no 
clothes. Those who have no food are sitting, scraping the earth. Their fingers are torn to wrists. Their wrists are tom to el
bows. Their elbows are tom to shoulders. What for it is done to them" What is the multitude of people closer here" Why 
have they been left with no legs') (Sa) II By the great sea a multitude of people is seen. Their mouth is [like a pea], their feet 
are not able to walk a step, their heads are huge as a house, their bodies are huge as a mountain, their throats are like the 
thinnest hair. What for was it done to them" Below them, in a sombre realm, numerous people are crying 'Oh, dear' 
Oh. dear'' What for it is done to them? To the left [of them] there gathered many people. (Sb) II They do not hear the reci
tation of sacred books, [but are only] whispering. What for it is done to them"" 

After saint Glisti-lama had [asked about it), Erlig Khan said: 'Those heads of many people visible in that sea of blood 
are the heads of those who, when alive, by spreading slander among people were making them commit murder. When [the 
slanderers] were beheaded for that, this sea was formed by the streams of blood. The reason why there, further on, numerous 
people are sitting and scraping earth, is the following. In their lives, II (6a) having food, drink, and clothes, they were giving 
neither food, nor drink, nor cloth to lamas because of their greed. For that their arms are tom to the shoulders. The stumps 
who are closer here, in their lives were stretching their legs in the presence of lamas and trampling over the sacred writings 
of Buddha. That is why they were left with no legs. 

Those who are sitting by the great sea, their mouth small as a pea, with feet unable to walk a step, whose heads are huge 
as a house, whose bodies are huge as a mountain, whose throats are like the thinnest hair, were in their lives greedy for gold, 
silver, goods. and food. II (6b) That is why they were reborn as birids. 
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Closer here. in the sombre realm, many people are crying: 'Oh! Oh, father' Oh, mother!' This is the Torturous Hell. In 
their lives these people have murdered their fathers, also they were lawlessly taking lives of living beings. That for they col
lapsed into the Torturous Hell. The multitude of people, who are whispering on the left, in their lives were not following the 
instructions of lamas, who were reading sacred books. That for melted cast iron was poured into their ears. That is why they 
whisper not hearing a sound". 

Saint Giisii-lama addressed Erlig Khan again: "By the order of Erlig Khan I shall go and take your instructions to the 
people living. [But first] I shall go to Hell and see what is good and what is evil".// (7a) When he reached the [Hell], he 
[saw] how a great number of people were boiling in a cauldron of cast iron, asking the masters of [that] Hell: "What for are 
we boiling')" When boiling meat was falling off from bones. Saint Giisii-lama was distressed and began to cry, as if his own 
body [was boiling there]. "Saint lama, why do you cry?" - asked the masters of [that] Hell. Saint Giisii-lama answered: 
"I cry, because I see those people boiling in a cauldron of cast iron". "They are boiling, because in their lives they used to 
destroy monasteries and buddhas' images and were abusing and burning sacred relics". 

Saint Giisii-lama went further and saw how on a mountain [named] "Awl"// (7b) (C 236: a hundred and] eight hooks 
were raised with a man hanging on each. When strong wind blew, they were swinging and falling into pieces like hemp 
husk. When saint Giisii-lama touched their bodies, bones and hair fell off. After that they were restored to life, sawed, 
pounded in a mortar and cut with axes. [All] were crying, weeping and wailing. Seeing this, saint Giisii-lama considered the 
secret incantation of the fearsome Medicine Buddha, sprinkled holy [water] and devastated those eight Hot Hells. Liberating 
[all] from Hell, he sent them to the land of Buddhas. Then, looking into the distance,// (Sa) Giisii-lama saw how those 
falling into the Cold Hell were becoming lotus-like. When they were dragged out from Hell, their skin and hair were falling 
off In his mercy saint Giisii-lama sprinkled holy water, brought everyone out from the Cold Hell and, after instructing them, 
sent the fallen ones into the land of Buddhas. 

Then, upon coming to the Dark Hell, saint Giisii-lama [saw people] crying loudly. Reciting [a prayer], by the power of 
the Three Jewels he illuminated the Dark Hell. Then he went to the Box Hell. Opening a gash in that devilish box and look
ing inside// (Sb) he saw that numerous people were lying in the box, devouring each other. Seeing that. saint Giisii-lama 
asked the masters [of that Hell] about [the reason of their suffering], and the masters of the Hell answered: "[Supplemented 
from manuscript C 236 - All living beings lying and devouring each other, in their former lives were feeding, acquiring 
property, food and herds by cunning and trickery, cheating each other. That is why now, falling into the Box Hell, they are 
lying there, devouring each other". When saint Giisii-lama recited the Sacred Book, the boxes fell apart. On liberating the 
living beings of that Hell he sent them to the land ofBuddhas. 

Then saint Giisii-lama went further and came upon numerous people immersed in urine and excrement. Seeing this, 
saint Giisii-lama asked the masters of that Hell: "What for these living beings are here?"] "(These], in their former lives, 
were abusing buddhas and lamas. That for they are thrown into excrement and urine". 

Looking further, saint Giisii-lama saw how, on bringing together numerous women, (C 236: four] men, heating iron red
hot, are stretching out and cauterising [them]. Saint Giisii-lama asked [about the reason for their suffering] the masters of 
[that] Hell, and the masters of the Hell answered: "They are cauterising them, because in their former lives they were deco
rating themselves with gold and silver, and were eating delicious food". II (9a) Saint Giisii-lama again recited the principal 
Sacred Book. The four men dragging [those women] apart let them go. Liberating [them] from Hell, saint Giisii-lama sent 
[them all] to the land of Buddhas. 

Then saint Giisii-lama reached the Hell of animals. Those animals, seeing water, could not drink, seeing grass, could not 
eat. Looking around, saint Giisii-lama [noticed] by that Hell numerous buddhas in golden headgears. Saint Giisii-lama asked 
one of [those] buddhas in golden headgears: "Why, at the time when you, saint buddha, are sitting [here], these animals are 
being thrown into Hell''" "But they were overthrown into Hell for the sins they had committed in their lives" - answered 
that buddha in a golden headgear.// (9b) Saint Giisii-lama recited the principle Sacred Teaching, liberated those [animals] 
and sent them to be reborn in the land ofBuddhas. 

(After that] saint Giisii-lama came back and sat by the gates of Erlig Khan. At that time Erlig Khan heard the noise pro
duced by a Tangut lama (named] Irdjamts, who died and was ascending to Heaven. (Erlig Khan] sent his lion-headed son [to 
have a look]. The lion-headed messenger came back and reported to Erlig Khan: "In his life he was a powerful lama. Now 
he is proceeding, devastating the Great Hell and rising there the sun. When I asked II (lOa) the name of the man, who was 
devastating the Great Hell, that Tangut lama Irdjamts answered: 'In my life I have shown firmness staying in meditation. 
Due to this I now go to Heaven'". 

There came also a tiger-headed devil and reported to Erlig Khan: "A virtuous lama is following me. In his life he innu
merable times recited the six syllables (mani). Loading horses and cows he is going by the bridge of red copper. By the 
power of those six syllables he led all the living creatures// (lOb) [to the realm] of thirty three tengris". When the tiger
headed devil thus reported to Erlig Khan, he said: "We should meet such a great lama", and coming out he bowed. 

(After that] a white and a black man were brought to Erlig Khan. The buddha [who brought them] reported: 'The white 
and the black man have no sins". The devil [who came with them] said: "These two men have numerous sins". Then Erlig 
Khan ordered: "A dispute arose between the buddha and the devil. [Therefore] you, white man, speak".// (lla) The white 
man told: "In my life I was a noyon. I have no sins. I made offerings to buddhas and tengris, gave alms to beggars, copied 
one hundred and eight sacred books". 
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Erlig Khan ordered again: 'They say that this is not a virtuous man. Scribes, look in the record, how many virtues does 
he have". When they looked at a mirror and weighed on scales, it turned that in fifty-eight books there was only one sin after 
him. Erlig Khan said: "This white man is truly virtuous. II (11 b) Some people never think that their mortal body will die, 
that their property will wear out, their horses will get tired. If, however, one meditates upon the Three Jewels, the use that 
will come is this: every man with pure thoughts, who respects Buddha, comes to the northern realm of the Buddha 
Am!labha". 

[Then], by the orders of Erlig Khan, not trusting the black man, they looked in the record, weighed on scales and 
reported: "In his life!! (l 2a) he was not inclined to perform good deeds. He disliked people worshipping buddhas and lamas. 
Therefore he is plunged into Hell". On discussing, they plunged the man with the black soul into eighteen hells. 

A black and a white woman were brought to Erlig Khan. The buddha [who brought them] reported: "These two women 
have no sins. In their lives [they] were respecting virtue, buddhas and the Sacred Writing". The devil argued: "There are 
numerous mortal sins on them. They did not believe in buddhas, lamas and the Sacred Writing". 

"A dispute arose between the buddha and the devil. [Therefore] speak you, white woman" - ordered Erlig 
Khan. 1. (12b) The white woman told them: "I had seven sons in my life. I performed seven good deeds. I made offerings to 
buddhas, respected monks. After my [death] my seven sons will perform seven good deeds". Erlig Khan sent her by the 
bndge of red copper to the realm of thirty-three tengris. [Then] the [erliks] looked through records on the black woman and 
reported: "Because in her life this black woman humiliated buddhas and lamas, committed a thousand black sins, [she] will 
be thrown mto the Dark Hell". 

[After that] Erlig Khan said: "I stay here between the two kinds of rebirths to distinguish between the true and the false. 
You. o samt Gtisti-lama. !! (13a) take to the living people my instructions. Virtuous people will be reborn in the land of 
Buddhas. Dark, evil-minded people committing follies will be thrown into the Dark Hell". 

When saint Gtisti-lama was going back [to the world of the living], then [on the road] between the two rebirths he met 
an old woman. Saint Gtisti-lama said: "Oh, old woman! In your former rebirth you were my mother. In this rebirth you will 
be reborn in the land ofBuddhas". [And] on saying this, he returned [home]. 

This 1s the end of the messages ofErlig [Khan] and of saint Gtisti-lama. 
(13b) This book has been copied by Atugur. On this day he made copies of three books. 
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PRESENTING THE COLLECTIONS 

A. Muminov 

THE FUND OF ARABOGRAPHIC MANUSCRIPTS 
IN THE MUSEUM-TRUST "AZRET-SULTAN" 

IN THE CITY OF TURKEST AN 

The Turkestan region is one of the cultural centres which 
are of special interest for the study of regional forms of Is
lam. Its original Islamic culture, which developed on the 
north-eastern border of Muslim world, went through a long 
course of evolution. In the first half of the twentieth cen
tury. however, Muslim tradition was exposed to a severe 
test. Its adherents were persecuted. the religious institutions 
and buildings destroyed. Manuscripts from rich public li
braries, including that by the Mausoleum of Khwaja A~ 
mad al-YasawT (d. 562/ 1166-67), were either destroyed 
or transferred to central archives and libraries, some of 
them came to private owners. By 1977, when within the 
frames of the program for founding the Museum-Trust be
gan to collect surviving manuscripts, there was not a single 
book left in the library of the Mausoleum. 

The Museum-Trust "A~ret-SulJan" in the city of 
rurkestan was opened on 30 September 1978. In search for 
manuscripts the directorate of the Museum organised sev
eral expeditions to different regions of Central Asia. Many 
books came to the Museum in 1978-1979. The manu
scnpt fund of the Museum was expanded due to the acqui
sitions made by above-mentioned expeditions, donations of 
pilgrims. and of local dwellers. In 1991, after which practi
cally no new acquisitions were made, the manuscript fund 
numbered 65 codices and 140 lithographic books. 

There were no attempts to separate manuscripts and 
pruned books, they were registered in the same inventory
book. They were and are still stored in one room with other 
obiects belonging to the Museum. Unfortunately, the con
ditions under which the books are stored do not answer any 

requirements. Some investigation into the contents of the 
manuscripts was undertaken by a museum-curator 
Kh. Imajanov. Several books that had no binding were 
bound then. While surveying the manuscript fund, I discov
ered that some of the manuscripts had been damaged in the 
process of binding, and that four of them had not been reg
istered at all. The manuscripts were intended to be exhib
ited, but there were no plans to make them available to the 
readers. There was, correspondingly, no information about 
the funds of the Museum in scholarly publications. 

The manuscript fund of the Museum numbers 65 vol
umes containing 136 copies of 82 works. Of these 50 are 
written in Arabic. 25 - in Persian, 7 - in Turkic lan
guages. The small number of codices in Turkic is surprising 
enough, though it may be explained by the desire of the 
donators to keep the writings in their native tongue in their 
private collections. By the evidence of one of them, Muzaf
far Shalapov, who now works in the Museum, books in 
Turkic make no less than a half of his own private collec
tion. He keeps these books for his children. 

The fund includes works dealing with the following 
disciplines: 

I. the Qur'an and Qur'anic studies; 
2. hadlth; 
3. dogmatics; 
4.fiqh; 
5. logics; 
6. philology; 
7. poetry; 
8. mutafarriqat. 

I. The Qur'an and Qur'anic studies 

This part of the fund includes 8 copies of the Qur'an, 
2 works on recitation of the Qur'an - Wuqiif-i Sijawandl 
hy Muhammad b. Tayfiir al-SijawandT (d. ea. 560/1165) 
and al-Durr al~farfri f'i'l-tajawld by I:Iafi~ Kalan al
BukharT, one book of comments on the Qur'an - Hada 'iq 

al-~aka 'iq ft kashf asrar al-daqa 'iq by Mu'ln al-Din al
HarawT al-Farah! (d. 907 /1501-02) and one treatise writ
ten in the facja 'if genre - Risa/a dar khawa~·~·-i suvar-i 
Qur 'an-i karlm. 

2. lfadTth 

Two well-known writings - Mishkar al-maiablh by 
al-TabrTzT (d. 740/1339-40) and Mukhra.~·ar Jami· by al-

JurjanT (d. 816/1413) - represent this branch of Islamic 
scholarship. 
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3. Dogmatics 

Among 12 works on Islamic dogmatics (kaliim) there 
are popular in Central Asia works - al-Fiqh al-akbar by 
Abu I:Ianffa (d. 1501767), al- 'Aqii 'id al-nasafiya by al
~asafi (d. 537 /1142). al- 'Aqii'id al-'adud~va by al-Ijr 
(d. 756· 1355) and authoritative commentaries on them by 

al-Taftazanl (d. 732/1390), al-Khayali (d. after 86211498), 
al-Siyalkufi (d. 1067 /1657), etc. Of special interest is the 
widespread in Central Asia madrasa textbook Awwal-i 'i/m 
by Mirza Sulayman and A1wiil-i qiyiimat by Kazakh 
scholar Shadr Tore (d. 1932). 

4.Fiqh 

This section is represented exclusively by works on 
Hanafite madhhab. Numerous copies of Mukhta~ar al-
11·iqiira by 'Ubaydallah b. Mas'Od (d. 74711346) should be 
noted (9 manuscripts); Fiqh al-Kaydiinl (4 copies) by Lu) 
fallah al-Nasafi (d. ea. 75011349) and their translations into 
Persian ( 3 works). There are also copies of al-Hidiiya Ji 

shar1 al-bidiiya by Burhan al-Din al-Marghinanl 
(d. 593 /1197); al-Fara 'id al-siriijlya by al-Sijawandi 
(12th century); Shar1 al-wiqiiya, al-Tawcf11 ft 1all 
ghawiimid al-tanql1 by 'Ubaydallah b. Mas'Od; lfayrat al
fuqahii' by 'Ala' al-Din al-Bukhari; Majmii 'a-yi mas 'ala by 
al-I:Iusaynl, etc. 

5. Logics 

Works on logics make a considerable portion of the 
fond. These are popular works al-Risa/a al-shamslya and H 
1kma1 al- ·arn by al-Katibl (d. 675/ 1276); commentaries 
and super-commentaries on them made by al-Razl 

(d. 766/ 1364), by al-Ijr, al-Harawl (d. 1101I1689), al
Siyalkufi; Tahdhlb al-man(iq wa '1-kaliim by al-Taftazanl, 
Sul/am al- 'u/iim by al-Bihari (d. 1119/ 1707), etc. 

6. Philology 

Works on philology make the largest group in the fund. 
All these works, even those written in Persian, deal with the 
questions of Arabic grammar, lexicography and rhetoric. 
These are well-known works - al- 'Awiimil al-mi 'a by 
· Abd al-Qahir al-Jurjanl (d. 471II078); Harakiit al-i 'riib 

and Fa~/ fi'l-1uriif from Muqaddimat al-adab by al
Zamakhsharl (d. 538/1144); al-Kafiya by Ibn al-l:lajib 
(d. 646/1249); al-Fawii 'id al-qiyii '/ya by al-Jami 
(d. 89811492), etc. 

7. Poetry 

This part includes monuments of Persian and Turkic 
verse. These are Muniijiit wa-na~ii 'i1 by 'Abdallah An~arl 
(d. 481I1088): Man{iq al-{ayr by Farid al-Din 'Anar (killed 
111 627 I 1230); Dlwiins of I:Iafi? al-Shirazl (d. 791I1389), of 

al-$a'ib (d. 1081/1671), ofMashrab (the second half of the 
17th-early 18th century), of $iifi Allahyar (d. between 
1133-113611720-23), etc. 

8. Mutafarriqiit 

In this part medicine and mathematics are represented 
each by one treatise - Kifliya-yi mujiihidlya by Man~iir b. 
Ylu9ammad ( l 5th century) and Khulii~at al-1isiib by al-
· Am11T (d. 1030/1621). It includes also a popular among 
the students of Central Asian madrasa work Chahiir kitiib, 
an autograph of a unique work describing the cycle of pi!-

Collections of Friday sermons (khu(ba), personal pray
ers (du 'ii'), stories about the Prophet (1ikiiyiit) current 
among the local ministers of religion deserve special atten
tion. 

The oldest manuscript of the fund registered under 
No. 411 was copied in 992/1584 by I:Iafi? Mirza Mu9 
ammad b. Khwaja Mlrak Mu9ammad al-SamarqandL Two 
manuscnpts (No. 188/57 and No. 188/64) are of the eight
eenth century. All other manuscripts were copied in the 
nineteenth century. 

grimage to the holy places of Turkestan and local rules of 
ziyiirat - Turkistiin bayiinl by M. $ala'bekuh (1904-
1982). The author originating from Northern Kazakhstan 
was the first to make a record of the old Kazakh traditions 
of making a pilgrimage to the holy sites of the region. 

The manuscripts represented in the fund of the Mu
seum-Trust "A?ret-Sul)an" come from different parts of 
Central Asia. Most of these works were used as textbooks 
in the Central Asian primary school (maktab), in secondary 
and high religious school (madrasa) [ l ]. The fund can be 
significant for the study of the intellectual life of the edu
cated part of the Central Asian society in the late nine
teenth-early twentieth century. It can be used in a semi
nar, like "Describing Arabographic manuscripts" for the 
students of the recently founded International Kazakh
Turkic University named after Kh. A. Yasavi. 
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One should take into account that in the Turkestan re
gion of the South-Kazakh district there are many rich pri
vate collections of Arabographic manuscripts and docu
ments. The ones we have seen belong to Ja'far Mamenov, 
Akram Habibullaev, Bahadlr Sapiev, Nasir Hamrakulov, 

etc. Recently the Institute of Ethnophilology and History of 
the Peoples of Kazakhstan by the International Kazakh
Turkic University named after Khwaja AJ:unad al-Yasawf 
started a program of collecting, sorting, and publishing old 
manuscripts. 

Notes 

I [V. P.] Nalivkin, Svedeniia o sostoianil tuzemnykh madrasa v Syr Dar'inskoi oblasti v 1890-91 uchebnom godu (Information on 
the State of the Native Madrasas m the Syr-Darya District in the 1890-91 Academic Year) (Tashkent, 1916); N. P. Ostroumov, ls
lamovedenie. Vvede111e vkurs islamovedeniia (lslam1c Studies. Introduction to the Course of Islamic Studies) (Tashkent, 1914), pp. 109 --
13, 193~7. 



ORIENTAL MANUSCRIPTS 
AND NEW INFORMATION TECHNOLOGIES 

G. V. Lezin, K. K. Boyarsky, 
E. A. Kanevsky, A. I. Popova 

PROGRAMMING OF TEXTS CONCEPTUAL TREATMENT 

Introduction 

Computer representation of knowledge is an actual but not 
yet sol\'ed problem of historical investigations methodol
ogy. The huge \'olume of knowledge in the humanities is 
presented. as a rule. in the form of texts. In historical in
' est1gations the texts of the literary monuments written in 
ancient languages as well as pieces of ancient scripts serve 
as the pnncipal source of information. The problem of sci
cnt1 fie know ledge formalisation is thus connected with the 
problem of computer representation of semantics of natural 
language texts and their conceptual modelling. 

W1thm a wide scope of the problems relevant to the 
modellmg of communications employing a natural lan
guage ( ]\; L ). we are taking interest, first of all, in a special 
case of the 1\L commumcations, which aims at the accu
mulation. systematisation. and the conceptual modelling of 
the texts in a concrete objects area. This process is meant to 
create a sublanguage with a formalised semantics, provid
mg computer "understanding" of the texts in a given sphere 
of communications. It 1s the process of creating a problem
onented sublanguage where a user of the knowledge base is 
to determine main practical and communicative objects of 
111format1on accumulation. 

The studied approach to the use of the model of under
standing of a NL-text requires realisation and investigation 
of two level-interrelallons of a user with the knowledge 
base created by him. One of them, conventionally denoted 
as the "level of formation of communication sphere", is 
used in those cases when the base should be upgraded by a 
set of primary objects. in order to ascertain their properties 

or initial states, to complete a conventional list of semantic 
linkages, to introduce certain scripts or initial rules for 
the performing of plausible reasoning necessary for the 
text understanding. This is the level for communica
tions employing formal means of interaction with 
the knowledge base. The next one (the NL-level) assumes 
exchange with the base using a problem-oriented sub
language as well as automatic - that is, performed by 
the base analyser, extraction of conceptual information 
from the text. 

In this paper we consider the formal means of interac
tion with the knowledge base on the level of creation a 
communication sphere. At the base of determining of the 
means under consideration lies a view on the knowledge 
base of a humanitarian investigation as on the system of 
hypertext formatted as an electronic card catalogue. In a 
number of works [ l] were published the backgrounds of the 
general approach to creation of such a system and were 
considered certain elements of the technique of semantic 
encoding of NL-texts (with the example of employing the 
V. V. Martynov's semantic primitives [2]). The means of 
exchange with the knowledge base considered in this work 
are determined as a language for recording the texts content 
and for programming their conceptual treatment (a formal 
language). Using a definition "conceptual treatment" we 
follow R. Shank [3] and assume the procedures of the text 
analysis and synthesis, which are based on the scope of 
definitions and their interrelations created beforehand and 
upgraded in the process of the analysis. 

I. The Formal Communication Language 

In our approach to the definition of the formal lan
guage we were guided by the following requirements to the 
practical representation of the means of interaction with the 
knowledge base: 

a) the formal language is a part of the general set of 
means for the descnption of a linguistic processor, the 
"carrier" for the problem-oriented language; 

b) in the framework of this language, the means of hy
pertext (formation and requests at the reading), the philol
ogical toolkit of a humanitarian investigation (creation of 
thesauruses and lexical pointers, determination of semiotic 
juxtapositions and synonyms series), the means of control 
over factographical data bases, and the means of definition 
of a problem-oriented sublanguage (description of infor-
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=I Maze: Cardfile - jacobl 
Eile Edit S.earch ~iew !;,ards Iools Options Help 

IArial Cyr 

=I YOS, 8, B - YBC 5727 I· I· 
.. Slave purchase (from his father and mother) .. -

(1) mNa-zi-ru-um mu-n1-1m (1) (A slave) named Naz1ranum 

1tt1 dSin-mu-{a-lim ad-da-a-ni from Sin-mushalim, his father 

il Ga-mi-ii-tum [ama]-a-ni and Gamiltum, his [moth]er 

mBal-mu-nam-bl! Balmunamhe 

(5) in-{i-[~:l.m] (5) purchased 

2/3 mana [kubabbar] 213 mina [silver] 

fam-t1l-la-n1-[~e I [his] full price 

in-na-an-[lal] he weighted 
In future Sin-mu[shalim] u4 -kur-{e Sin-mu-[~a-lim] 

(10) il Ga-mi-[ ii-tum] 
(1 O)and Gam[iltum[ 

will not recall. 
nu-mu-un-gl4-[ gJ4 -dl! I 
mu lugal-la-b1 i[n-p:l.d] -~ They 'wme by the kmg'' c.me. 

itnesses' names, date. .. 
+ + 

mational structures of "conceptual memory" and of algo
rithms of message analysis) are integrated in a common 
nm1plex. 

The information in the card catalogue is represented by 
a scope of cards [ 4]. The structure of a card, the route for 
dividing infonnation contained in it into separate elements 
(windows) are determined by the card pattern. For any ele
ment of the pattern one points its label. position in the card. 
and the type of mforniation written in it (text or 
image). Further we consider only the elements possess
ing a text mformation. One card may keep several different 
texts. In fig I is given an example of the card with 
two texts (reproduced from the V. A. Yacobson card 
catalogue [5]). 

The text in a fragment o f a card may be considered as: 
a) "inscription" - that is, a text where all features of 

Its graphic representation are essential, 
b) "message" - that is. a chain of characters possess

ing an informational content regardless the font used for 
any certain character. 

The following types of relations between the cards are 
possible [ 6] : 

a) to a given card a set of other cards may be juxta
posed - that is, it may be defined as an entry; 

Fig. I 

b) a given card may be included into various entries: 
c) hypertext may be constructed to include a card into 

an entry (the hypertext means a tree-like net with a given 
inclusion of the card as 1ts root and the branches of the card 
being named - a branch corresponds to a transition name 
in the hypertext. 

A message is extracted from an inscription by trans
formation of its code into an alphabetical representation [7]. 
Such a transformation is defined by a special informational 
structure - the card catalogue alphabet. This structure as
signs a list of images to a given character in various fonts. 

For a given message may be determined a pathway for 
the dividing the parent mark chain into sets ot marks with 
emphasising some of them (key words) and their interpre
tation. The sets of marks may be emphasised by either a 
user (by means of special graphic means for the emphasis
ing, e. g. , combining the images colour and attributes ). or 
computationally (by detern1ination of the text syntax). The 
emphasised mark sets. or precisely, their inclusions into a 
given text. may be saved in the system dictionaries. 

The texts written in the forma l language belong to a 
certain type of messages for computational treatment by the 
system. Further. we consider structure and methods for the 
treating of the formalised messages. 

2. Objects and Relations 

The formalised messages contain factocraphic infor
mation and instructions for its treatment. All acquired in
formation is accumulated in the conceptual memory sys-

tem, where it is integrated into a unified inforniational 
complex of the knowledge base. Treatment of the accumu
lated information according to the instructions given is ini-
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tialised by inquiries to the conceptual memory. The latter 
may be considered as a united hypertext where, along with 
the data extracted from the messages, location of the mes
sages in the hypertext and the routes between the messages 
are also fixed. Infmmation is represented in the conceptual 
memory in a normalised (canonical) form. 

Correspondingly, with this concept we differ external 
and canonical representations of messages. In this section 
we consider general structure and elements of external mes
sages. 

The messages are recorded as a sequence of sentences 
of the fomrnl language. A sentence may either introduce a 
certain object or group sentences into a new object 
(conceptualisation), or be an instruction determining rela
t10ns between various classes of sentences. The sentences 
are separated by the mark":". 

The sentences may be denoted by numerals or alpha
betical characters. The sentences dealing with numbers are 
recorded m the syntax form identical with the commonly 
accepted (we are not going into details of these records 
here). The chams of alphabetical characters considered as 
an object (not as designation of an object) are separated by 
the mark ... ". Further we consider the sentences concerning 
mdl\'ldual objects, conceptualisation, and instructions. 

The individual objects are the essences a priori sup
posed as: 

a) always having a designation (one, or several syno
nyms): 

b) capable to be considered either as an element of a 
certain ensemble or as an ensemble comprising a scope of 
elements. 

In addition, an object may be considered as relationship 
or as one of the elements of this relationship, all relations 
being regarded as asymmetrical. 

The objects designations are recorded as a tentative se
quence of alphabetical characters separated by the language 
spacers or brackets "[" or "] ". The record S 1 := S2 de
notes that S 1 and S2 are equivalent, S 1 and S2 being dif
ferent designations of the same object. 

We consider the sentences as fragments of hypertext 
with the common contents. Therefore there is a possibility 
of a local and general designation of an object, the same 
general designation being used in various messages corre
sponds to one and the same object. 

A local designation of an object is inherent in the mes
sage where it is used. Within a message one local designa
tion corresponds to one object. In different messages simi
lar local designations corresponds to different objects. The 
local designations have complex structure represented by a 
pair (designation) (message name) - along with the object 
designation a message is given, where the character is lo
calised. In its tum, the message name joints designation of a 
card and, possibly, designation of the text on the card 
(when the card contains several texts). The following con
vention is accepted: a card designation is always prefaced 
with the prefix"#''. A message name in local notation may 
be given by the prefix "#" alone if the current message is 
only assumed. 

A record of type E 1 : E2 establishes that the elemental 
object E2 (E2 is considered to be an element in this rela
tion) belongs to the ensemble object El (El is considered to 
be an ensemble). We will further assume that E2 object 
concretises E 1 object (that is E2 presents an example, or a 
concretisation of E 1 ). 

A record El (E3) defines that the ensemble object El 
has an attribute E3. 

More complex record, E4 (E3. ES), establishes that ES 
is value of the E3 attribute of the elemental object E4, and 
that possibly there is an ensemble object E not indicated in 
the record and therefore unknown. In respect of the E, one 
may state that E4 specifies it, while E3 is its attribute. In 
other words, E4 specifies an unknown object E with the at
tribute E3, the value of the latter is ES. 

Finally, a record El : E4 (E3. ES), being a statement 
concerning E4, evidently points to the existence of an ob
ject El with a specimen E4 and with the value ES of its at
tribute E3. 

The pairs: 

(object-ensemble): (object-element), ( 1) 
(object-ensemble) ((object-attribute)), (2) 

and triad: 

(object-element) ( (object-attri bute).(ualue)) (3) 

are suggested to be terminal statements. The object-element 
in the terminal statement ( 1 ), object-ensemble in (2) and 
object-element in (3) are main objects of these statements. 
The convention on the main object allows us to record the 
sets of terminal statements in a compact form of the lan
guage sentences. In particular, the sentence E 1 : E2 : E3 is 
equal both to (El : E2): E3 and to the set El : E2; E2: E3, 
and the sentence E 1 : (E2 : E3) is equivalent to E 1 : E3; 
E2: E3. With the traditional convention on the use of pa
rentheses, we are free enough to combine statements when 
making a sentence of them in language is necessary. 

EXAMPLE 1. The content of the card represented in 
fig. I may be given by the following formal message: 

# (YOS8,8-YBC S727] := 
{legal_ document: agreement: D# (object_ 

of_agreement.purchase-sale: P#, 
obligation.(oath: K#)); 

family: F# (son. Naziranum#, dad. Sin-mushalim#, 
mother. Gamiltum#); 

P# (seller. (S# := {Sin-mushalim#, Gamiltum#} ), 
buyer.Balmunamhe#, merchandise.Naziranum#, 

price. (silver: C# (unit.mina, amount.2/3)); 
K# (ob liger.S #, to_the_name.king (name), 

oath_ object.P#))}. 

Note that interpretation of the message is invariant in 
respect of the order of sentences. 

It is often necessary (or convenient) to consider a set of 
sentences as an integral object. In the above example the 
Sin-mushalim# and Gamiltum# pair is one and the 
same subject of the agreement. When the set of statements 
taken into brackets { } , it indicates that this set should be 
accepted (and fixed) as an integral object. Following 
R. C. Shank [8], we designate such an object as conceptu
alisation. 

Conceptualisations may be evident or differing by the 
form of its record. An evident conceptualisation is desig
nated as 

(designation):= {(conceptualisation)} 

(the symbol sequence ":="means "this is"). 
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Conceptualisations may be joined by links, e. g., of 
"cause-result" type. Thus in common cases a conceptuali
sation record has the following syntax structure: 

(conceptualisation):= {(set of 
statements)} I {(conceptualisation) (link) 

(conceptualization)}. 

The links designations are not determined and their 
number is not evidently restricted. The fact that an object is 
designated at the junction of two conceptualisations indi
cates that the given designation corresponds to a link. 

EXAMPLE 2. By designating relations of mutual deter
mination (causal) as "Ro R" we are capable to describe 
the fact of sale as mutually causal facts of change in owning: 

{{owning_ change: YI# (from_whom.S#, 
to_whom.Balmunamhe#, ownership: Naziranum#)} 

Ro R {owning_ change: 
Y2# (from_whom.Balmunamhe#, to_whom.S#, 

ownership: silver: C#(unit.mina, amount.2/3))} }. 

The inquiries to the conceptual memory have a form of 
sentences with mark "?". For example, the sentence 
? ownership is considered as an inquiry to the conceptual 
memory: is there an object in it designated as ownership. 
The answers allowed are "yes" or "not". More interesting is 
the inquiry which has a form of logical function (predicate). 
For example, the sentence ? ownership: !X assumes that 
from the conceptual memory will be obtained all concreti
sations of the object ownership. The possible answers are 
more essential in their positive parts: "yes, 
!X = Naziranum, !X =silver .. ., end" or "not". 

In the example of inquiry we used 'X as the function 
variable. Variables are special objects of the conceptual 
memory. Their designations include prefix "' ". The range 
of their definitions comprises the assembly of objects in the 
conceptual memory in its current state. The variable desig
nations are localised within a sentence where they used. 
The possible statement are !X = E (the value of variable 'X 
is the object E), 1X"' E (not E), 'X = 'Y, 1X"' 1y (the values 
of the variables are equal or unequal). 

3. Semantemes and Guide bar 

The scmantemes [9] is a next type of statements of the 
language, which is used when a class of specimens should 
be determined and the new class structure should be de
fined through what was defined earlier. A semanteme con
struction has the form: 

~ (semanteme designation): (variable) 
((attribute !)(variable I), .. ., (attribute k). 
(variable_:-k)) :=[(a sequence of sentences)]. 

In this construction, the (semanteme designation). 
(attribute I), .. ., (attribute k) denotes objects, and 
(variable): (variable_!), - (variable_k) denotes 
\'anablcs. 

EXAMPLE 3. Using the semanteme construction, we 
may define the class of the objects pure hase-sale on the 
basis of definition of the class of objects owner
ship_ change: 

~purchase-sale: 1Xl (seller. 1X2, buyer. 1X3, 
merchandise. 1X4, price. 1X5) := 

[ {ownership_change: 1Yl (from_whom. 1X2. 
to whom.'X3, ownership: 1X4)} Ro R 

{ownership_change: 1Y2 (from_whom. 1X3, 
to_whom.'X2, ownership: 1X5)}]; 

The semanteme essence becomes clear if one consider 
the inquiries to conceptual memory connected with it. In 
response to the inquiry 

'' purchase-sale 1Zl (seler. 1Z2, buyer. 1Z3, 
merchandise. 1Z4) 

the conceptual memory neglects the corresponding seman
tcme. However, when the inquiry 

"ownership change: 1X(from_whom. 1Yl, 
to_whom.'Y2. ownership.!Y3) 

1s obtamed. the conceptual memory will take into account 
the semanteme containing the object ownership_change 

and to response will consider the facts of pure hase-sa le 
attempting to extract an information on the owner
ship_ change. 

A semanteme points to the conceptual memory how to 
attempt achieve a target of the proposed search by analys
ing the facts integrating this goal. Semanteme controls an 
"ascending" search of the target. 

Guide bar (procedures), unlike semantemes, control 
"descending" search of target: use of a guide is initiated by 
turning to its left part which is to be determined. The guide 
structure: 

~(guide designation): (variable) 
((attribute I). (variable I), .. ., (attribute k). 
(variable k)) <= [(sequen-ce of sentences)], 

[(sequence of sentences)]; 

The notation "<=" means "follows from". In a concrete 
guide the attributes of determined object may be omitted. 

EXAMPLE 4. Conceptual memory will establish the fact 
of the slave selling from the facts given in Example I if the 
following guide bar will be inputted in it: 

man: 1z <=[[man: !YI; family: 1Y2 ('Y3. 'YI, 
1Y4. 1Z)]; [purchase-sale(seller. 1Z]; 
[purchase-sale (seller. !Y := {' Z}]; 

[purchase-sale (buyer. 'Z]]; 
slave_sale: 1X (merchandise. !Y) <=[purchase

sale: !X(merchandise. 1Y); man: 'Y]; 

The first guide of the guide bar establish that when 
even one of members of a family is man, hence, other 
members are men too. A seller and a buyer also are men. 
According to the second guide, the purchase of a slave cor
responds to the event when the object of purchase-sale 
is a man. 

Recursion in guide bar is allowed. 
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Hypertext is formed in the conceptual memory from 
the formal messages extracted from the catalogue cards. 
Abo,·e we considered the external (input) format of the 
messages. The scheme of treatment of a message written in 
a catalogue card is shown in fig. 2. The input information 
goes to the analyser input. which tests its syntax and trans
fonm it mto the intermediate canonical Jann. 

The result of analysis is treated by the interpreter inte
grated mto the conceptual memory. It is convenient to con
sider the input information for the interpreter as a continu
ous flow of statements and inquiries. A statement points to 
the mterpreter to include its content into the conceptual 
memory hypertext as supplementing information. An in
quiry pomts to the mterpreter to examine whether the in
quiry content true and to complete it by examples from the 
conceptual memory. 

The canonical form of messages is obtained by trans
formation of input statements into the sets of terminal 
statements. Some of these transformations were considered 
111 the preceding section. another will be given below. Note 
that the 111termediate canonical form saves the results of 

4. Canonical form of message representation 

analysis in the terminal statements keeping unchanged ex
ternal notations to an object. Unlike this, in the conceptual 
memory the external names inherent in the objects are 
transformed into unique internal records. To them are 
added relations which define the correspondence between 
the external and the internal notations. The defining of such 
relations is one of principal tasks of the interpreter. 

The following constructions of terminal statements are 
allowed: 

a) simple terminal: tl : t2 is concretisation, tl (t2) is 
attribute, tl (t2. t3) is the attribute value, tl = t2 is equal, 
tl ;t t2 is not equal, and 't l' := t2 denotes an object; 

b) conceptualisation: tl {t2}, tl {(simple terminal)}. 
that is, the conceptualisation contains either an object, or a 
simple terminal construction; 

c) link: tl {t2, t3}. 
Here tl, t2, t3 labels the places which in the construc

tion examples are replaced either by internal notations to 
the object, or by variables. 

When the internal notation to the object is essential, we 
will record it as ·(notation). 

A few words concerning the canonical form structure. 
The message card being a conceptualisation is simultane
ously a "moveable" unit of the hypertext. Records of all 
other conceptualisations are limited by the card in which 
they are recorded (regardless of information related to the 
objects defined as the general). 

EXAMPLE 5. Suppose the formal message of the card 
# C contains the conceptualisation 

{{Cl: C2 (C3. (C4: CS))}<=> {C6: C4} }; 

The canonical form of this message in the conceptual 
memory will be written as: 

'#C' := ·#c; ·#c {'Cl·:= ·c1 }; ·#c {'C2' := ·c2}; ... ; 
·#c {'C6' := ·c6}; ·#c {'<=>' := ·c7}; ·c7 {"c8, ·c9}; 
·cs rc1: ·c2}; ·cs rc2 ("c3. "c5)}; ·cs {"c4: ·cs}; 

·c9 {"c6: ·c4}. 

Semantemes and guides are represented in the canoni
cal form by the corresponding conceptualisations, which 
terminal elements (in the defining part of a semanteme and 
defined part of a guide) are labelled to indicate belonging to 
a guide or to a semanteme. 

5. Conceptual memory 

The conceptual memory is a triad 

CM= {G. F. I}, 

"here: 
G denotes sets of terminal statements in canonical 

form. semantemes, and guide bar, forming together the hy
pertext general inforn1ation. 

F denotes the hypertext fragments (messages and con
ceptualisations). 

I is the interpreter, represented by a set of functors. 

The interpreter functors transform statements inputted 
into the conceptual memory into allowed values of pa
rameters of the predicates of one of three types: 

T-pred1cate points to relations between the individual 
objects, 

C-predicates points to belonging of a T-predicate to a 
conceptualisation, 

PC-predicate scans over conceptualisations. 
The predicates are saved in the form of terminal state

ments. They assign "true" or "false" to a set of values of 
their own parameters. The predicate is true if the concep
tual memory contains a given set of parameters. 
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T - p r e d i c a t e s: 

'(name)':= !X means that the !X variable may take as 
its value all objects with a defined external name; to each of 
external names its own predicate is assigned. 

1·x· := ·e means all external names of a given -e ob
ject: to each of the -e objects its own predicate is assigned. 
The latter is supported for the case when the predicates de
fined by structures are constructed for each of the objects 
designated as -e in the structures. 

-e : 1 X is concretisation of the -e object. 
1 X : -e means the objects concretized by -e. 
-e ( 1 X) means attributes of a given object. 'X (' e) 

means all object with a given attribute. 
·e (1X. 1Y) is combination of (attribute). (value) for 

a given object. 

C - pre d i c ates: 

·e {'X}, ·e {1X: 1Y}, -e {!X('Y}}, -e {!X('Y.'Z)}, 
·e {1X, 1Y} 

The essence is clear from the records. 

PC - pre d i c ate s: 

1X {-e }, 1X {'e I : -e 2), 1X {'e I ('e 2)}, 
1X { e I ('e2. ·e3}. !X {'e I, -e2} 

mean conceptualisations containing given object or 
relation. 

The general information G of the hypertext is repre
sented by an ensemble of T- and PC-predicates in the cur
rent state of conceptual memory, the F-fragments are repre
sented by C-predicates. 

The aim of the search performed by the interpreter has 
canonical fo1m and is represented by a set -q (t,; ... ; t,}, 

where t, (I ( i ( k) is either a predicate or a constant in a 
form of terminal element. An inquiry is considered as a 
conjunction of predicates, and equality of the latter to true 
or false is determined from the conceptual memory in the 
current state. The target of the search is changed every time 
when upon calculation of the next t, predicate it obtains the 
value labelled as belonging to a guide or to a semanteme. In 
such a situation, the interpreter interrupts calculations ini
tialised by current target, saves the state of the search of 
this target to be able return to the search in future, and con
structs a new target. 

Suppose -R {r,; ... ; rm} c-o [d,; ... ; d,] is a guide to 
which belongs t, predicate, that is, in the - R set there is the 
r, coinciding with the t, within precision up to designation 
of variables. The use of a guide in correspondence with a 
known algorithm (see, e. g., [10)) precedes by a procedure 
of formation of a call to the guide of selecting the t, ele
ments (i ( j ( k) in -q, which current values will be ob
tained as a result of application of -R guide. While per
forming this procedure, the interpreter makes the following: 

a) unitises variable in the -q and -R sets and changes 
variables by values if the latter are known [8], 

b) labels all t, in -q as capable to be calculated by the 
- R guide if there is rw (I ( w ( m) in - R, with the internal 
name identical t,. 

As a new target is selected one of disjunctions of -o set 
not yet calculated. 

For the semanteme -s (s,, .. ., Sm):= -o [d,, .. ., d,] the 
procedure of formation of call is analogous, except selec
tion oft, is performed over the -o set, and that the new tar
get is a - S set. 

Conclusion 

We are sure that integration of hypertext and means for 
relevant description of its fragments in a common concep
tual memory is appropriate for the natural representation of 
analytical work with texts. 

In this communication we paid attention mainly to the 
description of the formal tools for the encoding a text es
sence and the functional memory operating. Out of this 
framework remained important problems of automatic (that 
is, according to the guide bar) formation of the hypertext 
elements and treatment of nonformal messages (analysis 
of NL-texts and collection of dictionaries). The problem 
of automatic formation of pathways in the hypertext 

undoubtedly may be solved. The questions connected with 
the NL-texts analysis, extraction of formal messages from 
the latter, form a body of the following step of this 
research. 

The approach to formal description of a text essence 
employed in this work is based on the use of clausal logic 
form. The constructions "concretisation-attribute" included 
into the language to a great extent are treated as form of 
syntax representation of relations between objects. Conse
quently, the structure of relations between objects described 
by these constructions is not rigid and may be supple
mented by new elements of description. 
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PRESENTING THE MANUSCRIPT 

F. I. Abdullaeva 

A TURKISH PROSE VERSION OF FIRDA WSi'S SHAH-NAMA 
IN THE MANUSCRIPT COLLECTION 

OF THE ST. PETERSBURG ST ATE UNIVERSITY LIBRARY• 

The collection of Oriental manuscripts in the St. Petersburg 
State University Library cannot compare with famous 
St. Petersburg manuscript depositories, such as the National 
Library of Russia and the St. Petersburg Branch of the 
lnst1tute of Oriental Studies (Russian Academy of Sci
ences). Islamic manuscripts in the University are now con
centrated m the Oriental Department of the University 
Library which serves the needs of the Oriental Faculty of 
the L.:mversity. The teaching of three Oriental languages -
Arabic, Persian, and Turkish - had been provided since 
the foundation of the Imperial St. Petersburg University in 
1819, and a significant amount of books and manuscripts in 
these languages began to come to the University from 
different sources. 

In the middle of the nineteenth century manuscripts 
came from three large depositories: from the Imperial 
Kazan University. the Lycee de Richelieu in Odessa, and 
the 1 st Gyrnnasmm of Kazan. Manuscripts from these three 
places remain the most valuable part of the collection. All 
were registered in the lists of Arabic, Persian and Turkish 
manuscripts, made by the University scholars. The first was 
compiled and published by C. Salemann (1849-1916), 
with the help of Baron V. R. Rosen (1849-1908) in 
1888 [ l ], the second one was edited by Professor Alexan
der Romaskev1ch ( 1885-1942) in 1925 [2]; and the last, 
a catalogue of the newly arrived or newly discovered Per
sian and Turkish manuscripts in the University collection, 
was prepared by Professor A. Tagirdjanov (1907-1983) 
m 1967 [3]. 

It seems rather strange that the manuscript we would 
like to discuss in the present article [4] was mentioned only 
m the last list of 1967. It is also difficult to imagine that 
Salemann, who won his fame as an extra-thorough librar
ian, would have omitted it in his edition. Be that as it may, 
the earliest information on this codex in the University 
Library is contained in the 1967 catalogue by Professor 
Tag1rdJanov. The MS has been registered under the title 

Tarjuma-yi nathrf-yi Shiih-niima. Jild-i duwwum (call num
ber 1378) [5]. One can easily assume that it is the transla
tion of the celebrated Shiih-niima by Abii '1-Qasim 
Firdawsl-yi Tiisl, popular at the Turkic courts to such extent 
that during the last Saljuqs, for instance, even the town 
walls of their capital were adorned with Firdawsfs 
verses [6]. 

It is well known that Turkish literature in the early 
Middle Ages was greatly influenced by literature of Persia 
and partly of Mawarannahr. Turkish court poets had a good 
command of the Persian and Arabic languages and were 
well trained in Persian and Arabic poetry. Probably it was 
one of the reasons why Firdawsfs Shiih-niima was trans
lated into Turkish rather late, as compared, for example, 
with the brief Arabic version of the poem dated back to the 
beginning of the thirteenth century. This was made between 
615 I 1218 and 623 I 1227 by the Arabic historian Qawam al
Din al-Bundarl, who dedicated his work to the Damascus 
ruler Malik al-Mu'a:;::;::am 'lsa (d. 1227) [7]. 

As far as I know, there are two Turkish translations 
considered to be among the earliest ones so far sur
vived [8]. A versified Turkish translation was made by 
Tatar 'Alf Efendl in 916/1510-11 for the Mamliik Sultan 
Qansiih Ghiirl (r. 1501-17) [9]. According to Ch. Ri~u. 
G. N. Meredith-Owens and others, the author of this ver
sion calls himself either Sharif or Shariff [ 1 OJ, or Sharif 
Amidi [ 11 ], or l:lusayn b. l:lasan MuI:tammad al-l:lusaynl al
Amidi [ 12], or l:lusayn b. l:lasan MuI:tammad al-l:lusaynl al
l:lanafi [13]. He finished his work on Monday 2 Dhii'l
l:lijja 916/2 March 1511. 

The second Turkish version of Shiih-niima (in prose) 
was observed by A. A. Romaskevich in his article pub
lished in a special volume on the occasion of the 1 OOOth 
anniversary of Firdawsl. As Romaskevich believed, the 
translation had been executed in 1030/1621-22 by some 
Mal:tdl, a court official of the Ottoman Sultan Osman II 
(1618-22) [14]. This information of Romaskevich was 

•I would like to thank Eleanor Sims, Ernst Grube, Tim Stanley, Efim Rezwan, Adel Adamova, and Oleg Akimushkin for reading 
an earlier draft ofth1s paper and making many helpful comments and valuable references. Their help has led to many improvements. They 
arc. of course, in no way responsible for the paper's shortcomings. I am also grateful to Tamara Deryagina of the Oriental Department 
at the St. Petersburg State University Library and to Aleksey Pylev of the Department of Turkic Philology at the St. Petersburg State 

University for their help and cooperation. 
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most likely based on the MS in question from the 
St. Petersburg State University Library, but the scholar was 
not correct when mentioning both the name of the author of 
the writing and the date of its compilation. 

In the introduction which our MS contains there is the 
name of the author of this translation of Firdawsrs poem. 
He calls himself Madl).I (fol. 2b). This name is also men
tioned on the last folio (373b) as the name of the composer 
of the work. 

The copy has the dedication to Sultan Osman II. On 
fol. l 24a the title of the book is mentioned as Kitab-i 
"Uthman-khan. The "Story of Iskandar" is concluded by 
a poetical dedication to the same Sultan 'Uthman-khan 
(fol. l 74b): 

_,5;1; .J Jo JolL ·~ 
~ j -' ,)·"' j oW:..J~ _,.J_,I 

J......S....,I ,)i .. .,I; <il;,. 

.y_,> .:.Jl;c. .:,l;.. .:,l.i< .s 

The epilogue comprising the praise of Sultan Osman 
(fol. 373b) presents another evidence that the volume was 
finished in the reign of Osman II: 

rli '-'..i.J1 """~ <lS.il.I .s 
._,!:.;I Jl.Jj ..r y '5.;).JI f.J.iY-" 

ol, <L~ o.JllL .... Li _,_,)JI 

.:,b...~ <.b..... /:-i' _,_,)JI 

L.:.:..J <Lo...J_,.l.!I ,)..o_,j JA -'...>-'-' 
J...,11_,.,.1_,.;1.......,1~.., 

~ ~ o.l.Ubl ..uJJ1 

rLI )So_,5 <,<I .....,.1 dJ 
._,US <ll..S <,<;_,.I <lS..11..S 

.JIJJ..al o\.....!:. yo~ ..,_._,Jy, 
.:, l;.. .:,l.i< .:,lhl..u, r5-'4" 
L.:.:..i ~ ,..$.Jl.J ~W:. _,I 

J_.; ~ YJ~......W..l.1.JI 
~ _,_,;..;.; .S ,J.<-1 .:,lit;. JI 

So we can assert that the author of the Turkish prose 
version of Shah-nama was a compiler named Madl).T who 
made his work for Sultan Osman II in 1621-22, shortly 
before the tragic death of this ruler. 

On fol. 373b there is a colophon where the name of the 
transcriber and the date of copying of the MS are given: 

,_,.>+JI J'> ~I .J .j_,ili ........., _,_.....:, J'> J.J'l'I t-'-' _,.-1 bi.JI ..,; ly__,.,.;; 

-u.;j _,ii. '-'~_,...!JI ,_,..1yl _,.h.11 _,,iill 'Jfe ~I J.:..;1 -.k "'_,,JI 

that is, the MS was finished in the middle of RabI' I 
1030/December-January 1620-21 by Ibrahim Jawrf 
(Turk. Cevri). 

The MS from the St. Petersburg University Library 
deserves special attention because of at least two reasons. 
The very fact that the illustrated codex comprises 
the Turkish translation of Shah-nama, dedicated to the 
Ottoman Sultan Osman II, is interesting to a high degree. It 
is known that this sultan, who was the first to attempt to 
abolish the Janissary corps, inefficiency of which was evi
dent as early as the beginning of the seventeenth century, 
and, according to some accounts, to transfer the Ottoman 
capital to Egypt. was extremely unpopular among his court 
officials. His final execution in 1622 might be regarded as 
a result of this utmost unpopularity. The writings dedicated 
to this sultan are very few. The translation is among those 
few ones. Judging from the praise of Osman by the author 
of the translation, a takhallu~ of the latter, Madl).T (from 
madh - "praise"), was not accidental at all. Most likely, 
the author was one of those few high-ranking Ottoman 
officials who approved the politics and activities of this 
sultan. 

That the author of the translation was a court official is 
proved also by the fact that the MS was transcribed by one 
of the most famous Turkish calligrapher Ibrahim 

Cevri (fol. 373b), and it is the second reason why the MS 
can present a special interest to the students of the Turkish 
manuscripts. 

Certainly, Ibrahim Cevri (d. 1654) is an outstanding 
figure in the history of the Turkish art and literature of the 
seventeenth century. He was born between 1595-1600 
and received good education, judging from his early ap
pointment as katib (secretary) at the Imperial Chancery and 
his connection to the famous !;>iifis, maw/awl Shaykh 
Isma'D AnqarawI, as well as to a representative of the 
Melami-Bayrami order, San Abdullah Efendi. His link with 
maw/awl order is also confirmed by his learning the art of 
calligraphy from the maw/awl darwish. 

Ibrahim Cevri's life proves his being an extraordinary 
person. His work as a secretary was not long. It is known 
that as early as 1620, when he was about 20-25 years old, 
he copied the Mathnawl by Jalal al-Din Rumf for Head of 
the State Chancery (Diwan-i Humayiin), ra 'is al-kuttab 
Emir <;:elebi Efendi. It must have been a great success, 
since Ibrahim Cevrl retired soon and became a professional 
transcriber who earned his Jiving by copying manuscripts 
for most eminent Ottoman court officials. The account has 
survived that he could copy 1,000 bayts within one day and 
earn 1,000 akr;e. He is known to have copied Mathnawl 
twenty-two times, and several writings in prose of great 
volume, such as Tarlkh-i Wa~~af, Kunh al-akhbar by ·Alf, 
and, as we can see, Madl).i's translation of Firdawsrs poem. 

Ibrahim Cevri was not an ordinary copyist, he was 
a great master of calligraphy who invented a new script 
known as shikasta-yi ta 'liq (Turk. taliq k1rmas1). Manu
scripts copied by him were highly appreciated, as seen, for 
example, from the fact that the Ottoman Sultan Selim III 
( 1789-1808) presented a copy of Mathnawl transcribed by 
Ibrahim Cevri to the famous poet and maw/awl Shaykh 
Ghalib (1757-1798). 

It is worth noting that Ibrahim Cevri was also a poet, 
an author of Diwan (38 copies survived), of several poems 
(mathnawi). A great many of his writings and manuscripts 
copied by him are preserved in the manuscript collections 
throughout the world [ 15]. 

All this makes our MS of the Turkish translation of 
Firdawsrs Shah-nama especially noteworthy. It is all the 
more so since the MS contains miniatures. 

The history of the MS is fairly mysterious. Its prove
nance is not quite clear. The leaves of the book are lacking 
any Oriental owners' seal. On the fly-leaf one can see an ex
libris with illegible but rather characteristic signature. The 
same signature we encounter in the MS from the Muslim 
collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies (Russian Academy of Sciences). This 
manuscript contains an Arabic military treatise under the 
title Kitab al-makhziin Ji Jami· al-funiin by Ibn Abr 
Khazzam (call number C 686) [16]. The treatise has similar 
ex-libris with the signature by the same hand: "Ex Bib
liotheca Orientali Wenceslai" that belongs to Prince 
W. Rzewuski, a famous traveller and collector of Oriental 
rarities. It is known that in 1808 he brought from the East 
some very valuable items. It is most probably that among 
them was a manuscript comprising the above-mentioned 
treatise. 

In the description of Turkish manuscripts of the Institut 
des Langues Orientales of St. Petersburg (at present these 
MSS are preserved in the St. Petersburg Branch of 
the Institute of Oriental Studies collection) published by 
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V D. Smimov in 1897 there is a mention of the MS of the 
Turkish translation of Firdawsrs Shiih-niima which at that 
time was found in Odessa [ 17]. According to the evidence 
of Sm1mov, this MS was preserved in the collection of the 
Musee de la Societe d'Histoire et d'Archeologie [18]. The 
description of the copy made by Smimov leads us to con
e Jude that it 1s the same MS that we describe here, in this 
article. We can only guess at what time it was brought to 
St. Petersburg. Most probably it was sold or donated by the 
Museum to the Lycee de Richelieu in Odessa and after
wards, as a part of the Lycee collection, was transferred to 
the St. Petersburg University Library. 

The MS represents only the second of the two volumes 
of the Turkish translation in prose. The codex contains the 
stones of Kay-Khusraw, Isfandiyar, Gushtasp, Faramarz, 
Bahman, Darab, Dara b. Darab, Iskandar, Shapiir, Tayir, 
\1anl ("Manl-naqqash"), Yazdigird b. Shapiir, Bahram 
Ghiir. Flriiz, Qubad b. Flriiz, Khusraw Niishirwan, Khur
muzd, Bahram Chiiblna, Khusraw Parwlz, Khusraw and 
Shlrln. and Yazdigird. Most likely the translator used the 
Persian text of Shiih-niima which comprised numerous in
terpolations, the largest being the writing well-known as 
Bahman-niima. 

The structure of the work is as follows. First the author 
gives a versified passage from the main body of Firdawsrs 
text m Persian; and after that he gives his adaptation of the 
poem m Turkish, commenting on and decorating plentifully 
the text m prose with Turkish verse. 

Three leaves m the codex are missing (between fols. 32 
and 33. 110 and 111, 215 and 216). The last folio contained 
probably a miniature referring to the section entitled 
...i.,1_,l. ~_,].. ,):..;"-"'IJ In all, there are 373 folios in the MS. 
The sIZe of the folios: 36.0 x 23.0 cm, and the surface 
occupied by the text measures 29.0 x 14.9 cm. 

There are 23 Imes per page. The text written in large
s1ze nasta '//q 1s framed with gold and black rules. The 
margins of the pages containing miniatures are covered 
with floral designs made in gold and silver. The text is 
written in Indian ink, the key words are in cinnabar. 

The paper is of two kinds: thick, white Oriental paper 
of high quality and thin, creamy and yellow-tinted Euro
pean paper (for the restored passages). To protect the illus
trations. thin blue, green, brown and white paper with pon
tuseaux. verger and a water-mark (the filigree emblem of 
a trefoil with letters "N", "Z", and a castle with banner) was 
inserted into the volume. 

The binding 1s European, of cherry-brown leather 
mounted on cardboard. During restoration, the leather of 
the previous binding, also European, was patched on the 
outer side of the covers with a border of gilt-stamped floral 
motifs border. 

Inc1p1t: 

Excipit: 

.. ')'_,I J_,...,.... ~ f'""l ~ _;..;5 ')'_,I 1.5J..PY' <tbJl....... 1.5J..PJ 

The MS 1s remarkable with its fine miniatures. In all, 
there are 29 miniatures and an 'unwiin performed by a pro
fessional hand, unfortunately, anonymous. It is even possi
ble that the miniatures were made by several artists. Since 
this copy was most likely intended to be presented to the 
Sultan himself, it may be assumed that the miniatures were 

created by the artists from the workshop of one of the most 
prominent painters of Sultan Osman II's reign where 
Naqqash l:lasan, Alµnad Naqshl, Qalandar Pasha and Mir 
Sa'ld MuJ:iammad (Mehmet) worked [19]. 

The tradition of illustration of Firdawsrs poem was 
several centuries old by the early seventeenth century. 
During this period some illustrations became almost 
obligatory for all artists, independently of their school or 
their individual attitudes. For instance, such episode as 
"Rustam warding off the stone thrown at him by Bahman" 
(cf. e. g. a miniature on the same subject in the MS from 
the Dom collection in the National Library of Russia (20]) 
was pictured quite traditionally. Rustam was shown in 
a unnatural pose, with the leopard helmet on his head (see 
miniature in our MS on fol. 94a). The miniature illustrating 
an episode with Isfandiyar slaughtering the dragon (cf. e. g. 
a corresponding miniature from Shiih-niima of Firdawsl, 
published by Sotheby's and Aboulala Soudavar (21]) was 
also almost identical in numerous copies of Firdawsrs 
work. 

Despite a number of investigations dedicated to Turk
ish painting has appeared recently [22], Ottoman painting, 
rare in western and especially in Russian collections, has 
not received sufficient reflection. We cannot but share the 
opinion of Ernst Grube that the very special qualities of the 
Ottoman style of painting set it apart from any other school 
in the Islamic world. It differs greatly from both the lyrical 
grace of the Persian miniatures and the detailed perfection 
of Mughal painting. Notable also is the fact that Byzantine 
painting, as well as European, in particular, Italian one, had 
but insignificant effect on the Ottoman art of painting since 
the time of Gentile Bellini's visit to Istanbul around 
1477 (23], or between 1479 and 1481 (24]. Although the 
influence of Italian painting was considerable during 
Mehmet II's rule (r. 1451-1481), it was strong in the genre 
of portrait painting alone. 

The Persian style most noticeably influenced the Otto
man painting beginning from the early sixteenth century 
and attained its zenith to the end of the century. The chan
nel of this influence was not only the Persian artists and 
numerous Persian manuscripts brought to Istanbul by 
Selim I (r. 1512-1520) as a result of his campaigns against 
Safavid Iran. The models for Ottoman artists were also 
luxurious Persian manuscripts presented to Ottoman sul
tans. It is known that the splendid illuminated Shiih-niima 
(the famous Edmond Arthur Houghton Shiih-niima [25], 
dating back to ea. 1522-1540 [26]) was sent in 1566-67 
by Shah Tahmasp (1524-1576) to Selim II (r. 1566-
1574) as a gift on the occasion of the Sultan's ascending the 
thrown. A Safavid delegation of 320 officials and 
400 merchants arrived then in the Ottoman capital with pre
sents laden on thirty-four camels. A list of the gifts was 
made by Ottoman officials. The Qur'an (supposedly copied 
by Imam 'All; d. 661) and a copy of the Shiih-niima deco
rated with 258 miniatures (its copying had taken twenty 
years) were shown as the most precious items of these 
gifts [27] . 

In February 1594, Sultan Murad III (r. 1574-1595) 
had got amongst the other gifts from 'Abdallah II, who was 
sent as an ambassador of Uzbek-khan, another fine copy of 
the Shiih-niima dated by 1564-65 and illustrated with 
twenty-eight miniatures made in the Bukharian style of that 
time. In September 1619, Shah 'Abbas (1587-1629) sent 
to Sultan Osman II several manuscripts richly decorated 
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with miniatures, together with other valuable gifts, such as 
elephants, a panther, and rhinoceros (28]. 

Copies of Firdawsfs Shiih-niima performed by Turkish 
artists have been catalogued by M. And. A major part of 
them is now preserved in the Topkap1 Saray1 Museum 
(8 MSS), in the Library of the Istanbul University (3 MSS), 
in the British Library (I MS), in the collection of Edwin 
Binney 3rd (I MS), in the New York Public Library, the 
Spencer Collection (I MS) in the Bibliotheque Nationale in 
Paris ( 1 MS), and in the Uppsala University Library 
(I MS). In all, there preserved six hundred miniatures [29]. 
The collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute 
of Oriental Studies (Russian Academy of Sciences) pos
sesses two more copies of the versified Turkish translation 
of Shiih-niima dating back to the seventeenth century (call 
numbers: B 3690 - first volume, E 8 - full copy). In both 
of them Sharif AmidT is named as the author of the writ
ings. MS E 8 has two miniatures made by rather dainty 
hand [30]. They are not mentioned by M. And. 

As was mentioned, our MS contains 29 miniatures the 
hst of which we are giving here. They are typical of the 
seventeenth-century Ottoman miniature painting that ab
sorbed many elements of various schools of Persian paint
ing. In Dr Akimushkin's opinion, all the miniatures of the 
manuscript were produced in the manner close to the Shiraz 
commercial style. Some of them, however, represent the 
style suffered a great influence of TabrTz, or rather QazwTn. 
The miniatures related to this last one are marked in our list 
with a "Q" (the figures in the brackets are given to single 
out the peculiarities of the miniatures inside this group, re
flecting probably the individuality of the artists): 

I) fol. 6a - "BTzhan killing Hilman"; 
2) fol. 12b - "Gildarz killing PTran" (Q 3); 
3) fol. 20b -- "Kay-Khusraw killing ShTda"; 
4) fol. 50b -- "Gushtasp leading captured Ilyas to 

Qay~ar" (Q 3); 
5) fol. 6la - "Battle between Iranians and Turanians"; 
6) fol. 78b - "Battle ofisfandiyar with the Dragon"; 
7) fol. 94a - "Rustam warding off the stone thrown at 

him by Bahman" (Q 2); 
8) fol. l 16a - "Rustam and Zivara fallen in the wolf 

trap. Rustam killing Shigad who has hidden behind 
a platan"; 

9) fol. l 35b - "Bahman ordering to finish off 
Faramarz shoot by the arrows" (Q 3); 

10) fol. 146a - "Pashutan persuading Bahman to 
free Zal"; 

11) fol. l 57b - "BarzTn Azar defeating the Black 
Man" (Q 3); 

12) fol. l 70a - "Bahman perishing in the Dragon's 
throat" (Q 3); 

13) fol. I 93a - "Iskandar defeating Filr"; 
14) fol. 196a - "Iskandar at the court ofQaydafa"; 
15) fol. 205a - "Iskandar listening to Israfil"; 
16) fol. 233a - "Shapilr destroying the Qay~ar's 

camp" (QI); 
17) fol. 239a - "Bahram Ghilr hunting"; 
18) fol. 243a - "Bahram Ghilr's enthronement after 

his killing the lions"; 
19) fol. 258a - "Bahram and Shingil watching 

chawgiin players"; 
20) fol. 276a - "Nilshirvan assaulting the Rilm cita

del"; 
21) fol. 289a - "Arrival of the Khaqan's daughter to 

Nilshirvan"; 
22) fol. 296b- "Buzurjmihr at the court ofNilshirwan 

guesses the riddle of the Rilm envoy"; 
23) fol. 309a - "Hurmuzd appointing Bahram 

ChilbTna the commander of the battle with the Shah Sava"; 
24) fol. 3 I 5a - "Bahram ChilbTna defeating Sava" 

(Q 4); 
25) fol. 329b - "Bahram ChilbTna being pursued by 

Khusraw ParwTz who kills his horse with the Gustakhim's 
arrow" (Q I); 

26) fol. 338a - "Angel Surilsh saving Khusraw Par-
wTz"; 

27) fol. 346b - "Bahram ChilbTna's fighting with the 
KappT lion" (Q 2); 

28) fol. 356b - "Khusraw and ShTrTn"; 
29) fol. 368a - "Shepherd of Khusraw killing 

Yazdigird" 

This article is not aiming to give a full scholarly analy
sis of the miniatures presented in the manuscript. Our aim 
was much more modest - that is, to call attention of spe
cialists to this most valuable illustrated Ottoman copy of 
Firdawsfs Shiih-niima preserved in the St. Petersburg 
University Library. Taking into account that Ottoman il
lustrated manuscripts are not numerous and every item is of 
great interest to the scholars, we decided to give a descrip
tion of the MS in this article. We hope that this brief pres
entation will attract the attention of all those interested 
in the field. 
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V. N. Goreglyad 

THE MANUSCRIPT OF KANKAI /BUN IN THE COLLECTION 
OF THE ST. PETERSBURG BRANCH OF THE INSTITUTE 

OF ORIENT AL STUDIES 

On the 26th of October 1804 the sloop Nadezhda com
manded by I. F. Krusenstern entered the Nagasaki bay. The 
embassy of C'J. P. Rezanov to Japan was on board. There 
were two pretexts for sending a Russian embassy to the 
Tokugawa Japan which avoided external contacts: a letter 
from the Japanese authorities given in 1793 to Adam 
Laxman with a permission to send a Russian ship to 
'iagasaki to negotiate about the opening of trade relations 
between the two countries [ l ], and the coming back to their 
native land of four Japanese sailors from among those who 
had been carried to Russia by the ocean streams in 1794. 

The desire of Russian merchants to establish n·ade 
connecuons with Japan was characterised by the minister 
of commerce Count N_ P. Rumyantsev in his report to 
:\lcxander 1 in the following words: 'The very nature, by 
placmg Russia contiguous to Japan and bringing the two 
empires together by seas. gives us an advantage and con
' e111ence 111 trade before all other commercial powers, to
wards which, It appears, our merchant class is waiting only 
for the approval of the government" [2]. 

The four Japanese sailors taken by the Nadezhda to 
'iagasaki came from the crew of the Wakam1_rn maru_ They 
spent 111 Russia nearly ten years_ Their ship departed from 
the port of Is111omak1 on the Pacific shore of the Honshu 
Island (the Miyagi prefecture) at the end of 1793 with 
a cargo of timber. rice and other goods belonging to the 
Sendai family. The cargo was intended for Edo, the shogun 
capital of Japan. The crew of the ship numbered 16 people, 
rnclud111g Captain Heibei. When the ship entered the open 
sea, 11 was overtaken by a typhoon, lost its rudder and 
a mast. Its hulk was damaged and it went out of control. 
Drawn by winds and sea currents the ship drifted for about 
six months and by the summer of the next year was washed 
ashore at one of the Andreyan Islands in the north-eastern 
part of the Aleutian Archipelago. During the ten months 
spent by the sailors among the Aleuts they lost Captain 
1 lc1bei. became familiar with the natives and established 
contacts with the agents of the Russian-American Company 
on the Aleutian Islands. 

On a ship which belonged to the Company the Japa
nese travelled to Okhotsk, whence from, in three groups, 
they were taken first to Yakutsk and then to Irkutsk_ There 

they stayed during eight long years. Two more Japanese 
sailors died in the course of these wanderings, four of them 
became Orthodox Christians. Starting from 17 54, in Irkutsk 
by the Navigation School there was a School of Japanese 
language transferred there from St. Petersburg. Several 
Japanese, who were carried by storms towards the Russian 
shores some years before, were living there. 

In 1803 the Japanese were summoned from Irkutsk to 
St. Petersburg, where Emperor Alexander I gave them 
an audience. After that four of the Japanese sailors, whose 
health were good and who did not convert to Christianity, 
received a permission to return to their native land on 
a Russian ship. Their names were Tsudayu, Gihei, Saheida 
and Tajilro. The fifth was Zenroku, whose command of 
Russian was better than that of his companions, and who 
was taken on board as an interpreter (he was baptised as 
Peter Kiselev and had no intention to come back to 
Japan) [3]. 

The 450-ton sloop Nadezhda commanded by Captain
Lieutenant I. F. Krusenstern started its 16-month voyage 
from the port of Kronstadt in the morning of July 26, 1803. 
Its course was through Copenhagen, Plymouth, Santa Cruz 
de Tenerife, Santa Catharina (Brazil), around the Cape of 
Horn, by the Marquesas and the Hawaiian Islands to 
Petropavlovsk-Kamchatski and Nagasaki. That was the 
second time the Japanese travelled around the world [4]. 

At the beginning of 1805 the Japanese sailors were 
taken to their native land and handed to the authorities of 
Nagasaki. Nine months later they were brought to Edo. All 
that time they were kept under guard in a special lodging 
near the sea. On the 20th day of the l 2th moon of year 2 of 
the Bunka era (January 8, 1806) the sailors were received 
by head of the Sendai clan Date Chikamune who was only 
ten years old [5]. Two months later the clan authorities 
ordered two of their vassals to interrogate the travellers 
in all detail and to make a record of what they could tell 
about life abroad, about Russia and about their voyage on 
a Russian ship. These talks (interrogations) continued for 
forty days. 

The principle work - the method of questioning, sub
jects, checking of the evidence provided by the sailors 
(mainly by Chinese and Dutch books and by consulting 
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Daikokuya Kodayii who had also spent in Russia about ten 
years) was done by Otsuki Gentaku. The role of the second 
member of the commission, Shimura Hiroyuki, was con
fined mainly to recording the sailors' answers on paper. 

Otsuki Gentaku (his other pen-names: Bansai, 
Moshitsu. Confucian nickname - Shikan, personal 
name - Shigekata; 1757-1813) was a clan physician, 
"expert in Holland", head of the first Japanese private 
school of rangaku ("Dutch sciences") Shiba Rando (Dutch 
Pavilion in Shiba). author of numerous translations (over 
300 maki) and literary works. 

Shimura Hiroyuki (pen-names: Tokuji, Shikikei, Moan, 
Kikukaku Shinken; b. 1769) was also a rangakusha of the 
Sendai clan, at the end of his career - presumably a tutor 
to the head of the clan. 

To identify different data (like distance in European 
measures. calendar dates, legends on available European 
maps. etc.) and to make drawings illustrating his work 
Otsuki Gentaku drew many people specialising in corre
sponding fields. 

The principal result of questioning was the appearance 
in 1807 of a formidable manuscript titled Kankai !bun 
("Remarkable Facts about the Seas Surrounding [the 
Earth]"). The work is divided by subjects into 16 maki 
(in copies - 15). The drift of the Wakamiya maru is 
described there after the stoiy told by the sailors, as well as 
their life in different parts of Russia, from the Aleutian 
Islands to St. Petersburg, and the story of the voyage of the 
Nadechda from Kronstadt to Nagasaki. Evidence on conti
nents and countries. their geographical co-ordinates and 
relative location are taken from literary sources. The intro
duction to Kankai !bun contains information about the Rus
sian Empire evidently unknown to the sailors. 

"Russian land is the land relating to the European con
tinent about which it was spoken earlier. If we consider the 
opinions which were there in the past and which are current 
now among different people. in our country even quite 
recently, in the years of An-ei - Temmei (1772-1788 -
V G.), they knew not where the land named "Oroshia" was 
located. Still this name was there on the people's lips. They 
said, it was Moskovia, about which it had been spoken both 
150 and I 00 years ago. 

The Old Man Hakuseki [6) in his "Brief Notes on the 
Five Things" [7) indicated that it was more than 14,200 ri 
away from Japan (at the end of the Min (8) period this 
name was pronounced as Mosygaewaeia) ... 

This land is famous for its hides. Barbarian ships were 
bringing the products of this land to our country. and ours, 
receiving them as gifts, began to call them "merchants' 
hides". That is why this sort of leather (the one from which 
purses and boxes for keeping plants are made) is called 
in the world - by Indians, Lilliputians and Persians -
amakawa [9], but is also called mosukobia. In that way the 
word mosukobia is the name of a sort of leather, and many 
do not know now that it is also the name of a land. They 
say that this Mosukobia was first the name of the capital 
and then became the general name of the country. They say 
that the present name of the whole country is Ryusia, also 
Oroshia, they also say Oroshiiskoi ... 

This land is a monarchy, located in the north-west of 
Europe mentioned above. Over a hundred years ago a cer
tain man flourished in this land as a wise prince. He per
formed his duties, seeking goodwill of different countries. 
After he had added to his possessions lands on the north-
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east, up to large territories in Siberia (located to the north 
of Chinese Dattan), which is on the Asian continent, its 
ultimate borders reached Kamchatka. In the last years its 
people have relations with the Ainu islands [IO) on our 
north-east. .. " [ 11). 

The whole body of the work is divided into the fol
lowing parts: books 1-3 - the story of the adventures of 
the crew of the Wakamiya maru from her departure from 
the native port to the stay of the sailors in Irkutsk; 
book 4 - food and dress of the Russians; book 5 - tem
ples, administration, military class, punishments, money; 
book 7 - measures of length and distance, measures of 
weight, musical instruments, agriculture, trade, medicine, 
fishes, animals and wild beasts, counting; book 8 - Rus
sian-Japanese vocabulary arranged by subjects; book 9 -
the voyage of the 13 sailors from Irkutsk to St. Petersburg; 
book I 0 - the audience given by Alexander I, the sailors' 
stay in St. Petersburg; book 11 - preparations for sending 
four of the sailors back to their native land; books 12-
13 - the voyage from Kronstadt to Nagasaki; books 14-
16 - stay in Nagasaki, different notes. 

The process of the actual work with the sailors is de
scribed in the introduction to the work by its authors as 
follows: ".. The two of us (in the text a disparaging 
equivalent 'two vassals' is employed - V. G.) were given 
a secret order: it was ordered to ask them about all details 
of this event from its very beginning to the end. 

According to that, starting the whole thing in that 
moon, we were summoning the sailors to one of the houses 
of an isolated estate by the step of the Atago hill ( 12). 
day after day recording their answers to our questions. 
Shigekata asked questions on the story of their wanderings, 
and Hiroyuki, sitting nearby, kept the records. Thus in 
a whole 40 days have passed. 

We stepped over that year, spring came - the middle 
decade of the second moon [ 13). We were given rest, after 
which we listened to and recorded everything which had 
happened to the sailors, beginning from their departure 
from their native prefecture to their return to their native 
land - their voyage to a foreign land and back and their 
twelve-year stay there. That made the draft records. 

In the present records there are many omissions, since 
it was impossible to go into every detail - these undevel
oped and ignorant poor creatures looked inattentively and 
listened inattentively both when they entered the Russian 
lands as well as on their way back by the sea, when the sails 
of their return were raised. 

This state of things could not satisfy us. Shigekata 
again and again asked important questions in the same 
order, and again he received no answer to them ... " [14). 

Apart from the record of the sailors' answers, supple
mented with the evidence of written sources. a huge 
amount of editorial work was done in arranging parts of the 
book, avoiding repetitions, etc. After the work had been 
accomplished, it was submitted to the clan authorities. 

The manuscript "Remarkable Facts about the Seas 
Surrounding [the Earth)" is known now in many copies. 
The most authoritative (close to the autograph) are the 
manuscripts of the Parliament Library, the Library of the 
Cabinet, the Internal Library of the Palace Department, The 
Toyo bunko Library, the Waseda University Library and, 
naturally, from the private library of the Otsuki family ( 15]. 
The aim of scholars is to trace the filiation of these manu
scripts and, when possible. to construct the stems. 
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There are weighty arguments making us think that the 
manuscript of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of 
Oriental Studies is one of the most authoritative and close 
to the autograph. 

The active spread of the copies of the work was to 
a great extent connected with the tension in Russian
Japanese relations because of the failure of N. P. Rezanov's 
mission. Enraged by this failure the Russian envoy sent 
a "Memorandum" to the shogunate government: 

"I. the undersigned Full Chamberlain and Cavalier of 
His Royal Maiesty. Sovereign and Emperor Alexander I, 
'.\11cholas Rezanov, am declaring to the Japanese Govern
ment: 

1. That at the time of my presence in Nagasaki I asked 
in the name of His Majesty the Tsar for a trade agreement, 
for which the Japanese government had given a permission 
to Laxman, sent in 1792, but then, by the intrigues of its 
m1111ster ... changed its word and refused. 

2. This action made me demonstrate to the Japanese 
government that the Russian Emperor did not need much 
effort to bnng this Empire within the rules demanded by 
respect to the neighbouring friendship of a person so high 
standing as that of my sovereign the Emperor of 
All Russia. 

The followmg part of the "Memorandum" contained 
demands to punish the guilty, to make excuses to "my most 
kmd so,·ere1gn", to open a port "to where one can come for 
trade" at Matmai (Hokkaido) and not to spread Japanese 
authonty to the north of Matrnai. In case of "one more 
disrespect" Rezanov threatened the Japanese with "pernici
ous measures and irrecoverable losses" [16]. 

The Japanese authorities, naturally, in no way reacted 
to the "\1emorandum". 

On the Sth of August 1806, staying on board of the 
)11110. '.\. P. Rezanov gave secret instructions to her captain, 
Lieutenant N. A. Khvostov, which included the following: 

"l. To enter the Aniwa bay and, if any Japanese vessels 
are found there. to destroy them; to capture healthy and 
good for work people. and those disabled to let go to the 
north end of Matmai, telling them that they should never 
dare to come to the Sakhalin, which is a Russian territory, 
but commg for trade, for which the Russians will ever be 
ready. When taking captives, preference must be given to 
artisans and craftsmen. 

2. To keep the Japanese captives from there under strict 
guard on your ship. but not to distress them, telling that for 
them it will be better than before, and therefore to let them 
keep all their property and to take them all to Novo
Arkhangelsk ... " [ 17]. 

Other instructions were no less resolute than the ones 
cl!ed. Resolute were also the actions taken by Lieutenant 
'.\.A. Khvostov and Midshipman G. I. Davydov (comman
der of the tender Avos) who eagerly carried out the secret 
mstructions of N. P. Rezanov. 

Next year, after Khvostov and Davydov had ravaged 
Japanese factories. stores and temples on the South 
Sakhalin and the Kurils, the shogun government moved 
regiments of the Tsugaru, Nanbu, Sendai and Aizu clans to 
the north of the Ezo Island, the South Sakhalin and to other 
lands bordering upon Russia. Seven hundred soldiers of the 
Aizu clan were stationed on the Sakhalin; some Japanese 
scholars also went there inspired by the possibility to 
descnbe the northern islands and to persuade the Japanese 
10 the reality of the Russian threat. There was, naturally, 

an unusual growth of interest towards literature containing 
information about Russia, first of all towards Kankai !bun. 
It continued through the following decades, instigated by 
the persistence of the Western Powers knocking at the 
closed doors of Japan. The Japanese became even more 
interested in Russian affairs after the conclusion of a treaty 
between the two countries at the beginning of October 1854 
and especially after the 1858 Treaty on Trade and Friend
ship and the establishment of a Japanese diplomatic mission 
in St. Petersburg. 

In the course of preparations for the opening of the 
Japanese embassy to Russia the Japanese authorities began 
to assemble reference materials for the embassy library. 
Kankai !bun held a prominent place among these materials. 

All books of the Kankai !bun manuscript in the collec
tion of the St. Peters burg Branch of the Institute of Oriental 
Studies (call number C 191) bear the stamp (representing 
a chrysanthemum) of the Japanese embassy to the Russian 
Empire. Among the documents belonging to the Institute 
there are no records about the time and the circum
stances under which the manuscript came to the Asiatic 
Museum (under that name the St. Petersburg Branch of the 
Institute of Oriental Studies was known in 1818-1930). 
We may, however, presume that it was donated to the 
Institute in 1918, when the Japanese embassy and other 
foreign diplomatic missions moved to Moscow, following 
the Soviet government which had moved there not long 
before that. 

The presence of the embassy stamp and the absence of 
any other stamps in the manuscript may testify that the 
manuscript was not taken from any library or collection but 
was specially copied for the Japanese embassy to the Rus
sian Empire. There are several features demonstrating that 
it could not be the autograph by Otsuki Gentaku or Shimura 
Hiroyuki. Taking into account, however, the official 
character of the book collection of the embassy, it is possi
ble to suggest that most authoritative protograph has been 
selected. 

As for the protograph, the following features of our 
manuscript point to its existence: 

l. The text of the manuscript is executed in different 
handwritings. Evidently, those who were assembling mate
rials for the embassy library were given strict time limits, 
so they entrusted the copying to several scribes. 

2. The presence of numerous errors in the transcription 
of foreign words, foreign personal names and place-names 
is noteworthy [18]. It can reflect not only the mistakes 
made by the informers, but testifies also that some of the 
katakana characters in the protograph were written not 
clearly enough (oyuni instead of ogoni - "fire'', iroruka 
instead of igoruka - "needle", meshinishi instead of 
meshinin - "lower middle-class man"). 

3. There are also several omissions of fragments pres
ent in other manuscripts of Kankai !bun [ 19], differences 
in transcription of foreign words, the presence of homo
phones. 

The mistakes made by the Japanese scribes who copied 
the manuscript were of different types. Synonymous sub
stitutions most often occur in the hieroglyphic text; 
in words written in syllabic scripts (hiragana, hentai
gana) - grapheme is replaced by its hieroglyphic proto
type or one conclusive verbal form is replaced by another. 
Cases when one syllabic system of writing is replaced by 
another can not be classified as scribes' mistakes: graphic 
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variants could reflect nothing more than the personal taste 
of the copyist. 

In manuscripts describing foreign lands copyists' 
mistakes most often occur in transcriptions of foreign 
words, including personal names and place-names. The 
same fully refers to Kankai /bun . 

The comparison of our manuscripts with the printed 
editions by Sugimoto and Miyazaki by this feature provides 
data for tracing their stem. The record of foreign words and 
names in the 8th book of the work allows, as it appears 
at first glance, to arrange the three sources in the following 
order: the edition by Sugimoto - the edition by 
Miyazaki - our manuscript. Arguments for this conclusion 
are the following: 

l. Mistakes in writing katakana graphemes by the 
similarity of their shape are more frequent in the manu
scnpt: Kangeri for Angeri (England) - in both editions; 
Jigo ranze for Noigoranze (New Holland) - in the edition 
by Sugimoto (the edition by Miyazaki contains the same 
mistake as the St. Petersburg manuscript); Oroshiika for 
Oroshiia (Russia) - in both editions. 

2. The omission of voicing marks (which often occurs 
in manuscripts of the Tokugawa period) in transcriptions 
of foreign words: Horutogari for Porutogari (Portugal), 
l.rnlwn for !supan (Spain) - in both editions. 

Also, a combination of these two kinds of mis
takes makes the transcribed word into a puzzle: 
7ofimmararashita for Doburanadeshita (the Cape of Good 
Hope) -- in both editions. 

3. That the manuscript described here was copied 
from a not quite legible protograph is evident from the 
transcription of the combination of words "one month" -
oron meisetsu where syllable ro is provided with nigori 
(voicing mark, which in this case is meaningless), while on 
the left of it syllable ze is written by the same hand (i. e. 
j:en meisetsu ). Meanwhile in the editions by Sugimoto and 
M iyazaku it is clearly written: jzen. 

The presence of lacunae contributes a lot to the prob
lem of the filiation of the manuscripts of Kankai !bun. 
However, the principle question is that concerning the pro
tograph of our manuscript. Omissions of several characters 
in it could be a result of the oversight of the scribe (in this 
particular case, however, it is not a good explanation). But 
already in the foreword to the work [20], between the 
words Kanaria and Amerika, the manuscript has 20 lines of 
the text missing in both editions. This frag- ment tells about 
the voyage of the Nadezhda across the Atlantic Ocean. 

The Miyazaki edition (300 copies) was based upon the 
so-called Mishima book which, in its tum, is basing upon 
the "Ishii book". For this last, obviously, the text of the 
Otsuki family library was used, along with two or three 
other copies [21 ]. 

As for Sugimoto Tsutomu, he used for his edition the 
manuscripts of the Parliament Library and of the Cabinet 
Library [22]. 

When translating the work into modem Japanese Ikeda 
Akira used mainly the copy of the Palace Library 
(a well-preserved manuscript of 1829 copied by one hand 
from the protograph of 1810) along with several other 
authoritative copies from Tokyo manuscript collec
tions [23]. Even in his edition the fragment mentioned 
above is also missing [24]. 
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Either several authoritative copies of Kankai !bun are 
not authentic or, which is more probable, this work has 
at least two versions by the author himself. 

It should be noted that it was not seldom that, as 
a result of multiple copying, comments made by the author 
or the owner of the manuscript were incorporated into the 
main text. In such cases the interpolation usually represents 
a kind of explanation of the preceding text or its supple
ment. In our case, however, the fragment missing in all 
other editions presents a natural transition from one sen
tence to another and removes the odd interruption existing 
in the copies used for printed editions. In other words, none 
of the published copies or copies used for making the 
editions of Miyazaki, Sugimoto and Ikeda, could be the 
protograph of our manuscript. Even cursory observation of 
peculiarities of its text bring us to this conclusion. 

The special features of our manuscript and its some
what isolated place among published manuscripts reveal 
themselves in particular in book 8 (lexicon). The matter is 
not that in the St. Petersburg manuscripts some words are 
either omitted, like Russian J/Ce.7eJo (zhelezo) - "iron" or 
cepe6po (serebro) - "silver", or misplaced, like Bopoma 
(vorota) - "gates", or that voicing marks are missing there 
(all these faults could be easily explained by the oversight 
of the copyist), but that it contains transcriptions of Russian 
words reflecting their pronunciation more precisely than 
they are given in printed editions. Meanwhile the manu
script provides sufficient evidence that the copyist was not 
familiar with the Russian language. 

The Russian word moBapuu.i (tovarisch) - "comrade" 
is given in the manuscript as tawarashi, while in 
Sugimoto's edition it is taurashi (Miyazaki and Ikeda -
tawarishi), the word 6ocamhlli (bogatij) - "rich" -
bakatoyo (Sugimoto - hakatoyo); .ua~ma (machta) -
"mast" - in the manuscript - mashita, Ikeda gives majita, 
Miyazaki and Sugimoto - majiku. 

In this way the first impression of the origin of our 
copy turns to be wrong. 

By the beginning of the nineteenth century the Japa
nese had little experience in transcribing foreign words. 
In the early medieval period the transcription of Sanskrit 
words was practised by Japanese Buddhists, and of Chinese 
words - by a wider circle of educated people. In the Edo 
period they recorded Dutch words. The experience acquired 
at the time of the first contacts with the Europeans was lost 
already by the middle of the seventeenth century. 

The study of the St. Petersburg copy of Kankai !bun 
shows that it is of a great value for the history of the text. 
It can be not only translated into Russian but also laid at the 
base of a critical edition, thus opening new possibilities for 
textological studies. 

Illustrations to the manuscript deserve special attention. 
Drawings of everything the sailors saw in the course of 
their long voyage were made by the authors from their 
words. After draft drawings had been made, the sailors 
suggested all possible corrections, made remarks of differ
ent kind. The drawings were then modified accordingly. 
There were different subjects related to Russia and to their 
voyage from Kronstadt to Nagasaki. The illustrations con
tained in our manuscript are of special value for all inter
ested in the field. No doubt, they could become the object 
of a separate study. 
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Notes 

I As it was recorded by A. Laxman in his "Description of the Voyage", in the chart received by him from Japanese officials on the 
23d of January 1793, It was said: "If on your side there would be any new enterprise, you may proceed with it there [i. c. to Nagasaki]". 
Sec V. M. Golovnm, Zapisk1 jlota kapitana Golovnina o prikliucheniiakh ego v plenu u iapontsev v 18//, 1812 i 1813 godakh. 
s pnobshchen1e111 :ameclwnli ego o iaponskom gosudarstve i narode (Memoirs of the Captain of the Navy Golovnin about his Adventures 
m Japanese Capt1V1ty in the Years 1811, 1812, and 1813, with his Supplementary Notes on the Japanese State and People) (Khabarovsk, 
1972 ). p. 487 

2. See "Ross1lsko-Amenkanska1a Kompaniia i izuchenic Tikhookeanskogo severa" ("Russian-American Company and the study of 
the north of the Pacific Ocean"), Sbornik dokumentov (Moscow, 1994), pp. 49. 

3. There were constant quarrels between Zenroku and his compatriots on the way. Rezanov left him at Kamchatka, not daring to 
take him to Japan, where Zenroku could loose his life if denounced by his former friends. 

4. Ikeda Akira 1s writing, however, that the four passengers of the Nadezhda were the first Japanese to make such a voyage, see 
Ikeda Akira, Kanka1 Jb11n (Tokyo, 1898), p. 316. The first one was actually the voyage ofa 500-ton European-type ship San Bonaventura 
(built probably under the directions of Will Adams) with a mixed Japanese-Portuguese crew of 68 people undertaken m 1613-1620. Its 
course was: Tsukmoura (Miyagi, Japan), the Aleutian Islands, California, Akapu\ko (Mexico), the Straits of Magellan (probably around 
the Cape of Hom), Seville (Spam), Naples (whence from the captain went to Rome, to see Paul VI), the Cape of Good Hope, Java, the 
Phi\1ppmcs. Macao. Japan. Soon, however, Christianity was prohibited in Japan, so this voyage was hardly mentioned. 

5. Three of the four sailors were present at the audience given by Date Chikamune. The fourth one, Tajuro, who had attempted 
a su1c1dc m Nagasaki, was still too weak to come. 

6. The Old Man Hakuseki - Arai Hakuseki ( 1657-1725), a Tokugawa scholar, author of works on Japanese history, geography, 
folklore and language. He was a counsellor and tutor to the Tokugawa shoguns. 

7 "Bnef Notes on the Five Things" - Gojiryaku, a work by Arai Hakuseki. 
8 Mm - a Chinese dynasty, 1368-1644. 
9. Amakawa - a Japanese term for leather. 

10. At the end of the eighteenth-early nineteenth century the northern part of the Honshu Island, Ezo (Hokkaido) and the Kurils 
were numbered by the Japanese among those inhabited by the Ainu people. 

11 Kankai Jb11n, manuscnpt C 191 of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies collection, book\, 
fo\s I I a- I 2a 

12 Atago - a h1JI with a Shinto shrine in the area of Shiba m Edo (now the Shiba park in the Minato-ku region of Tokyo). 
13. The 2nd decade of the 2nd moon of the 3d year of the Bunka era began on 20/ 8 March 1806. 
14. Kankai lb11n, manuscript C 191 of the St. Petcrsburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Studies collection, book I, fols. 5b--6a. 
15 The difference between the popularity of Hokusa monryaku by Katsuragawa Hoshu and of Kankai /bun is striking. The first one 

was created by the orders of the shogunate government, the second - by the initiative of the Sendai clan. To what extent these works 
were open to the public was also probably decided at different levels. 

16 "Ross1lsko-Amenkanskaia Kompaniia", p. 115. 
\7. Jb1d, p. 153. 
18. As D. S. Likhachev points out, "mistakes made by a scribe when reading his original could be connected with the palaeo

graphic features of the handwriting or with the physical state of the original", see D. S. Likhachev, Tekstologiia (Textology) (Leningrad, 

1983 ). p. 65. 
19. The author had a chance to see copies of Kankai /bun preserved in several manuscript collections of Japan and to collate the 

St. Pctcrsburg manuscnpt with the editions by Ikeda Aikira - see op. c11.; by Miyazaki Eiichi - sec Otsuki Gentaku, Shimura Hiroyuki, 
Kanka1 /bun, ed. Miyazaki E1ichi (Tokyo, 1976); and by Sugimoto Tsutomu & Iwai Noriyuki - see Otsuki Gentaku, Shimura Hiroyuki, 
Kanka1 /bun honbun to kenkyil, eds. Sugimoto Tsutomu and Iwai Noriyuki (Tokyo, 1986). 

20 Sug1moto's edition, p. 16, line 7, left; M1yazaki's edition, p. 45, line 5, left. 

21 lkcda's edition, p. Ill. 
22 Sug1moto's edition, p. XVIL 
23 lkcda's cd1t1on, p. IV. 
24 Ibid, pp. 11-2 

Illustrations 

Fro11t cover: 

"A Ship Among the Blocks of Ice". A colour drawing from the book 2 of the manuscript Kankai !bun 
(C 191 ). fol. I 4a, 14.0 x 20.5 cm. 

Back cover: 

"Theatre in the Capital of the Russian Empire". A colour drawing from the book 11 of the same manu
script, fols. I lb--12a, 32.5 X 26.5 cm. 
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Inside the text: 

Fig. I. "The Alcuts with Harpoons on the Dinghy of Leather". A colour drawing from the book 2 of the 
same manuscript, fols. 5b--6a, 28.0 x 41.0 cm. 

Fig. 2. "A Dwelling House in Okhotsk'". A colour drawmg from the book 2 of the same manuscript, 
fol. I 5b, 14.0 x 20.5 cm. 

Fig. 3. "A Dog Team". A colour drawing from the book 2 of the same manuscnpt, fols. 16b--l 7a, 
28.0 x 41.0 cm. 

Fig. 4. "An Aleutian Family (husband, wife, and daughter)'". A colour drawing from the book 2 of the 
same manuscript, fol. 3a, 14.0 x 20.0 cm. 
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Mirza Mukhammad Khaidar. Ta'rikh-i Rashidi. 
Vvedenie, perevod s persidskogo A. Urunbaeva, 
R. P. Dzhalilovoi. L. M. Epifanovoi. Tashkent: lzda
tel'strn "Fan", 1996, 727 str. 

Mirza Mul,iammad l;laydar. Tii'rlkh-i RashTdT. Introduc
tion. translation from Persian by A. Urunbaev, 
R. P. Djalilova. L. M. Epifanova. Tashkent: "FAN", the 
Publishing House of the Republic of Uzbekistan Acad
emy of Sciences. 1996, 727 pp. 

The work by Mirza Mu~ammad l;laydar Tiirlkh-i Rashid/ 
was always highly appreciated by all scholars who studied 
the history of Moghulistan of the second half of the four
teenth--first half of the sixteenth century. The appearance 
of 1ts new edition with a translation into Russian is no 
doubt a remarkable event. Moreover that the author of the 
work himself was such a gifted and prominent figure, that, 
m our opinion. his personality deserves special considera
tton. lt 1s difficult to refrain from mentioning that Mirza 
:vtuhammad l;laydar was a close relative of the famous Ori
ental author and the founder of the Great Moghul dynasty 
( 1526-1858) Babur (d. 1530). The mothers of Babur and 
Mirza l;laydar were sisters. 

Muhammad l;laydar himself, or, as he called himself, 
Mirza l;laydar. came from a very influential and noble 
Dughlat family. In the fourteenth-sixteenth centuries his 
ancestors were powerful amlrs enthroning and dethroning 
princes of the ruling dynasty in the eastern part of the Cha
gatay empire - the territories of the present-day 
Kazakhstan. Kirghizstan and Xin-Jiang - or Moghulistan, 
as all these lands are named in the medieval Muslim 
sources. 

Mirza Haydar was born m 905 /l 499-1500 in Tash
kent, which at that time belonged to the ruler of 
Moghulistan Ma~mud-khan. The mother of Mirza l;laydar 
was a daughter of the Moghulistan ruler Yunus-khan 
( 1462--1487). The famous husband of her sister, Babur, as 
well as Moghul khiin Sul\an Sa'ld (who ruled in Kashgaria 
m 1514-1533) showed active interest in Mirza l;laydar's 
life and career. He received a good Muslim education, be
coming well-versed in literature, different branches of sci
ence. arts and crafts according to the standards of that time. 
Being endowed with poetic gift he wrote poems in Turk\ 

and Fars! with equal fluency. Besides his outstanding liter
ary abilities he was at the same time a gifted military leader 
and a man of great personal bravery. 

Mirza l;laydar's noble origin and personal abilities de
termined his official career: he was close to the khan's 
court, under Sul\an Sa 'Id he held prominent offices in the 
MoghUI state. On the khiin's command he several times led 
campaigns into Badakhshan, Kafiristan, Ladaq, and Tibet. 
After the death of his patron, Sa'ld-khan, his fortune, how
ever, changed. The throne of Yarkend was occupied by 
Sa'ld-khan's son 'Abd al-Rashid, who was extremely hos
tile to the Dughlat tribe. It became dangerous for Mirza I;! 
aydar to stay in his own country, so he decided to move to 
India, to the successors of Babur. He spent some time wan
dering in Tibet Minor, then arrived in Lahore. In 1541, 
Mirza l;laydar managed to conquer Kashmir by a military 
ruse and established a practically independent state there. 
Here, in Kashmir, his famous work Tiirlkh-i Rashid/ was 
written in Persian between 1542 and 1546. 

In a foreword to his work Mirza l;laydar explains the 
reason which made him take the pen. He writes that in his 
youth he became familiar with the tradition about the 
MoghUI khiins narrated by old men, and later became in
volved in many historical events. "Looking back", writes 
Mirza l;laydar, he realised that no one who knew those sto
ries and could tell about those events had been left. Thus 
developed the idea to create a work dealing with the history 
of the Moghul khiins and their tribes after their conversion 
to Islam supplemented with what the author had heard from 
trustworthy story-tellers and with what he had seen himself 
in the course of his life. In the introduction to his work 
Mirza l;laydar does not avoid the usual for medieval authors 
self-disparaging words of his modest literary abilities, when 
he writers that only all these above mentioned circum
stances could force him to start "dragging [my] worthless 
pen over the whiteness of paper"'. 

The main contents of Tiirlkh-i Rashid/ is the story of 
the eastern branch of the Chaghataids (the descendants of 
Chaghata:y, the second son of Chinghiz-khan, who died in 
1242), the internal strife within the uliis which resulted in 
the rise of the Dughlat tribe and its rule in East Turkestan. 
Being the principle source on the history of Moghulistan in 
the second half of the fourteenth-first half of the sixteenth 
century Tiirlkh-i Rashid/ contains also rich and often 

' Mirza Muhammad Haydar, Tiirikh-i Rashid/, a manuscript C 395 m the collection of the St. Pctcrsburg Branch of the Institute of 
On en ta\ Studies. fol. I 02a. 
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unique materials on the history of several Turkic peoples of 
Central Asia, as well as on Tibetans, Kafirs and the inhabi
tants of Kashmir. 

Not going beyond the frames of the usual medieval 
view on history as the sphere of actions exclusively of rul
ers, military leaders and dignitaries, Mirza I:Iaydar is nev
ertheless more broad-minded in his observations and esti
mations than most medieval historians. Rendering the 
Moghiil historical tradition and narrating the events of his 
own life he appears as a keen observer of human characters, 
marking characteristic features of historical figures and 
events. In his Tiirikh-i Rashid/, as well as in the 
"Memories" of his famous relative Babur, we find a curious 
human document reflecting a vivid impression of that po
litically unstable period in the history of Central Asia. 
Mirza l;laydar never loses a chance to describe his own im
pressions of different events, as well as the impressions of 
those people who were close to him. Their individual tune 
is extremely valuable for reconstructing the whole picture 
of human perspective at that time crucial for the history of 
the greater part of the Asian continent. 

The personality of Mirza I:Iaydar and his historical 
work did not remain unnoticed. This is how the author and 
his work were estimated by a late sixteenth-early seven
teenth century Iranian-speaking author Amin b. Alµnad 
Raz!: "From him came to the world good deeds, he was of 
many and high talents; his spelling was blameless, his style 
clear. [and] his verse gracious. He was of outstanding cour
age and bravery and an artful military leader. .. His Tiirlkh-i 
Rash/di wntten for Rashid-khan, the ruler of Kashgar, is 
known universally"'. 

Tarikh-i Rashid/ by Mirza l;laydar Diighliit doubtless 
became very popular in the East. The manuscript tradition 
connected with this work is rich and variable. At present 
more than thirty copies of his historical work are known. 
Passages from Tiirikh-i Rashid/ are often cited by many 
Muslim authors, there are also several translations of this 
work into Turk!-'-

The work by Mirza I:Iaydar considerably influenced the 
development of Oriental studies in Europe. Beginning from 
the early nineteenth century every scholar working in the 
field of the medieval history of Central Asia and North In
dia had to apply to this important source. In 1895, by the 
efforts of N. Elias and E. Ross the work by Mirza l;laydar 
was translated into English and published with a foreword, 
a vast introduction and a supplement'. In 1973 this transla
tion was reprinted in Panta without any changes. 

As for Oriental studies in the former Soviet Union, the 
discussion about the necessity of a complete translation of 
Tarikh-i Rashid/ into Russian has been going for several 
decades. Time went, but the translation of this unique 
source on the history of Central Asia did not appear. Fortu
nately, at the very end of the twentieth century, the first 
Russian translation of Mirza l;laydar's work was published. 
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This important task has been fulfilled by prominent Uzbek 
scholars A. Urunbaev, R. P. Dzhalilova, and L. M. Epi
fanova. 

The basic manuscript used for the Russian translation is 
the copy of Tiirlkh-i Rashid/ from the manuscript collection 
of the Institute of Oriental Studies of the Uzbek Academy 
of Sciences (No. 1430). In the course of their work the 
translators used also three copies of the Persian original of 
Tiirikh-i Rashid/ from St. Petersburg. Textological variants 
are marked at the bottom of every page, notes to the text 
follow each chapter separately. 

The survey of all achievements and faultes of the Rus
sian translation of Tiirlkh-i Rashid/ requires a lot of work. It 
is enough to mention here that the translation is very pre
cise and easy to read. At the same time, in my opinion, the 
style of the Russian version of the text is more dry than the 
Persian original, losing much of its beauty in this Russian 
translation. 

It should be mentioned also that the Introduction to the 
translation and notes are not free from errors. It is enough 
to mark here the most obvious of them. It is said in the In
troduction that "besides the historical work there is also a 
Turkic treatise on geography in verse, Jahiin-niima, also by 
Mirza I:Iaydar" (p. 9). But the statement calls for comment. 
True, Mirza I:Iaydar Diighlat was not only a talented histo
rian but also a fine poet. His treatise in verse entitled 
Jahiin-niima was discovered by pure chance among Martin 
Hartrnann's manuscripts in the State Library of Berlin 
(Berlinische Staatliche Bibhothek) (Ms. Oz. Oct. 1704) in 
1924 by Z. V. Togan, who was the first to study it '· He 
discovered, first, that the manuscript marked in 
M. Hartrnan's index as untitled and anonymous actually 
represented an unknown work by Mirza l;laydar named 
Jahiin-niima; second, that Mirza I:Iaydar had used takhallu~ 
Ayaz; that, finally, the subject of the poem was a fairy-tale 
about prince Ffriiz-shah and princess Perfzad. However, 
though Jahiin-niima contains information of geographical, 
historical and autobiographical character, the work the 
main subject of which is the story of a prince and a princess 
can hardly be assigned to the genre of geographic litera
ture. 

It is mentioned in the Introduction that the whole text 
of Tiirlkh-i Rashid! by Mirza I:Iaydar came to light in the 
English translation made by E. Ross (p. 14). Meanwhile the 
translation by E. Ross presents an abridged translation of 
the work. Omissions are marked by the transiator himself in 
footnotes (see, for example, E. Ross' translation, pp. 342, 
397, 400, etc.). Long rhetoric periods and verse were usu
ally abridged or omitted; sometimes longer passages are left 
out - all inserted treatises, a chapter on prominent histori
cal figures from Heral, author's conclusion to the second 
book (daftar), etc. 

Further, in footnotes to the edition under review we 
read that Dasht-i Qipchaq was a vast territory, in the elev-

' Amin b. A~mad Raz\, Haft iklim, manuscript C 605 in the collection of the St. Petersburg Branch of the Institute of Oriental Stud

ies. fol. 520a. 
'T. I. Sultanov, ""Tarlkh-i Rashid\" Mirza l;laldara Diiglata (literatumaia istoriia sochineniia)" ("Tiirlkh-i Rashid! by Mlr7a l;laydar 

Diighlat. The literary history of the work"), Pis'mennye pamiatniki Vostoka. lstoriko-jilologicheskie issledol'G111ia (Moscow, 1982), 
pp.116-35 

'The Tarikh-i Ras/11di hr Mir;a Muhammad Haidar, Dughlat. A llistorr of the Moghuls ofC'e11tral Asia. An English Version. Edited 
with Commentary, Notes and Map by N. Elias. The Translation by E. Denison Ross (London, 1895). 

'/\ Z. Yal1di, "Ein Turkisches Werk von Haydar Mirza Dughlat", Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies London fn
s//t11tum ({ l1111·ersity of Lo11don), Ylll / 4 ( 1937), pp. 985-9. 
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enth-fifteenth centuries embracing all the steppes from the 
Dnieper to the River lrtysh. Here the eastern Dasht-i 
Q1pchaq is meant, i. e. steppes to the east of the Volga. It 
would have been reasonable to mention here that Dasht-i 
Qipchaq was usually divided into two parts: the Western 
Dasht-i Qipchaq and the Eastern Dasht-i Qipchaq. The 
Western Dasht-i Qipchaq spread from east to west from the 
Rl\·er Yaik (the Ural) to the Dniester, from south to 
north from the Black and the Caspian Sea to the city of 
l·kck (Its remams located near modem Saratov). The bor
ders of the Eastern Dasht-i Qipchaq were marked by the 
lrtysh on the east, on the west - by the Yaik, on the north 

by the River Tobol, on the south - by the Lake Balk
hash and the territories adjoining the middle course of the 
Syr-Darya. 

The followmg note is made to the name of Shahlbek
khan "\1uhammad Shaybanf-khan, grandson of AbO'l
Khayr-khan (b. 85511451-d 916/1501) (a misprint here, 
for "1501" read "151 O" - T S. ). In the 1480s became the 
leader of the Uzbek state and achieved the conquest of 
\1awarannahr. The founder of the Shaybanid dynasty" 
(p. 620, note 6 to Chapter 26). Unfortunately, the transla
tors are repeatmg here an out-of-date opinion, therefore this 
passage requires a new and a more expanded note. 

Shahlbek-khan, a descendant of Shiban or, according to 
P Pelliot. of s·1ban, the Junior brother of Baty, son of Juchf
khan, son of Chmghiz-khan. Shahlbek-khan was the elder 
son of Shah-Budaq-sultan. He was born in 1451. According 
to Bma 'I and Khwandamfr, his mother's name was Aqqozl
bcg1111 and she was "of the line of Altan-khan". The per
sonal name of this pnnce was Mul)ammad. It is known that 
111 the \1ushm East a complicated system of names went 
hand-to-hand with a noble origin, so a complete name of a 
grown-up person could include three to five or even more 
components. According to Bina 'f, I:Iafi;~-i Tanish and Yusuf 
\1unshf. when Muhammad was JUSt born, his grandfather 
Abtl"l-Khayr-khan gave him a honorary name (lakab) -
Shahbakht. His other names, which he received later, were 
AbD '1-Fath, Shahlbek-khan, Shidak-khan. Shahlbek-khan 
was one of the most educated men of his time and a poet 
famous in literary circles. Because he was a descendant of 
Sh1ban-khan, writes the khan of Khiva AbO'l-Ghazf (also 

a descendant of Shiban, son of Juchf, son of Chinghiz
khan), as a poet he took the pen-name (takhallu~") of 
Sheybanf. In V. V. Barthold's opinion, the reason for turn
ing the name Shiban (Siban) into Sheyban (Shayban), 
whence from originated Sheybanf (Shaybanf) was the exis
tence in the Muslim world of a popular nickname identical 
with the name of one of the Arabian tribes, the name of the 
famous theologian al-Shaybanf, whose full name was Abu 
'Abdallah Mul)ammad b. al-I:Iasan (749-805). The full 
name of Shahlbek-khan, as it usually appears in the 
sources, was AbO'l-Fatl) Mul)ammad Sheybanf-khan. 

At the very beginning of the sixteenth century the de
scendants of Shiban, son of Juchf, son of Chinghiz-khan, 
led by Mul)ammad Sheybanf-khan moved to the south from 
Dasht-i Qipchaq, conquered Mawarannahr and founded 
there an independent state - the khanate of Bukhara. Mu
l)ammad Sheybanf-khan had three sons: TimOr-sul\an, 
Khurramshah-sul\an, AbO'l-Khayr-sul\an (according to a 
different source, the third son of Shahlbek-khan was named 
SuyOnch-Mul)ammad-sul\an). The direct descendants of 
Sheybanf-khan himself never ruled anywhere, so there was 
no Sheybanid (Shaybanid) dynasty. Sheybanf-khan, his 
children, his grandfather AbO'l-Khayr-khan, etc., they were 
all Shibanids (Sibanids), i. e. the descendants of Shiban 
(S.1ban) son of Juchf, son of Chinghiz-khan. In that way, 
contrary to the popular opinion, Shahlbek-khan the 
Shibanid was not the founder of the dynasty: he was the 
founder of the Shibanid state in Central Asia ( 1500-1598), 
with its capital first in Samarqand, then in Bukhara, nothing 
more 6 . 

There are other minor mistakes and omissions in the 
publication reviewed here, which, however, in no way di
minish its merits. My observations are not intended as criti
cisms but simply as items of information. It is fortunate that 
due to thorough labour of the editors, A. Urunbaev, 
R. P. Dzhalilova, and L. M. Epifanova, we have now a 
comprehensive Russian translation of the principal source 
on the medieval history of Central Asia and one of the most 
outstanding sixteenth-century historical works written in 
Persian. 

T. Sultanov 

"S. G. Khashtornyi. T I. Sultanov, Kazakhstan. Letop1s' treklz trsiaclzeletil (Kazakhstan. A Chronicle of Three Millennia) (Alma

Ala. 1992). pp. 243-9 

Catalogue of Acehnese Manuscripts in the Library of Lei
den University and other collections outside Aceh. Com
piled by P. Voorhoen in co-operation with T. lskandar. 
Translated and edited by M. Durie. Leiden University 
Library (Legatum Warnerianum) in co-operation with 
Indonesian Linguistics Development Project (ILDEP). 
Leiden: 1994, 391 pp. - Bibliotheca Universitatis 
Leidensis. Codices Manuscripti, XXIV. 

In 1994, in Codices Manuscripti series issued by Leiden 
University this book whose history goes back at least to 
1906 was published. It was in 1906 that a publication of the 
~real Dutch orientalist C. Snouck Hurgomje ( 1857-1936), 
dealing with the history of Acehnese literature, appeared. 

On his return from Aceh in 1892, the scholar prepared a re
port on the religious and political situation in the country 
for the Dutch East Indian government. The first two parts 
of the report were published under the name "De Atjehers" 
a year later, while the English translation of the work entitle 
"The Acehnese" came to light in 1906. The second chapter 
of Volume II of this work dedicated to the description of 
the Acehnese literature set the standard in the field. 

Forty years later Dr P. Voorhoeve (specialists in Arabic 
and Islamic studies know him as the author of the "Hand list 
of Arabic Manuscripts" which was published in 1957), at 
that period a curator of Oriental collections in the library of 
Leiden University, and formerly linguist of the Dutch 
government in Java and Sumatra, started the project which 
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was terminated successfully only in 1994. Together with 
the Indonesian scholar Dr T. Iskandar, Voorhoeve has con
ducted a survey of all manuscripts in the Acehnese lan
guage, kept in the collections outside Aceh, viewing to 
publish his work as a catalogue. In 1983, J. J. Witkam took 
the initiative of publishing this catalogue in English. After 
many modifications and additions had been made, the 
Dutch version of the book was translated into English by 
M. Dune. who not only translated and typed the work on 
a word-processor but also added much valuable informa
t10n to it, which was a result of his own studies. The work 
was finally published in 1994, and the students in the field 
received the bibliographical complement to C. Snouck 
Hurgorn1e's history of Acehnese literature they were so 
long awaiting for. 

In the preface to the Catalogue (p. 17) its compiler 
mentions six main sources of the work: 

I) C. Snouck Hurgonje's list of MSS sent from Aceh to 
the Museum of the Batavia Society; 

2) H. T. Damste's catalogue of Acehnese MSS in the 
Museum for the Tropics in Amsterdam; 

3) a typewritten catalogue of the Jakarta Museum col
lection and the Djajadiningrat collection; 

4) Yoorhoeve's typewritten catalogue of the collection 
in the Leiden University Library; 

5) Yoorhoeve's published and unpublished notes about 
several Acehnese MSS from other collections; 

6) T. Iskandar's description of MSS from the Damste's 
collection. 

The materials stored in the Leiden University Library, 
Amsterdam Municipal University Library, Amsterdam 
Royal Institute for the Tropics, Antwerpen Ethnographical 
Museum, Breda Ethnographical Museum "Justinus van 
Nassau". Diapdiningrat Collection of Jakarta, National 
Library (Jakarta). Dewan Behasa dan Pusaka (Kuala 
Lumpur), National Museum of Ethnography (Leiden), 
the British Library, School of Oriental and African Studies 
(London), Musee de l'homme (Paris), Ethnographic Mu
seum (Rotterdam), Utrecht University Library, the Military 
Archives in The Hague and in the private collections of 
G. W. J. Drewes. M. Durie, T. Iskandar and Sikkema are 
described in accordance with the systematic Snouck 

Stefano Carboni. Following tire Stars: Images of tire Zo
diac in Islamic Art. The Metropolitan Museum of Art. 
New York: 1997, 48 pp. 

Though the Catalogue under review that was published in 
coniunction with the exhibition "Following the Stars: Im
ages of the Zodiac in Islamic Art", held at the Metropolitan 
Museum of Art in New York from February 4 through 
August 31, 1997. is not voluminous, it is none the less of 
great interest for many specialists in the field of Islamic art 
and culture. Taking into account that the principle domain 
of interests of Ma11uscripta Orientalia covers a vast range 
of manuscript heritage investigation, including Oriental 
iconography as represented in Oriental manuscripts, the 
Catalogue, despite its special role to be a guide to the exhi-
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Hurgomje's survey of Acehnese literature and divided as 
follows: 

I) literature transmitted orally; 
2) hikayat Ruhe; 
3) epic hikayats; 
4) original treatises; 
5) fiction (romantic works); 
6) fables relating to animals; 
7) religious works (legends relating to the pre

Muhammedan period); 
8) religious works (legends relating to the Muham

medan period); 
9) religious works (books of instruction and edifica

tion); 
10) miscellanea. 

A major part of the items described consists of copies 
and transliterations of the originals made for C. Snouck 
Hurgonje, Hoesein Djajadiningrat and others, so there is 
often no need in codicological data to be present. 

Section "Plates with notes" (pp. 319-62) contains 
19 black-and-white reproductions of MSS' pages, some
times provided partially with transliteration. The compiler 
even gives us a remarkable "portrait gallery" of the persons 
significant for the Acehnese studies: of Dokarim (Abdul
karim), who was a composer of the heroic poem dedicated 
to the struggle of the Acehnese against Dutch (see 
Catalogue, pp. 59-62), C. Snouck Hurgomje, Teungku 
Mohamed Noerdin, who was Hurgomje's assistant in col
lecting Acehnese MSS, Dr Hoesein Djajadiningrat, and 
H. T. Damste (pp. 358-62). 

The detailed indices prepared by R. G. Toi and 
A. G. P. Janson (pp. 363-90) and a concordance named 
"Conspectus of Codex and Catalogue Numbers" (pp. 261-
302) widen essentially the possibilities of using the 
Catalogue. 

The work is a result of one hundred years of the efforts 
and activities of those engaged in studying Acehnese MSS 
(see in particular a vast bibliography in the "References", 
pp. 301-18). Intended to be a bibliographical tool to make 
the manuscripts available for further study, the Catalogue 
may in effect be considered an important supplement to 
C. Snouck Hurgonje's writing on Acehnese literature. 

E. Rezvan 

bition's items, could make service to the journal's readers, 
since it represents a valuable piece of scholarship. Needless 
to say, the compilation of a guide to the exhibition of 
Islamic art has always been the task that requires great 
knowledge in many fields of Oriental studies. In my view. 
the author has demonstrated his vast erudition in describing 
most precious items of Islamic art represented at the exhi~ 
bit ion and in presenting a comprehensive survey of Oriental 
astrology in general. 

The very idea of such kind of an exhibition, the aim of 
which is to show pieces of Islamic art dedicated to astrol
ogy. seems to be a fortunate one. Such a special approach, 
first, enables the public to make more profound acquain
tance with priceless treasures of the Metropolitan Museum, 
and, secondly, makes a great service to Islamic scholarship. 
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because 1t draws specialists' attention to most ambivalent 
sphere of Islamic art as represented in astrology images. 

The work by Dr Stefano Carboni comprises: i) a short 
but very valuable introductory article providing a scholarly 
survey of Oriental astrology. which shows the place it 
occupied in Islamic history, in particular, in the Arabic one; 
11) the description of the specimens of Islamic art, which 
contain astrology images; iii) and a helpful bibliography. 
The Catalogue is supplied with the black-and-white photos 
of the exhibits described. 

The author points out that in the medieval Islamic 
world the science of astrology was based on a knowledge 
of astronomy which was inherited by the Arabs from the 
Greek wntings. Dr Carboni succeeded in clarifying the role 
of astrology in Islamic artistic production, its significance 
as both a decorative device and a powerful cosmological 
talisman. The author also gives an exhaustive description of 
astrology images in various specimens of Islamic art, coins, 
and manuscnpt miniatures. The last ones, to all appear
ances. play but a little part in the exhibition. That is all the 
more regrettable since there exist enormous material on the 
subject hidden on the pages of Islamic manuscripts which 
offer a lot of 1conographical enigmas relating to astrology. 
One may only suggest that it was the lack of corresponding 
manuscripts under hand that miniatures were drawn on so 
poor a scale. 

1\Jevertheless. it is a great success of Dr Carboni that he 
has employed so fruitfully medieval Muslim writings on 
astrology. without which much would be almost obscure 
when deciphering most complicated "language" of astrol
ogy images in numerous pieces of Islamic art. It is lucky 
that the author of the Catalogue combines in his work 
profound scholarship in medieval Muslim literature with 
his excellent knowledge of Islamic art in general. 

It should be noted that the descriptions (20 in all) of the 
items are most informative and seem to be almost exhaus
tive providing many precious details which could be 
of much use to scholars working in the field. Apart from 
giving a detailed explanation of the astrological images, the 
author provides us with useful information on the relevant 
terms and traces the origins of some astrological images. It 
is no doubt that everyone dealing with Islamic iconography 
will borrow much after examining the exhibition and 
making acquaintance with the Catalogue compiled by 
Dr Carboni. One could only envy the visitors of this exhi
bition to have a chance to see the pieces of art presented at 
it and to get so abundant information on the role of astrol
ogy in Islamic society. 

It is a fortunate device of Dr Carboni to provide some 
of the descriptions of the items with charming citations 
from the writing of the famous Muslim scholar and astrol
ogy Abii Ma'shar al-BalkhI, entitled Kitab al-mawa//d, 
which would certainly excite curiosity of the exhibition's 
visitors. Given the great interest the people show in astrol
ogy nowadays, the device appears to be most appropriate. 
As for specialists, they will also read these passages with 
interest, not only because the most popular Muslim writing 
on astrology is being cited, but also because the citations 
reveal some special features of mentality of the Islamic so
ciety with concern to astrology and astrological beliefs. 

Despite its special role, astrology can be viewed as one 
of the most creative and interesting branch of medieval 
Islamic thought and culture in general. I think that the 
theme of astrology in the Middle East deserves a special in
vestigation, since it might contribute to our knowledge of 
medieval Islamic mentality. The Catalogue produced by 
Dr Stefano Carboni, with his deep penetration to the sub
ject, could be a step in this direction. 

l. Petrosyan 
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